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Zusammenfassung

Unfälle mit motorisierten Zweirädern sind komplexe Ereignisse, deren Ausgang von vielen

Faktoren abhängt. Ein gewaltsamer Abwurf der Fahrerin oder des Fahrers vom Motorrad

ist ein sehr wahrscheinlicher Unfallhergang. Durch einen Aufprall gegen einen anderen

Verkehrsteilnehmer, die Straße oder Straßenbegrenzungsobjekte erleidet der Aufsasse dabei

oft mehrere schwere Verletzungen an allen Körperregionen, die zu bleibenden Schäden

oder sogar zum Tod führen können. Ein neuartiges Rückhaltekonzept will dieses Problem

der unzureichenden passiven Sicherheit von Motorradfahrern und -fahrerinnen lösen, ohne

dabei die Vorteile eines motorisierten Zweirads als kompaktes Verkehrsmittel, wie z.B.

die gute Rundumsicht und Wendigkeit, zu beeinträchtigen und ohne das einzigartige

Fahrverhalten zu verlieren. Die innovative Idee sieht vor, dass der Aufsasse im Falle eines

Unfallaufpralls durch Oberschenkelgurte, mehrere Airbags und Beinanprallprotektoren am

Motorrad zurückgehalten wird.

Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist, das vorgeschlagene Sicherheitskonzept rechnerisch zu modellieren,

zu simulieren und zu untersuchen. Die wichtigsten Forschungsfragen sind: Ist es sicherer,

auf einem Motorrad zurückgehalten zu werden, als der intrinsischen Unvorhersehbarkeit

eines konventionellen Motorradunfalls ausgesetzt zu sein? Welche virtuellen Modelle und

numerischen Methoden erlauben es uns, dies zu beantworten?

Zur Beantwortung dieser Fragen fasst die Arbeit die wichtigsten Aspekte des Unfallver-

haltens von Motorrädern und ihren Aufsassen zusammen und analysiert den Stand der

Technik der passiven Sicherheit von Motorrädern. Die Arbeit skizziert Modelle und Simu-

lationen einer rechnergestützten Strategie für eine zeit- und kosteneffiziente Auslegung

und Untersuchung des Rückhaltekonzepts für Motorräder. Die Modellierungs- und Simula-

tionsstrategie kombiniert mehrere einzelne Entwicklungsaufgaben in einer Methodik, die

aus drei aufeinanderfolgenden virtuellen Entwicklungsstufen mit kontinuierlich steigendem

Detailierungsgrad und erwarteter Wiedergabetreue in Mehrkörper- und Finite-Elemente-

Simulationsumgebungen besteht. Für ein robustes Design werden verfügbare numerische

Modelle von Crashtest-Dummys und moderne Menschmodelle verwendet, die den Bewe-

gungsapparat, das Nervensystem und die inneren Organe eines Menschen detailliert ab-

bilden. Die Fahrzeug- und Aufsassenersatzmodelle werden in empfohlenen repräsentativen

Unfallszenarien simuliert und in kinematischen, kinetischen und energiebasierten Analysen

sowie hinsichtlich einer breiten Auswahl biomechanischer Verletzungskriterien für den

gesamten Körper bewertet.

Die Ergebnisse zeigen, was mit einer vollständig virtuellen Konzeptstudie möglich ist.

Es ist eine effiziente und effektive Simulationsstrategie, die die individuellen Vorteile der

verschiedenen Simulationsmodelle ausnutzt um das Unfallverhalten des Motorrads, seiner

passiven Sicherheitssysteme und verschiedener Aufsassen vorherzusagen. Die Simulationen

zeigen eine geführte und kontrollierte Trajektorie und Verzögerung des Motorradaufsassen,
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was zu weniger kritischen biomechanischen Belastungen im Vergleich zu einem Aufprall mit

einem herkömmlichen Motorrad führt. Die Ergebnisse sind eine aussagekräftige Beschrei-

bung der Funktionsprinzipien und der kausalen Zusammenhänge des Rückhaltesystems

und eine quantifizierte Leistungsbewertung des Konzepts. Die Kombination mehrerer

passiver Sicherheitssysteme zeigt sich sehr vielversprechend, um das Unfallverhalten pos-

itiv zu beeinflussen und die Unfallfolgen zu mindern. Eine Limitierung dieser Studie

besteht darin, dass nur die primäre Unfallphase untersucht wurde – die unmittelbare

Zeitspanne nach dem ersten Kontakt zwischen den gegnerischen Fahrzeugen, bei Kolli-

sionskonfigurationen mit einem Pkw nach einer anerkannter Norm. Die Studie ist der

erste Schritt zu einer ganzheitlichen Bewertung der innovativen Idee aber ihre Model-

lierung muss noch durch Laborexperimente verifiziert werden, und ihre Untersuchung muss

letztendlich viel mehr mögliche Unfalltypen umfassen, um schädliche Auswirkungen in

auslegungsüberschreitenden Szenarien auszuschließen.
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Abstract

Accidents of powered two-wheelers are complex events whose outcome depends on many

factors. Violent ejection of a rider from the motorcycle is a very likely accident pathway.

The rider, striking objects in its path and the ground, often suffers multiple serious injuries

at all body regions, resulting in permanent harm or even death. A novel restraint concept

wants to solve this problem of insufficient passive safety of motorcycle riders without

compromising a powered two-wheeler’s advantages as a compact means of transport, such

as great all-around visibility and maneuverability, and without losing its unique driving

behavior. The innovative idea envisages that in case of an accident impact, the rider is

restrained by thigh belts, multiple airbags, and leg impact protectors to the motorcycle.

This work aims to model, simulate, and investigate the proposed safety concept compu-

tationally. The main research questions are: Is it safer to be restrained to a motorcycle

than to be exposed to the intrinsic unpredictability of a conventional motorcycle accident?

What virtual models and numerical methods allow us to answer this?

To answer these questions, the work summarizes the most important aspects of the accident

behavior of motorcycles and their riders and analyses the state-of-the-art in motorcycle

passive safety. The work delineates models and simulations of a computational strategy for

a time and cost-efficient design and investigation of the restraint concept for motorcycles.

The modeling and simulation strategy combines multiple individual development tasks

in a methodology that consists of three successive virtual development stages with a

continuously increasing level of detail and expected fidelity in multibody and finite element

simulation environments. Aiming for a robust design, it uses available numerical models

of anthropomorphic test devices, better known as crash test dummies, and multiple state-

of-the-art human body models that detail the musculoskeletal system, the nervous system,

and the internal organs of a human. The vehicle and rider surrogate models are simulated

in recommended representative accident scenarios and evaluated in kinematic, kinetic, and

energy-based analyses as well as regarding a broad range of biomechanical injury criteria

for the whole body.

The results show what is possible with an entirely virtual concept study. It is an efficient and

effective simulation strategy that exploits individual advantages of the different simulation

models to predict the accident behavior of the motorcycle, its passive safety systems, and

diverse riders. The simulations show a guided and controlled trajectory and deceleration of

the motorcycle rider, resulting in fewer critical biomechanical loads compared to an impact

with a conventional motorcycle. The results are a meaningful description of the functional

principles and causal relationships of the restraint and a quantified performance evaluation

of the concept. The combination of several passive safety systems shows much promise

in positively influencing accident behavior and mitigating consequences. A limitation of

this study is that only the primary impact phase was investigated – the immediate period
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after the first contact between the opposing vehicles in collision configurations with a

passenger car according to a recognized standard. The study is the first step towards a

holistic assessment of the innovative idea, but its modeling still needs to be verified by

laboratory experiments, and its investigation must ultimately include many more possible

accident types to exclude detrimental effects in off-design scenarios.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The United Nations estimate that by 2045 66.4% of the worldwide population will live in

cities [UN19]. It is predicted that by that time, the number of passenger cars will rise by

more than 950 million from 2019 to almost 2.1 billion vehicles [OPEC20]. Most existing

urban infrastructure cannot support such an increase in vehicles and the impact on global

resources and the climate are not yet determined. Powered two-wheelers (PTWs), more

commonly called motorcycles, as small mobility solutions will play a vital role in dealing

with this development. At present and globally, they already attract vast and varied users.

They are popular as compact means of individual transportation in increasingly congested

urban traffic and tight parking conditions. Due to their low weight and compactness,

they have a good power-to-weight ratio and are very agile. Due to the lower resource

consumption in production with an associated lower price, lower energy consumption, and

lower maintenance costs compared to passenger cars, they are popular as a cheap form of

individual mobility that saves resources. Due to their unique handling and the sensation of

freedom when riding, for many users, a PTW is more than just a means of transportation

in everyday life, but riding is also a leisure or exciting sports activity. However, besides

exaltation, they pose an excessive risk of dire consequences.

”Another bend: and I have the honour of one of England’ straightest and fastest

roads. The burble of my exhaust unwound like a long cord behind me. [...] I pull

the throttle right open, on the top of the slope, and we swoop flying across the dip,

and up-down up-down the switchback beyond: the weighty machine launching

itself like a projectile with a whirr of wheels into the air at the take-off of each

rise, [...] A skittish motor-bike with a touch of blood in it is better than all the

riding animals on earth, because of its logical extension of our faculties, and the

hint, the provocation, to excess conferred by its honeyed untiring smoothness.”

— E.T. Lawrence, better known as Lawrence of Arabia, who died 1935 at the

age of 46 as a result of a motorcycle accident, in The Road [Lawrence55].
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In 2022, an estimated 49.9 million PTWs were sold worldwide [Statista23], only slightly

less than the 65.4 million cars sold in that same period [Gu22]. The most recent global

report on road safety [WHO18] of the World Health Organization (WHO) provides

data on registered cars and motorized two- and three-wheelers of worldwide countries.

Compiling these numbers versus the respective population of the countries results in a

telling illustration, shown in Figure 1.1. It portrays the global share of cars and motorized

two- and three-wheelers, which varies significantly by region. In many Western countries,

the number of motorized two- and three-wheelers are high, but their share is much

lower compared to cars. In North America, for example, they are very often used as

recreational vehicles for touring. In Europe, this is more mixed, as they are also commonly

used for commuting in increasingly dense urban traffic. Whether explicitly permitted

or not, PTWs slip between slow and stationary traffic and use tight parking areas. In

many Asian and South American countries, PTWs outnumber cars as they are often

the only affordable form of motorized transportation and have a primarily utilitarian

function [Haworth12, Van ElslandeEtAl16, Perlot21].

As an efficient mode of transportation from societal, economic, and environmental perspec-

tives, there are good reasons to promote the use of PTWs. Due to the high traffic volume

and restrictions on constructing more traffic routes, many cities have reached their capacity
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Figure 1.1: Registered cars and motorized two- and three-wheelers in worldwide countries

in WHO classified regions based on the data set from [WHO18]. Note: No data available

for some countries, e.g., for China.
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limits at peak traffic times. Traffic jams cause enormous direct and indirect costs and

burden the quality of life. Increasing the shift to smaller vehicles that occupy less physical

space on the road can provide much-needed relief. A case study of the Leuven-Brussels

motorway journey [Yperman11] examines the impact of a modal shift in which 10% of

cars are replaced by motorcycles. The traffic flow model simulation states that traffic loss

hours decrease by 63% from 1925 hours in a reference scenario to only 706 hours lost.

Regardless of the type of drive, PTWs consume fewer resources in production and have a

lower energy consumption than less compact cars. Considering the average occupancy in

an evaluation of different transportation modes for urban areas [BrunnerEtAl18], electric

scooters perform among the best. They are more efficient than other electric vehicles,

buses, and the tram; only bicycles and e-bicycles are more efficient. Of course, they do

not provide the same comfort and functionality as cars, with no weather protection and

carrying no more than two people and no significant cargo. However, there are many

single-occupant trips, especially in commuting, as the average occupancy of cars is only 1.7

in Europe [FiorelloEtAl16] and 1.67 in the US [BTS21]. PTWs are seen as a sustainable

element in urban mobility [DorockiWantuch-Matla21]. Especially combined with electric

drives, they have an enormous potential to reduce the consumption of resources and land,

thus protecting the environment while meeting people’s desire for individual mobility.

However, the poor passive safety is their decisive disadvantage at considerable social costs.

1.1 The Excessive Risk of Motorcycling

Road traffic fatalities remain a leading cause of death. The WHO provides worldwide

data on causes of death in [WHO20]. Each death is assigned to one of in total 116 causes.

Ranking the causes by frequency for multiple age groups leads to the three leading causes

of death for each age group illustrated in Figure 1.2. The full ranking is provided in

Appendix A.2. It shows that road traffic injuries are the leading cause of death in the 15-29

year age group. It is also the second most frequent cause in the 5-14 year age group

and the third most frequent cause in the 30-49 year age group. In absolute numbers,

about 1.35 million people are currently killed in road traffic accidents worldwide each year,

which are 2.5% of all deaths (ranking eighth overall).

Motorcyclists are particularly at risk. A worldwide examination [WHO18] in Figure 1.3

shows the large share of riders and pillions (their passengers) of motorized two- and

three-wheelers of all road traffic fatalities. The high numbers of road traffic fatalities in

South-East Asia and the Western Pacifics and to some extent in the Americas combined

with a large share of killed riders and pillions of motorized two- and three-wheelers in those

regions contribute to a worldwide share of 28%. These are close to 380,000 people killed

every year. This is just one percent less than the deaths of drivers and passengers of four-

wheeled vehicles. Vulnerable road users – pedestrians, cyclists, and riders and passengers

of motorized two- and three-wheelers – account for more than half of all fatalities.
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road traffic

1 million deaths

Figure 1.2: Leading causes of worldwide deaths by age group from the data set and

classification according to [WHO20] for 2019. The widths of the profiles at the tick marks

represent the number of deaths. The full ranking is given in Appendix A.2.
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Long-term and in-depth data from national databases and reports for Germany show

that the risk of a fatal accident is many times higher than for other modes of transport.

In 20191, 9.9 billion kilometers were traveled on motorcycles in Germany, excluding light

PTWs (L1 vehicles, see Figure 2.1) [Destatis21b, BASt23]. This mileage corresponds to

only about 1.5% of the almost 644.8 billion kilometers traveled by users of passenger cars

in that same period. However, motorcycles accounted for over 17.7% of all road traffic

fatalities in that year. Here, passenger cars are most frequently involved in fatal accidents

involving motorcycle occupants. In collisions of this type, 94% of the fatally injured

accident victims were motorcyclists or their pillions, although 68% of these accidents were

caused by the car drivers [Destatis21a]. Figure 1.4 clearly displays these extraordinary

risks for motorcyclists. For the same mileage, being killed on a motorcycle is 26 times

more likely than being killed while driving a car. Figure 1.5 shows that although the risk

of serious injury or death has decreased considerably in the past decades, the positive

development lags well behind the progress that has been made for users of passenger cars.

The reason for these alarming figures is the current insufficient passive protection of

motorcyclists. A motorcycle accident is a very complex event, the outcome of which

depends on many factors. The vehicle itself does not provide protection to the rider in the

event of a collision with an accident opponent or a roadside structure or in a solo accident.
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*L3 vehicles,

see Figure 2.1

Figure 1.4: Road-traffic fatalities of drivers

and passengers of cars, buses, trucks and

motorcycles per traveled billion kilometers

in Germany in 2019 [Destatis21b, BASt23].
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users of passenger cars and motorcycles per

billion traveled kilometers in Germany since

1991 [Destatis21b].

1While figures are also available for 2020 and 2021, the Federal Highway Research Institute of Germany

states that due to the corona pandemic, the mileage for 2020 and 2021 is subject to great uncertainty and

may not be final [BASt23].
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Motorcycles do not have the safety features that many car occupants take for granted.

They do not have seat belts, airbags, or a safety cell providing a survival space, nor the

stability of four wheels. Instead, violent ejection of the rider from the motorcycle is a

likely accident pathway when the vehicle suddenly comes to a standstill due to an impact.

The rider, striking objects in its path and the ground, thereby often suffers multiple

serious injuries in all body regions resulting in permanent harm or, very often, death, as

shown in the statistics above. The inherent problem of low passive protection of powered

two-wheelers has not yet been solved. Because of the complex accident behavior and due

to the exposed position of the riders on a two-wheeler, it is very difficult to find truly safe

passive safety solutions that are effective in the many possible accident configurations

and that at least have neutral or non-detrimental effects on the accident consequences in

off-design accident scenarios.

1.2 Restraint Safety Concept of the Safe Motorcycle

Laurent Doléac has set himself the goal of solving the problem of the insufficient protection

of motorcycle riders and devised a radical and completely new safety concept for motorcycles.

He calls it the Safe Motorcycle – an oxymoron2 that illustrates the great challenge. It aims

to improve passive rider safety in accidents significantly. The proposed concept consists of

a newly designed motorcycle frame and body, seat belts, multiple airbags, foam leg impact

protectors, and a side impact structure; see initial renderings of the vehicle concept in

Figure 1.6 and initial animations of the safety idea in Figure 1.7.

c○ Doléac Models

Figure 1.6: Renderings of the vehicle concept of the Safe Motorcycle.

2”A rhetorical figure by which contradictory or incongruous terms are conjoined so as to give point

to the statement or expression; an expression, in its superficial or literal meaning self-contradictory or

absurd, but involving a point.” [Oxford89], for example, a deafening silence.
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c○ Doléac Models

Figure 1.7: Animations of the safety concept. A video project presentation is provided

at [Maier20].

He envisages that in the event of an accident impact, the two belts around the thighs

restrain the rider to the motorcycle. The restraint causes the rider’s upper body to

rotate around the belt fastening. The surrounding airbags then decelerate the upper

body rotation in a controlled manner and protect the rider from hard contact with an

opposing vehicle, the road, or road-side structures. The foam impact protectors absorb

the impact of the legs on the motorcycle cockpit. The side impact structure protects the

lower extremities laterally. The fairing is shaped so that comfortable mounting, riding,

and balancing the vehicle while being stationary should still be possible. The envisioned

unique selling point of the safety concept is the preservation of an open design and,

thus, the ”DNA” of a motorcycle without any rollover structure, which is very important

to many motorcyclists. The open design preserves the better all-round visibility and

maneuverability of a two-wheeler, for example in traffic jams, compared to heavier closed

vehicles. The goal of Laurent Doléac is to supersede a motorcycle rider’s safety clothing

and helmet entirely in the future and, therefore, significantly increase the suitability of

motorcycles as commuter vehicles and/or shared mobility solutions.

The project was pursued by a small group of industrial and academic partners. Laurent

Doléac from Doléac Models is the ideator and inventor of the safety concept. He holds a

patent on the idea and has prepared a CAD model. The SAS-TEC GmbH is a manufacturer

of body armor and an expert for energy-absorbing soft and hard foams. They supply the

foam material for the leg impact protectors and carried out tests on the company’s test

stand. The simulation service company DYNAmore GmbH provides support with the

software package LS-DYNA and expertise in computer-aided occupant and crash simulation.

They also conducted tests in the company’s materials laboratory to characterize the foam

material. The ZF Friedrichshafen AG is a leading international company for occupant

protection systems. Within the project, they participated in discussions on the design of

the safety systems providing insight into occupant protection. The Institute of Engineering
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and Computational Mechanics (ITM) of the University of Stuttgart is responsible for

the numerical modeling and simulation of the accident behavior of the motorcycle safety

concept. The author’s work in the project at the ITM is the basis for this thesis.

1.3 Virtual Methods in Crashworthiness Design

In today’s automotive crashworthiness design, computer-aided tools, methods, and pro-

cesses are a means of fast and cost-effective development dealing with a complex network

of stakeholders, many variants, and ever-increasing safety requirements and competition.

At the beginning of the development process, mainly virtual investigations pre-emptively

simulate system behavior; later, physical tests of prototypes complement the simulation

models. The final certification and rating of the performance are currently done mainly

by testing the complete vehicle as illustrated in Figure 1.8 following a similar depiction

in [FranzEtAl13].

The ability to reproduce the response of a complex system, such as the crash behavior of

an automobile and its safety equipment, can be depicted as a building block approach from

virtual and physical testing as shown in Figure 1.9. This concept is known as Rouchon’s

testing pyramid [Rouchon90], which is often referred to in the aerospace industry. The

aim is to gradually build up knowledge from individual constituents such as models and

experiments of small material samples (coupons) at a fundamental level to elements,

subsystem assemblies, and finally to the entire vehicle structure and systems of a product.

In the process, the modeling is continuously aligned and verified at each of the individual

levels. Physical full-scale test crash tests of an entire system are extremely expensive. The

dashed lines show the trend to increase virtual testing at all levels and physical testing at

lower levels, especially for generic parts, as similary pointed out by [ZuardyHerrmann11].

This aims to avoid costly physical testing at higher levels. It is enabled by more powerful,

efficient, and theoretically sound simulation tools, as well as by the rapid increase in the

speed of computers.

virtual simulations

physical experiments

development time

concept design detailed design validation

Figure 1.8: Use of tools in the development process of automotive passive safety.
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Figure 1.9: Testing pyramid with examples for the proposed safety concept from this work.

1.4 Objectives and Outline of the Thesis

Accidents involving motorcycles are very diverse. A safety system that effectively protects

diverse riders must function robustly in many possible accident constellations. This results

in many design iterations and cannot be achieved with costly experimental methods alone.

Therefore, virtual methods must be applied. This includes procedures that allow for a

systematic modeling approach for the design and the parameter setting of the passive

safety systems of the proposed novel concept and the investigation of its performance in

representative accident scenarios. To test many solutions efficiently, models with varying

levels of detail, complexity, and computing effort that capture different aspects of the

accident behavior are necessary.

This research aims to computationally model the proposed novel restraint safety concept to

predict and describe its performance through virtual simulations of the accident behavior.

Available virtual methods and tools, as well as numerical capabilities from occupant

protection research and development of passenger cars, are well advanced. Generic models

and existing knowledge used in occupant passive safety are the starting point for the

thesis. The building block approach is the basis for predicting the system behavior of the

safety concept. According to the step-by-step approach of the testing pyramid, the virtual

modeling at higher levels must be chosen so that the verification with physical elements

and subsystems can be done individually. This follows the trend of a virtual approach

to finding functional optimums with minimal financial and human resources. To achieve

this, this work develops a simulation strategy and incidental methods to study the passive
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safety of motorcycles for a methodological description of the safety principles. In summary,

the objectives (O) of this work thus are,

(O1) an efficient and effective simulation strategy with a systematic and modular

modeling approach for optimizing and assessing different aspects of system design

and accident behavior,

(O2) a realistic and reliable reproduction of the accident behavior of the motorcycle

with passive safety systems and diverse riders for frequent accident scenarios,

(O3) a meaningful description of the functional and causal principles of the rider restraint

and its influence on the accident outcome,

(O4) and a quantified performance evaluation of the concept.

To enhance the scientific understanding and the computational modeling of motorcycle

passive safety, the main research questions (RQ) are:

(RQ1) Is it safer to be restrained to a motorcycle than to be exposed to the randomness

and the unpredictability of an accident with a conventional motorcycle?

(RQ2) What virtual models and numerical methods allow us to answer this - at best,

very efficiently and effectively?

Structure

Chapter 2 establishes the vast circumstances of a new safety concept for motorcyclists.

It summarizes the most important aspects of the accident behavior of motorcycles and

their riders for a compact overview. The state-of-the-art of motorcycle passive safety and

previous attempts to improve it are analyzed. It selects and discusses a set of impact

configurations representing the most frequent accidents involving PTWs and compiles a

set of injury criteria to correlate accident consequences. Both are fundamental for the

latter performance quantification of the novel safety concept.

Chapter 3 outlines the available computational methods and models for vehicle crashwor-

thiness by classifying and categorizing them. It identifies and substantiates the chosen

modeling approaches used in the pursued modeling and simulation strategy. It culminates

in an overview of multibody systems and the finite element method, focusing on the

essential aspects of computerized methods of today’s very capable software packages.

Chapter 4 describes the modeling of the vehicle interaction of a motorcycle and an opposing

vehicle, the passive safety systems of the motorcycle, and various rider surrogates. The

novelty of this work is a virtual procedure from low to high fidelity to achieve different levels

of computational effort and model complexity. This involves demonstrating an effective
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method to characterize a numeric material model through an optimization of a polynomial

representation of experimental test data incorporating material card requirements and

material property knowledge. For the given problem, in total, three model environments

with successively increasing complexity and expected fidelity – an MB model, an FE

model, and a hybrid model approach in between – are developed and linked to each other.

They provide a whole range of simulation models with which problems can be investigated

efficiently, i.e., in a short time, and in detail, i.e., with high fidelity.

Chapter 5 shows the results of the simulations, subdivided into the different stages

of the modeling and simulation strategy. The evaluation of the results far exceeds a

mere evaluation and assessment of biomechanical loading and injury criteria values. The

operating principles are described and quantified using kinematic, kinetic, and energy-based

analyses. Graphical representations provide a meaningful description of the functional

and causal principles of a PTW rider restraint and the accident outcome, as well as a

quantified performance assessment of the concept.

Chapter 6 recapitulates and discusses the thesis aim based on the set objectives including

the limitations of this study.

Chapter 7 concludes the research questions and gives an outlook.
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Chapter 2

Accident Behavior of Motorcycles

and Motorcyclists

Now that the significance of consequences of traffic accidents involving motorized two-

wheelers for their users have been illustrated, as well as the objectives of this thesis have

been established, fundamental aspects of motorcycles and their accident behavior will be

summarized.

First, this chapter briefly introduces current motorcycles and their most frequent accident

scenarios involving PTWs. A representative set of accident configurations is discussed

and selected for the investigations in this work. It then describes the typical accident

behavior of common motorcycles and their riders, as well as the available or rather not

available protective design and passive safety equipment. This includes the description of

the state-of-the-art safety measures of conventional motorcycles as well as more advanced

safety principles that are, however, much less common. Lastly, the effectiveness of currently

used protection is shown based on the consequences of accidents for motorcyclists from

real-world accident data, and methods for quantifying and correlating biomechanical loads

with rider injuries are compiled.

2.1 Types of Powered Two-Wheelers

A powered two-wheeler (synonymous to motorized two-wheeler) can be mostly defined

as a single-track motor vehicle with two wheels and one or two seats. It allows for a

very minimalistic form of motorized locomotion in which the motorcycle rider is typically,

except for personally worn protective clothing, directly exposed to the elements of the

environment. Compared to cars, motorcycles are very light and have more or less the same

range of driving performance as passenger cars, although their acceleration capabilities
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are often much better due to their low weight and often weight-related high engine power

output.

Types of PTWs are manifold. Their classification by national and international authorities

is commonly based on engine size or power and maximum design speeds. Their informal clas-

sification into types and subtypes by their users is most often established by a rider’s seating

position, the vehicle driving characteristics, or purpose. Figure 2.1 provides an incomplete

overview of motorcycle types and their classification according to the European Union’s

current classification of two-wheeled motor vehicles [EuropeanParliamentandCouncil13].

Categories for light vehicles beyond (L2 and L4-L7) apply to two-wheelers with sidecars,

three-wheeled tricycles, and small four-wheeled vehicles such as quads with varying wheel

arrangements and mass and power classes. An often used classification [UNECE17] from

the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) defines mofas, mopeds,

and electric bikes with an engine capacity smaller than 50 cm3 or maximum design speed

less than 50 km/h as category L1 vehicles; PTWs above as L3 vehicles. Such a classification

determines the vehicle’s national registrations and the conditions for the national issue of

the driver’s license. Powered cycles are classified as conventional bicycles in Europe and

do not require a driver’s license, registration and license plate, or insurance. Light two-

wheel powered vehicles and low-performance motorcycles are also subject to less stringent

licensing in most European countries. Thus, driver’s licenses can often be obtained at a

younger age and with rather minimal lessons of practice or are part of driver’s licenses

for cars. However, a separate driving license must be obtained to use motorcycles of the

medium and higher power classes.

Depending on the different motorcycle types and geometries, there are specific seating

positions for motorcyclists. Figure 2.2 provides profiles of such characteristic rider postures

sorted by the torso angle. On a chopper or cruiser, shown on the very left, the rider

sits slightly inclined to the back on a low seat, and the lower legs are vertical or even

stretched forward. On the other side of the range, on a sport bike, the rider leans forward

into the wind with his lower legs angled backward. The middle two seating positions

are often referred to as the standard neutral position. Especially on sporty vehicles, the

body postures are not static. A rider crouches down for good aerodynamics or leans

inside of a turn for better cornering. There are numerous publications that describe

and evaluate the posture of motorcyclists. In [ArunachalamEtAl19], a recent overview of

the wide range of surveys and studies on motorcycle riding postures, primarily aimed at

comfort and discomfort analysis, can be found. For the work presented here, rider postures

from [Kolling97] are considered, as further described for the rider surrogate modeling in

Section 4.4.
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light two-wheel powered vehicles: engine capacity ≤ 50 cm3,

electric power ≤4 kW, and maximum design vehicle speed ≤ 45 km/h

low-performance: engine capacity ≤ 125 cm3 and power ≤ 11 kW

and medium-performance motorcycles: power ≤ 35 kW

powered cycles: electric power ≤ 1 kW and assisted speed ≤ 25 km/h

high-performance motorcycles: power ≥ 35 kW

enduro and trial motorcycles

pedelec

scooter

enduro trial

tourer sport bikechopper

mofa moped

L1*

L3*

Figure 2.1: Typical types of powered two-wheelers (PTWs) with classification (bold)

according to [EuropeanParliamentandCouncil13] and vehicle categories* from [UNECE17].
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(a) chopper (b) tourer (c) enduro (d) sport bike

Figure 2.2: Rider postures for different types of motorcycles, according to [Kolling97].

2.2 Traffic Accident Scenarios of Powered Two-

Wheelers

The events that cause accidents of motorized two-wheelers are very diverse. There are

countless national and international surveys with real-world motorcycle accident statistics.

Due to the variety of their spatial layout, temporal sequence, and types of motorcycles

involved on different types of roads, it is difficult to make valid generalizations and

representative summaries that are then also applicable across regions. Nevertheless, the

following sections attempt to illustrate the most important patterns from the findings of a

recent, in-depth accident investigation and introduce a widely used set of representative

accident configurations for a well-informed quantification of the safety performance (O4).

2.2.1 Accident Scenario Statistics

Frequent Accidents According to the MAIDS In Depth Study

The MAIDS (Motorcycle Accidents In Depth Study) report [ACEM09a, ACEM09b] is

the most recent large-scale study of motorcycle accidents. In total 921 accidents in the

European countries France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, and Spain in the years 1999-2000

were reconstructed in detail [ACEM03]. One of the study’s main objectives was to identify

the causes and consequences of accidents of PTWs and their riders in a well-defined

sampling area. In the following, the most important findings of the analysed 523 L3

and 398 L1 vehicle accidents of the MAIDS in-depth study for a description of the most

common accident scenarios are summarized. The given data of L1 and L3 vehicles are

added as totals for PTWs.

In general, an accident of a PTW can first be divided into two types of accidents: Accidents

that involve other road users and solo accidents of the PTW. The MAIDS analysis shows
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Figure 2.3: Frequency of collision partners of PTWs from [ACEM09a].

that the majority of the accidents with 80.2% are collisions of the PTW with another

vehicle and other road users. Only 15.5% are solo accidents of a PTW. However, solo

accidents are likely to be underreported in the first place [Haworth03]. Figure 2.3 gives

the frequency of types of collision partners. By far, passenger cars and similar vehicles are

the most frequent accident opponents. Less frequent are collisions with other two-wheelers

and pedestrians. Here, solo accidents are represented by collisions with fixed objects and

roadways. This diagram does not strictly identify the causes of the accidents but only

represents the object with which the PTW ultimately collided. Thus, even initial solo

accidents such as falls may also eventually result in collisions with other road users and

roadside objects.

For collisions of a PTW with another vehicle, the frequency of the line of sights, both

of the PTW and the opposing vehicle, are given in Figure 2.4. It shows that PTWs

have mainly frontal collision contacts (89.6%), while the frequency of collision contact

points of the opposing vehicles is much more evenly distributed. Here, the difference

between the frequency of a frontal collision for L3 (92%) is very similar to those of L1

vehicles (87%). The evaluation of the collision vehicle speeds, shown in Table 2.1, shows

that speeds above 50 km/h are significantly less frequent than speeds below 50 km/h but

with some variation for the types of PTW. Not surprisingly, the distribution for L3 PTWs

shows generally higher impact speeds with 62% crashes occurring at speeds below 50 km/h

and 95% than for L1 PTWs. The majority of the riders (68.1%) had not lost control at

the time of the collision.

As expected, the traveling speeds of PTWs in solo accidents were found to be faster.

Less than 10% are slower than 40 km/h. The other speeds are fairly evenly distributed

between 40 to 80 km/h. As many as 21% are traveling at speeds of more than 100

kilometers per hour.
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Figure 2.4: Frequency of the line of sight of the PTW (left) and the accident opponent

vehicle (right) to the respective opposing vehicle in collisions from [ACEM09a].

Table 2.1: Frequency of the impact velocity of PTW and accident opponent vehicles in

collisions from [ACEM09a], where *represents over 75% cases respectively.

impact speed PTW other vehicle

(solo accidents excluded)

0 km/h 1.7% 13.0%

10 km/h 5.4% 22.0%

20 km/h 15.0% 28.6%

30 km/h 21.2% 12.6%

40 km/h 22.1% 6.7%

50 km/h 12.9% 5.8%

50 km/h 6.8% 2.6%

60 km/h 4.6% 2.2%

70 km/h 4.1% 1.8%

90 km/h 2.1% 1.2%

100 km/h or higher 4.1% 1.8%

unknown 0% 1.7%

*

*
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The MAIDS study concludes that accidents of PTWs have a wide diversity of accident

characteristics. The provided data state that passenger cars are the most frequent collision

partners with a large accumulation of frontal collisions of the PTWs. Most PTW impact

speeds are below 50 km/h. As a limitation, it should be noted that the given study

considers a large proportion of category L1 vehicles, which tend to be used more in

urban traffic and at lower speeds. However, within the scope of this work, a category L3

motorcycle is examined. This limitation does not directly impact the work presented here,

though, as the study does not recommend representative accident scenarios.

2.2.2 Representative Accident Configurations

Accident Configurations According to ISO 13232

Several years earlier, as part of the international standard ISO 13232 [ISO13232:2005],

which was first published in 1996, accident data were analyzed to identify common accidents

involving L3 motorcycles. The standard was conceived as a standardized framework for

performing analyses on protective devices fitted to motorcycles and was last updated

in 2005. It defines representative impact scenarios, specifies methods and variables to be

measured in crash tests, and describes injury indices and risk/benefit analyses. To this

day, it still remains the only standardized framework that recommends test and evaluation

methods for evaluating research on rider protection devices on motorcycles and is widely

accepted and used.

Using accident data from a selection of 501 real-world crashes between motorcycles and cars

in Los Angeles (USA) from 1976 to 1977 and Hannover (Germany) from 1980 to 1985, the

most frequent impact configurations and involved vehicles were identified [Van Driessche94].

Each impact configuration is described with nomenclature X1X2X3-Y/Z consisting of a

numerical code X1X2X3, indicating the relative geometric positions of the motorcycle and

the opposing vehicle at impact, followed by the speeds at impact in meters per second

of the opponent vehicle Y and motorcycle Z. The generation of the three-digit numerical

code X1X2X3 is described in Figure 2.5. The first digit indicates the contact point at

the passenger car, the second digit the contact point at the motorcycle, and the third

digit the relative heading angle between the longitudinal axes of the vehicles at impact.

Ultimately, the standard isolates seven representative impact scenario configurations 1

to 7 , shown in Figure 2.6, and requires them for test procedures. The scenarios include

collisions between a motorcycle and a passenger car, with the motorcycle and car either

stationary or moving forward up to a speed of ≈ 48 km/h (13.4m/s). The contact points

on the motorcycle and car are at the front and side, respectively. There are no rear contact

collisions included. The standard defines the opposing vehicle as a four-door saloon with

a mass of 1,238-1.450 kg and an overall height of 137-147 cm. The set does not include

scenarios with roadside barriers.
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Limitations of the ISO 13232 Configurations

Since its introduction to this date, the set has been quickly adapted and widely used, such

as in experimental tests [ChinnEtAl96, KalliskeAlbus98, KuroeNamikiIijima05] and com-

puter simulations [ChawlaEtAl05, BarbaniBaldanziniPierini14, BońkowskiHynč́ıkLv20] to

list only a few. However, the selection of configurations has been discussed for years.

Shortly after the introduction, [BergBürkleSchmidts98] already pointed out that the se-

lected configurations do not correspond to the most frequent accidents from a German

database. They also recommend distinguishing between motorcycles and light motor-

cycles, such as scooters, for impact speeds. The discussion continues to this day, as

recently [GrassiEtAl18a] and [PuthanEtAl21] conducted detailed studies on the represen-

tativeness of ISO 13232 configurations by comparing them to the above shown MAIDS

report results and accident databases from Germany, India, and China. Both studies

conclude that further impact configurations should be added and further opposing vehicle

types should be considered, but [PuthanEtAl21] also admit that regional differences in

accident characteristics are broad and it will be challenging to find a global compromise.

The discussion about the representation of the ISO 13232 configuration did not conclude

yet so that an alternative has become generally accepted. Therefore, it is decided to apply

the ISO 13232 standard set of accident configurations in this thesis here, as developers and

researchers did in previous years and continue to do so. Ultimately, communication and

the comparable exchange of results within the community are chosen important enough

not to apply a less accepted set. Using the ISO 13232 configurations also ensures that the

scenarios can be tested in full-scale crash experiments. Ultimately, testability was also a

factor in the original selection for the ISO 13232 standard.
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Figure 2.5: Denomination of relative positions of motorcycle and car at the impact

from [ISO13232:2005].
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Figure 2.6: Representative set of impact configurations according to [ISO13232:2005].

2.3 Passive Safety Equipment for Motorcyclists

Motorcycles do not provide anywhere near the same level of crashworthiness and rider

protection as automobiles do for their occupants. A car is much more stable and easier to

see. In the event of an accident, a car has the advantage of significantly more weight and

volume. It fully encloses the occupants in a safety cell and provides passive safety features

such as seat belts and airbags. In contrast, the safety equipment of most motorcyclists is

currently limited to personally worn protective equipment. The current safety strategy of

conventional motorcycles does not go beyond the intention or, even more so, hope that

the vehicle user will be able to get as little as possible entangled with the motorcycle and

will be thrown off quickly instead, as will be discussed below.

Besides obvious technical challenges to making such small and open vehicles safe, there are

many other reasons why the passive safety of two-wheeled vehicles has not reached the same
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status and, thus, the same level of technology as the passive safety of vehicle occupants of

automobiles. The passive safety of automobiles and its continuous improvement receives

much more attention. This is reflected in the fact that in the development of automobiles,

national approval authorities now set transnational standards and regulations for the

performance and evaluation as well as for the target criteria of crash tests. Furthermore,

consumer protection organizations and automobile clubs that carry out their own crash

tests and safety assessments are helping to ensure that the passive safety of passenger

cars receives much more attention from the general public and has become a significant

factor in vehicle purchases. In contrast, the passive safety equipment of motorcycles and

its performance in accidents does not receive a similar public interest. Because of the

lack of legal regulations or independent evaluations for consumer information, two-wheeler

manufacturers currently need more incentives to fundamentally improve the rider’s safety.

Nonetheless, there have been many efforts to improve the passive safety of PTWs. The

following section describes the typical accident behavior of PTWs and summarizes the

technical solutions to improve the passive safety of motorcyclists. This summary excludes

improvements beyond the technical equipment of vehicle and rider, i.e., improved traffic

route planning, road construction, and driver education. The research and development

activities and the current usage of passive safety equipment to date make clear how

difficult it is to find truly safe solutions that are effective in all accident scenarios or at least

have neutral and non-detrimental effects in some scenarios or off-design scenarios. The

advantages and disadvantages of existing solutions are a significant aspect of understanding

and evaluating new solutions (O3) and are therefore described in detail.

2.3.1 Motorcycle Accident Behavior

As shown above, the MAIDS report and underlying studies for the ISO 13232 standard

identifies a collision with a passenger car as by far the most frequent accident scenario for

PTWs. Several types of rider kinematics have been identified for these collisions in crash

tests with conventional motorcycles [LindenmannGrandelBerg86, BergBürkleSchmidts98]

and in experiments including a pillon [GrandelSchapter87]. The observed patterns can

be divided, as shown by [AppelOtteWüstemann86], into one of the types illustrated in

Figure 2.7: (a) a direct impact, (b) a rollover, or (c) a flyover of the rider. At the impact,

the type depends on the points of contact of the collision opponents; during the collision

phase, it depends on the vehicles’ geometries and structural properties. In a direct impact,

the rider is decelerated the most; hence the resulting immediate energy input into the rider

is the highest. The energy input is lower for a rollover and for a flyover even lower. In the

case of a rollover or flyover, the rider is assumed to detach from the motorcycle, which

remains the decisive safety principle of today’s motorized two-wheelers. This principle

expects that injuries in the subsequent so-called secondary accident phase will be less than

in a direct car impact. The chances of being injured less severely are promising only if
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(a) direct impact with

high energy transfer

(b) rollover with

medium energy transfer

(c) flyover with

low energy transfer

Figure 2.7: Types of collisions of a conventional motorcycle and motorcyclist against an

opposing vehicle as classified by [AppelOtteWüstemann86].

the rider is wearing effective personal protective equipment and slides freely to the final

position after impact without coming into contact with other vehicles or fixed objects.

As described by [Lechner86] in his review of 300 accident descriptions, the causes and

kinematics of solo accident initiation are manifold. He divided these into falls on the

roadway and run-offs from the roadway. Figure 2.8 shows, as examples for falls, (a) slipping

of the front wheel and (b) the rear wheel, which in turn leads to instant centers of rotations

at the rear and front wheel contact points, and the typical, very likely resulting accident

event of motorcycle and rider. In (a), when the front wheel slips or the motorcycle turns

around parts that contact the road behind the motorcycle’s center of gravity, the crash

kinematics are often adverse to the rider because it leads to a negative spin of the vehicle.

When sliding, the rider is in front of the two-wheeler and might be jammed between

the two-wheeler and the ground. In a collision, the rider may be trapped between the

two-wheeler and a hazard. In (b), the rear wheel slides or motorcycle parts in front of

the motorcycle’s center of gravity contact the roadway. This leads to positive vehicle spin.

Separation of rider and vehicle is favored and the rider likely slides behind the two-wheeler.

Both (a) and (b) are referred to as lowside accidents, where the rider falls to the low

side of the lean in a turn. Other types are highside accidents where the rider falls to the

opposite side of a turn while trying to correct, causing the motorcycle to flip over, and

topside accidents where the motorcyclist flips over the handlebars because the motorcycle

suddenly decelerates, as shown in an overview in [PetitEtAl20].
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instant center

of rotation (ICR)

center of gravity

ICR

negative

spin

positive

spin

(a) front wheel slide (b) rear wheel slide

Figure 2.8: Exemplary types of solo accident behavior of conventional motorcycles and mo-

torcyclists after a loss of control as described by [AppelOtteWüstemann86] and [Lechner86].

Secondary accident phases and solo accidents often involve collisions with roadside ob-

stacles, such as several types of road traffic barriers. The interaction of PTW riders and

such structures are very complex and lead to many possible rider trajectories, specified

in [DanielloCristinoGabler13]. The accident behavior has been studied in experimental

and simulation research. For a comprehensive overview of the impact behavior of motorcy-

clists against roadside barriers and the improvement of these for the specific protection of

motorcyclists, see [BürkleBerg01, GärtnerRückerBerg06, Peldschus09].

2.3.2 Motorcycle Safety Design

There are two main approaches to passive safety in motorcycle literature, see Figure 2.9.

In the first principle, the rider is restrained to the motorcycle. In a collision, kinetic energy

from the motorcycle is converted into deformation work. The rider restraints, like belts or

airbags, aim to prevent direct contact between the motorcyclist and an accident opponent

up to a certain collision speed. In the second principle, the rider must be separated from

the motorcycle as soon as possible and a direct impact must be avoided. Here, it is

important that the rider does not get tangled up in parts of the motorcycle. In the best

case, a flyover of the motorcyclist over the accident opponent, i.e., a car, is initiated. Here,

in theory, the injuries of a flyover should be less than those of a direct impact.

Figure 2.9: Principles of motor-

cycle passive safety, according to

[LangwiederSpornerPolauke87].

passive safety

rider restraint
optimization of

rider trajectory
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The accident behavior of today’s conventional PTWs based on the latter safety principle

has been intensively studied in the past, see [Sporner82, BergBürkleSchmidts98], with

an excellent overview by [BergEtAl04]. In these works, vehicle analyses, real-world

accident data evaluations, full-scale crash tests, and accident simulations were carried out

to determine the positive and negative influences of the design on the rider’s accident

behavior. In [BergEtAl04], experiments were performed with common motorcycle types

at that time. The influence of motorcycle types and the design of seats, tanks, footrests,

fairings, and handlebars were investigated by evaluating real-world accident data and

in full-scale crash tests with ATDs as rider surrogates in accident scenarios, according

to ISO-13232. The evaluation of design features from a total of 91 motorcycle types

resulted in recommendations such as tank ramp angles and the design of bodywork and

handlebar. Motorcycle types with a high and upright riding position and thus high head

height performed best. Advantageous designs of the seat, tank, and fairing, as well as the

upright riding position, help to separate the rider from the motorcycle. This favors an

upward-forward trajectory of the rider and thus prevents the head from hitting the other

vehicle’s roof edge in a frontal collision of a motorcycle into the side of a passenger car

(configuration ISO13232- 7 ). Motorcycles with low seating positions, like choppers and

sport bikes, performed concept related significantly worse.

The conventional motorcycles investigated in [BergEtAl04] still represent the state-of-the-

art of motorcycles currently operated worldwide. All of them follow the second passive

safety principle of an optimized rider trajectory in accidents if passive safety design was

even considered during development. The following section summarizes past and current

research and development efforts of PTW safety systems that go beyond this principle.

These are systems that support the rider or influence the vehicle driving behavior in

order to actively avoid and mitigate the effects of an accident, i.e., active safety systems,

and these are systems that follow the first principle and restrain the rider to the vehicle.

Motorcycle types that are equipped with a first-principle safety system and actually made

it to the motorcycle market are described in Addenda 1 and 2.

Active Safety Systems

Active safety systems aim to prevent accidents and reduce their frequency. In ad-

dition to good brakes and tires, such current systems for PTWs are anti-lock brak-

ing systems (ABS), stability control for braking while cornering, blind spot detection

systems, etc. [SavinoEtAl20]. A recent study on active safety systems for motorcy-

cles [SavinoPieriniFitzharris19] summarizes current and possible future systems and dis-

cusses the relevance of five available systems: (i) ABS, (ii) autonomous emergency braking,

(iii) collision warning, (iv) curve warning, and (v) curve assistance. Based on a large

accident data set, they quantify the proportion of accidents the systems can potentially

influence. ABS is most significant with being relevant for 40.6% of the surveyed accidents.
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A combination of all five systems in 57%. Another way to protect motorcyclists through

active systems is to prevent collisions between cars and motorcyclists by having other road

users avoid accidents. A recent analysis on the safety benefits of motorcycle-detecting

automatic emergency braking integrated into passenger vehicles [DeanEtAl21] predicts

that with almost full market penetration of such systems, it would be possible to reduce

the number of motorcycle crashes by 28% in 2065.

This summary shows that while some improvements have taken place, such as the introduc-

tion of standard ABS for new PTWs over 125 cm3 and the development and the full market

deployment of other systems planned, there are currently no fully effective active safety

systems for motorcycles or the road users around them. A large proportion of accidents

still cannot be avoided even with an optimal driver response and technical assistance in

accident prediction and avoidance. Therefore, comprehensive safety for motorcycles cannot

be achieved by active safety systems alone but must be complemented by effective passive

safety measures, as is the case for passenger cars.

Vehicle Safety Structures

The essential difference between an occupant of a car and a rider of a two-wheeler is that

the rider sits exposed on top of his vehicle rather than in an enclosed space that isolates

and protects him. On some motorcycles that are currently available, widely protruding

components of the drivetrain and fairing, as well as attachments such as luggage bags, form

minimal lateral safety spaces for the legs, see Figure 2.10. Some motorcycles have crash

bars, which are tubular structures that stick out past the motorcycle to shield the vehicle

itself and the rider. These potentially protect the rider’s legs in the event of side collisions

or sideswipe collisions [MohaymanyEghbalian07]. There have been considerable research

efforts in the past to minimize motorcyclists’ injuries occurring during collisions with

dedicated leg protection. These efforts involved many ideas, such as crash bars, reinforced

fairings, and energy-absorbing components at the rider’s leg, as extensively summarized

by [Sakamoto90]. Concepts aimed at restraining the legs resulted in negative effects such

as torso pitch after impact, which increases the risk of upper body injuries, and were

Figure 2.10: Lateral leg protection spaces (grey) through protruding motorcycle parts.
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therefore considered impractical. A concept that is somewhat similar to the side impact

structure presented in this thesis here is the ”UKDS” (UK Draft Specification) motorcycle

leg protector device. It is a side-mounted, very robust fairing that follows the contour of

the legs and prevents frontal and lateral displacement of the legs by incorporating energy-

absorbing components. It aims to maintain space for the legs to prevent them from getting

trapped between the motorcycle and opposing vehicle, retain the legs within space provided

by the protectors, and absorb impact energy. Results from ISO 13232 experiments and

simulations [RogersZellner98] showed that while beneficial in some scenarios, the robust

restraint of the knee, resulting in an alteration of impact kinematics because of forward

and/or lateral pitch, leads to increased head injury severity. Ultimately, because of the

proven harmful effect, it was recommended that the concept not be pursued further.

A very recent idea is an airbag-based device for riders’ lower limb protection in side

impacts [PallacciEtAl19]. Two airbags per vehicle side, one in front and one behind the

leg, are proposed. The preliminary effectiveness assessment with FE simulations showed

potential for lower limb protection, but adverse effects in body loads are also noted. None

of the above-proposed concepts come close to the structural protection of a rider’s whole

body. They are aimed at local protection of the legs, while retention evidently does

not work to improve rider impact kinematics. A survival space in the form of a kind of

passenger cell for the entire body of the rider, which is substantially motivated to increase

passive safety, offers only the C1 scooter from BMW, see Addendum 1. A concept that is,

or rather was, unique in the world of two-wheeled transportation.

Addendum 1: Enclosed Scooter BMW C1 – Produced from 1999 ot 2002

The BMW C1 was a new concept of a city scooter, conceived in the early 1990s,

designed for urban traffic [Leek12]. The PTW, shown in Figure 2.11, has a curved roof

with a glass windshield designed to repel wind and weather. The aluminum rollover

structure has a front crumple zone and provides space for the rider (Figure 2.12).

The rider is restrained to the vehicle in an upright position with a lap belt and two

diagonal belts across the chest. Sidebars to the left and right of the shoulders prevent

the rider’s upper body from leaving the safety cell and the intrusion of opposing

structures. A non-restrained pillion is less protected and takes a seat outside behind.

The overall idea behind the vehicle is good weather protection with significantly

improved passive safety where the rider does not need to wear a helmet or protective

clothing – ideal for daily commuting.

Component and full-scale crash tests and vehicle crash simulations of the concept

are given in [KalliskeAlbusFaerber98, KalliskeAlbus98]. Two of the seven ISO 13232

configurations and six more self-defined full-scale laboratory crash tests, including

solo accidents, were performed. In [KalliskeAlbus98], it is ”expected that the [con-

cept] guarantees the rider a very high degree of passive safety.” A comparison to
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a conventional scooter for frontal impact ISO 13232 7 with helmeted crash test

dummies as rider surrogates resulted in significantly lower head accelerations and

reduced neck loads. Slightly larger accelerations were measured for the chest and

pelvis but which correlate to those of a belted automobile occupant. Similar results

were measured for 1 . In [OsendorferRauscher01], two severe real-world impacts

against passenger cars are described. These resulted in only minor AIS1 (Abbre-

viated Injury Scale; see Addendum 3 on page 36) injuries to the unhelmeted rider

in both cases. Based on the recommendation of Germany’s Federal Highway Re-

search Institute (BASt) in [KalliskeAlbusFaerber98], the legal helmet requirement

in Germany was waived. Many European countries followed this recommendation,

although abrasions can occur even with this concept and sturdy clothing is still

recommended [OsendorferRauscher01].

The vehicle polarized and struggled to appeal to a sufficient number of buyers. In

addition to quality problems and high costs, the safety concept related sensitivity

to wind were perceived as serious disadvantages [Riedel00, Schmidt03]. Despite the

benefits of additional weather protection and increased passive safety, sales were

disappointing. The C1 was eventually discontinued in 2002 with only 26,300 vehicles

produced [Leek12].

c○ BMW AG3

Figure 2.11: BMW C1.

c○ BMW AG3

Figure 2.12: BMW C1 space frame.

3BMW PressClub: BMW C1 – Mit Freude in die Stadt. https://www.press.bmwgroup.com/

deutschland/article/detail/T0005918DE/bmw-c1-mit-freude-in-die-stadt, 2000.

Vehicle-Mounted Airbags

The concept of an airbag dates back to the 1940s. While the majority of automotive

patents for automobiles were issued during the 60s, they were first introduced in the 70s

and are now standard equipment on the vast majority of passenger vehicles [NayakEtAl13].

Equipping PTWs with a frontal airbag seems an obvious technical measure to also improve

https://www.press.bmwgroup.com/deutschland/article/detail/T0005918DE/bmw-c1-mit-freude-in-die-stadt
https://www.press.bmwgroup.com/deutschland/article/detail/T0005918DE/bmw-c1-mit-freude-in-die-stadt
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the passive safety of a motorcycle. This measure has been proposed and studied regu-

larly for decades now, see e.g. [BothwellKnightPeterson73, SpornerLangwiederPolauke87,

ChinnEtAl96, KuroeNamikiIijima05, Bhosale13, Autoliv22], to name just some, spanning

the last 50 years. Here, the basic idea is to use the airbag in case of a frontal impact

of the PTW against an accident opponent. The airbag is supported either by parts of

the motorcycle itself, like in [KanbeDeguchiHannya07], or by opposing structures, like

in [AikyoEtAl15]. The intended effect is composed of one or more of the following ideas:

dissipate as much energy as possible on impact to reduce the rider’s velocity, avoid contact

with the roof rail or other hard surfaces of a car, and/or act as a ramp that guides the

rider over the roof of a car.

It has shown that motorcycle-mounted airbags are beneficial in reducing the impact velocity

of the rider in frontal collisions. With the Honda Gold Wing, there is finally a model with

a centrally placed airbag for the rider, albeit only optional; see Addendum 2. However,

there are multiple reasons why the solution has not yet found a wider application. Single

frontal airbag show limited effectiveness in frontal collisions with a moving opponent or

oblique collisions, where the rider is susceptible to missing the airbag. They do not provide

any additional protection in the event of a lateral impact. Furthermore, depending on the

type of motorcycle, see Section 2.1, a motorcyclist sometimes sits more, sometimes less

upright on his vehicle. It must be ruled that a forward-leaning driver is hit by the airbag

when being in a frequent rider position.

Addendum 2: Heavy Touring Motorcycle Honda Gold Wing GL 1800 -

Available with an Optional Frontal Airbag Since 2007

The Gold Wing GL 1800 is a heavy touring motorcycle that has been in production

since 2006 as a continuous evolution from previous model lines. In addition to

the weight of up to 400 kg, the motorization with a 6-cylinder combustion engine

with 1800 ccm and up to 125 horsepower is enormous. Due to the extensive additional

equipment, such as an audio and alarm system, cruise control, and seat heating, the

vehicle takes a pioneering and exceptional position in two-wheeler engineering. Thus

it is often called the ”car on two wheels” [SzymezakRybiczka08]. After a development

period of 15 years, the Honda Gold Wing has been available with a frontal airbag

for passive safety since 2007. The system consists of multiple acceleration sensors in

the front fork, a control unit, and a large 150 liter V-shaped airbag, see Figure 2.13.

The inflated airbag is supported by the voluminous motorcycle cockpit and two

outside straps. The airbag is designed to be effective in frontal crashes, as shown

in Figure 2.14, as a frontal impact of a motorcycle against a collision partner is

identified to be the most common in Figure 2.3. The airbag volume is that large

because it aims to absorb the energy of the entire body of the occupant with no

additional restraint available.
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In [KuroeNamikiIijima05], an evaluation of full-scale impact tests of all of the

seven ISO 13232 configurations with an airbag-equipped motorcycle and a motorcycle

without an airbag was conducted. The airbag sensors did not detect an impact in

configurations 1 and 5 . The positive effect of the airbag is mainly a reduction in

the risk of head injury in 2 and 4 . Surprisingly, the rider surrogate loading for

the frontal impacts 3 and 7 could not be reduced since relatively low loads were

already measured for the comparative motorcycle.

The Gold Wing is an exotic vehicle. Not all of these vehicles sold are equipped with

an airbag; it is only an optional accessory. The transferability of this concept to

other motorcycle types is limited. The large airbag requires the rider always to be

in an upright position (see Figure 2.2), and few motorcycles have a similarly large

cockpit that can support the airbag.

c○ Honda Motor Europe Ltd.4

Figure 2.13: Honda Gold Wing

GL 1800 with inflated front airbag.

c○ Honda Motor Europe Ltd.5

Figure 2.14: Crash test of Honda Gold Wing.

Honda European News Room: 4Gold Wing with Airbag Rear 3/4. https://hondanews.eu/eu/

en/cars/media/photos/10234/gold-wing-with-airbag-rear-34, 2007. 5Gold Wing ADAC Crashtest

Side. https://hondanews.eu/eu/en/cars/media/photos/10235/gold-wing-adac-crashtest-side, 2007.

Safety Belts

There have been few efforts to secure the passenger of a PTW to the vehicle with belts.

In [GrassiEtAl18b], a safety jacket for the passenger is investigated, which is connected to

the rear of a motorcycle with a single belt at the back. Numeric modeling and simulations

of the concept resulted in a reduction of head and neck loads in a collision between a

motorcycle and a moving car (configuration 3 ) by preventing the head from hitting

the car. In [Murri07], a similar harness consisting of shoulder, lap, and crotch straps is

experimentally tested in sled tests and full-scale crash tests. Comparisons with motorcycles

for collisions into the side of a stationary passenger car ( 7 ) without harness show that

https://hondanews.eu/eu/en/cars/media/photos/10234/gold-wing-with-airbag-rear-34
https://hondanews.eu/eu/en/cars/media/photos/10234/gold-wing-with-airbag-rear-34
https://hondanews.eu/eu/en/cars/media/photos/10235/gold-wing-adac-crashtest-side
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the system can prevent severe collisions of the head with the roof rail of the car. This

design idea has not been pursued further. To date, the BMW C1 scooter remains the only

sold PTW to feature seat belts for the rider; see Addendum 1.

2.3.3 Personal Protective Equipment

Since current PTWs do not provide sufficient protection for the rider, passive safety systems

are dominated by personal protective equipment. This equipment includes helmets, safety

clothing and protectors, and, more recently, wearable airbag systems.

Helmets

Helmets are the most widely used and essential safety devices for motorcycle riders and

pillions. They can be divided into three major types: full-face helmets, modular or flip-up

helmets, and open-face or half helmets without chin guards. Typically, they have a hard

outer shell that distributes the force of an impact to protect the skull from fractures and

prevent objects from penetrating the skull. A deformable inner shell with an energy-

absorbing material limits the forces of the impact by absorbing some of the energy that

would otherwise be absorbed by the head and brain, reducing the induced accelerations.

In addition, they have comfort functions for motorcyclists. They isolate the rider’s face

from the wind, resulting noise, weather, and flying particles from insects up to airborne

gravel. A comprehensive review of state-of-the-art helmet design and testing can be found

in [FernandesAlves de Sousa13].

That helmets are effective in their safety function can be shown in simulations

and experiments and is verified by specifications of regulations such as ECE regula-

tion R 22 [UNECE21] of the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UN/ECE)

or the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard FMVSS 218 [NHTSA20]. According to a re-

view of many existing studies from [LiuEtAl08], motorcycle helmets are estimated to reduce

the risk of death by 42% and the risk of injury by 69%. Data from the US, where in 2019

still 29.8% of riders chose not to wear a helmet, suggests that motorcycle helmets are 37%

effective in preventing fatalities to riders and 41% to pillions [NHTSA21]. In contrast, there

is no clear statistical evidence on whether helmets lead to more neck injuries and how effec-

tive the different types of helmets are; see the scoping works [LiuEtAl08, TabaryEtAl21].

A very recent development is the airbag helmet for bicycle riders from the Swedish company

Hövding. It is worn as a collar around the neck. Acceleration sensors detect a fall and

inflate an airbag helmet. Studies [StigsonEtAl17, AbayazidEtAl21] show that it can

outperform conventional bicyclist helmets, which are practically limited in the size of their

padding. In the case of an airbag system, the protective cover remains tightly packed until

use. However, so far, it is not aimed at motorcycle use.
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Safety Clothing

Besides comfort functions such as keeping the rider dry and warm, various types of clothing

worn all over the body aim to mitigate injuries. Jackets, pants, or full-body suits protect

riders against lacerations and abrasion injuries when they slide on the road surface after

falling off. They also prevent the contamination of open wounds and fractures by road

dirt. Their outer surfaces are usually made of some durable synthetic material or leather.

Non-slip gloves allow a firm grip around the controls. Heavy footwear is designed to protect

the lower parts of the legs against abrasion or crushing. Protectors – also referred to as

armor – worn on the limb joints, as well as on the back and tailbone, are protective elements

adapted to the shape of the body, which are made of strong and shock-absorbing materials

and aim to mitigate hard impacts. These can be worn individually or are often integrated

into the clothing. Materials used for motorcycle armor are hard plastics, silicones, and

different types of foams [NatarajanRajan22]. Their protective effect, the reduction of peak

loads submitted onto the human body, aims to prevent or reduce the severity of contusions,

fractures, and joint damages. Their working principle can be divided into

• internal dissipation of impact energy within the protector,

• delayed transfer of impact energy over a longer period of time,

• and distributed transfer of impact energy over a larger area.

Quantitatively, the reduction of force and energy transmission to the bony structures is

demonstrated in the experimental study [SchwarzeHurschlerWelke19] by cadaver tests of a

protected knee compared to an unprotected condition. Body-worn protectors are tested and

certified, for example, by the European standards EN1621-1 [EN1621-1:2012] for protectors

worn at the shoulders, elbows, forearm, knees, shins, and hips or EN1621-2 [EN1621-2:2014]

for back protectors. In EN1621-1, their performance is quantified and certified with a drop

tower test (depicted in Figure 4.28) in which a 5 kg impactor is dropped on the protector

from a height of 1m, which corresponds to an impact energy of 50 J. The protector rests

on a heavy steel anvil with a force sensor at its base. An average transmitted peak force

of less than 35 kN corresponds to protection level 1; an average force of less than 20 kN

corresponds to the higher rated protection level 2. Such tests are performed in this thesis

to evaluate the proposed leg impact protection of the proposed safety concept, provided in

Section 4.3.4.

An observational study of injury data from 7148 motorcyclists involved in crashes examines

the effectiveness of motorcycle jackets, pants, gloves, knee-high or ankle-high boots, and

back protectors [WuEtAl19]. Wearing protective clothing is associated with a lower risk

of soft tissue injuries such as abrasions and lacerations. However, no significant protective

effect against more severe injuries such as fractures, dislocations, or sprains is found,
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except for knee-high or ankle-high boots, which reduce the risk of foot and ankle fractures.

Correspondingly, [de RomeEtAl11] show that wearing a motorcycle jacket makes it less

likely to be hospitalized, especially if fitted with body armor. However, an association

between the use of body armor and the risk of fractures is not found. Likewise, a review of

the vast number of available studies on the influence of back protectors by [EkmejianEtAl16]

concludes that there is a lack of evidence for the effectiveness of back protectors in

preventing severe injuries of motorcyclists. According to [AlbaneseEtAl17], the energy

attenuation performance of impact protectors rated by EN1621-1 and the specified levels

might be insufficient to prevent injuries effectively. However, it is questionable whether the

fulfillment of higher limits can be technically solved while, at the same time, the clothing

does not become too heavy and leaves enough freedom of movement.

Since very recently, companies begin to incorporate airbags into protective clothing,

such as jackets. However, airbag systems make the jacket considerably heavier and more

uncomfortable to wear, and a testing study of existing systems on the market [SerreEtAl19]

shows limited protective effect in the chest area which is confined to lower impact speeds

below a threshold speed of around 30 to 40 km/h.

2.3.4 Current Usage of Passive Safety Equipment

In Table 2.2 the current usage of the above-described passive safety equipment is summa-

rized. The MAIDS study data show that most riders wore personal protective equipment

when the accident occurred. In all the sampling regions, helmets were mandatory for the

riders, and over 90% wore a helmet. Out of these, at least 85.6% are full-face, open-face,

and half-type helmets, which are regarded as providing a high standard of protection

or at least it is not statistically clear which helmet type is superior to the others (see

Section 2.3.3). The MAIDS report is a high-quality study that provides an equally large

exposure data set as a control group. It can be used, for example, to compare the helmet-

wearing rate of riders who have not crashed. Because the rates are very similar (90.4%

vs. 92.3%), it can be deduced that wearing a helmet is not associated with a greater or

lesser risk of having an accident. According to the study, there are substantial differences in

the robustness of other clothing items. It ranges from heavy (material: i.e., leather, kevlar,

imitation leather; shoe: i.e., heavy/work boot, PTW boot) to medium (material: i.e.,

denim, nylon; shoes: i.e., medium street shoe, loafer) to only light (material: i.e., thin

cotton; shoe: i.e., sandals). The share of vehicle passive safety systems of motorcycles

itself is currently negligible.
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Table 2.2: Usage shares of the described passive safety equipment.

protective equipment share of equipment types total used share

p
er
so
n
al

a

full-face open-face half-type

other&unknown none

helmets 90.4%

cl
ot
h
in
g

heavy medium light

jackets 100%

pants 100%

gloves 66.4%

shoes 99.9%

ve
h
ic
le

BMWC1b Honda Gold Wingc

0% 50% 100%

safety structures < 0.01%

airbags < 0.01%

safety belts < 0.01%

afor motorcycles riders, excluding pillions [ACEM09a] b[Leek12] cestimated
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2.4 Traffic Accident Consequences for Motorcyclists

In summary, Section 2.3 describes typical motorcycle accident behavior and current

approaches to motorcycle safety, surveys the safety equipment available on the market, and

shows its current application – all necessary for a well-informed and meaningful discussion

of objective (O3). What remains to evaluate the status of road safety of PTW riders is an

assessment of the resulting consequences of current accident scenarios and the given level

of protection for O4. Is there room for improvement? If so, what are the injury patterns

that need to be prevented? A final section then seeks to establish the methods used in the

technological development of passive safety systems to correlate mechanical loads to the

risks of such injury.

2.4.1 Injury Statistics

Injury Data from MAIDS In Depth Study

The MAIDS in-depth accident study recorded 3417 injuries of 921 PTW riders and 227

injuries of 79 PTW passengers in the 921 accidents shown in Section 2.2.1, while only

riders are considered below. The data leads to a distribution of rider trauma status shown

in Table 2.3. It quantifies that about 10.9% of those accidents were lethal.

In Figure 2.15 (a) a summary of the recorded injuries greater than AIS 1 (Abbreviated

Injury Scale; see Addendum 3) across eight different body regions, as well as the rider’s

whole body, is given. It illustrates that riders sustained injuries at all body parts. Most

injuries were to the upper and lower extremities, closely followed by the head. The spine,

including the neck, sustains about as many injuries as the neck and the combination

of the abdomen and pelvis. To analyze the severity of the injuries, first, the respective

Table 2.3: Trauma status of 921 PTW riders involved in accidents in [ACEM09a].

no trauma 3 0.3%

first aid only 22 2.4%

disabled 4 0.4%

hospital treatment up to 8 days 522 56.8%

hospital treatment more than 8 days 121 13.1%

hospital treatment, unknownnumber of days 142 15.4%

fatal 100 10.9%

unknown 7 0.8%

total n= 921 100%
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maximum injury per body region is identified. The severity of this injury is then rated by

the Maximum AIS (MAIS) and classified from minor (MAIS 1) to maximal (MAIS 6), as

given in Figure 2.15 (b). Here, as stated in Table 2.4, maximal injuries are usually, but

not inevitably, fatal. The distribution shows that the majority of injuries are minor or

moderate. Severe, critical, and maximum injuries occur to the head, neck, spine, chest,

and abdomen. What the data do not show is that the severe consequences of PTW

accidents can be attributed to a particularly vulnerable body region with the current level

of protection. Instead, it seems that the whole body of a motorcycle rider needs better

protection.

Addendum 3: Injury Classification According to the Abbreviated Injury

Scale

The abbreviated injury scale (AIS) is a widely used standardized rating scale

system for single-injury severity. The scale is used to quantify the severity of a

particular injury by assigning a numerical score to traumatic injuries, targeting

their survivability. The classification ranges from 0 (non-injured) to 6 (maximal) as

summarized in Table 2.4. The severity of the injury is always evaluated concerning

the whole body, assuming that it has only this one injury. First published in

the 1970s, it was initially designed for motor vehicle accidents and has since been

revised several times to include many types of injury trauma [LoftisPriceGillich18].

Table 2.4: Abbreviated injury scale (AIS) classification with AIS codebook injury

examples [Gennarelli08] and mean survival probability of an individual injury ac-

cording to [GennarelliWodzin06].

AIS injury
injury examples

probability

code classification of survival

0 non-injured

1 minor skin abrasion or hematoma, muscle strain,

headache

99.33%

2 moderate hip joint dislocation, achilles tendon tear, tibia

fracture, muscle tear

99.25%

3 serious femur fracture, skin avulsion, bladder rupture,

amputation below knee

96.5%

4 severe iliac artery or vein rupture, amputation at hip,

open chest wound, liver rupture

85.4%

5 critical spine cord laceration, aorta transection 60.4%

6 maximal massive destruction of skull & brain, complete

cord syndrome at C3 or above, liver seperation

21.0%
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18.4%
(n=628)

1.1%
(n=38)

5.0%
(n=171)

7.4%
(n=254)

24.3%
(n=830)

4.1%
(n=140)

2.2%
(n=75)

31.8%
(n=1086)

5.7%
(n=195)

head

neck

spine

thorax

upper
extremeties

abdomen

pelvis

lower
extremeties

whole
body

17.7%
(n=395)

1.7%
(n=38)

5.6%
(n=124)

8.8%
(n=196)

23.1%
(n=515)

4.8%
(n=108)

3.1%
(n=69)

30.6%
(n=681)

5.7%
(n=127)

0% 50% 100%

MAIS classification

minor moderate severe

serious critical maximal

unknown

(a) Injuries greater than AIS 1, where n is the

number of injuries (total: n=3417). Multiple

injuries per body regions are possible.

(b) Maximum AIS (MAIS) per body region,

where n is the number of the most severe

injuries per body region (total: n=2227).

Figure 2.15: Distribution of PTW rider injuries per body region conglomerated

from [ACEM09a]. Neck injuries exclude spine injuries.

2.4.2 Correlation with Injury Criteria

To replicate and study human accident behavior in crash tests, mechanical surrogates of

humans are used nowadays. Figure 2.16 shows such an anthropometric test device (ATD).

Better known as crash test dummies, they are designed to match their human counterparts

in shape, size, mass, stiffness, and articulation and reproduce their energy absorption

and dissipation under high external loading based on experiments with post-mortem

human subjects. Various types of such devices exist – mainly to depict car occupants

– and they are classified by size, age, sex, and impact direction, e.g., a frontal, side, or

rear impact. They are instrumented with sensors that measure time histories such as

accelerations, forces, moments, and deformations at multiple body locations. In addition to
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head linear & angular accelerations

a(t), ϕ̈(t)

neck forces and moments
F (t), M (t)

thorax accelerations
a(t)

chest deflection
s(t)

pelvis accelerations

a(t)

femur forces
F (t)

tibia forces and moments
F (t), M (t)coordinate

systems according
to [SAEJ211-1:1995]

Figure 2.16: Joint degrees of freedom (left) and sensor variables, from top to bottom, with

locations and orientations (right) of the Hybrid III 50th anthropometric test device (ATD).

virtual models of these ATDs for computational accident investigations, there are now very

complex virtual-only human body models (HBMs) available. A description and discussion

of available and eventually used models of ATDs and HBMs in this computational work

are provided in the rider surrogate modeling description in Section 4.4.

To evaluate the loading, injury criteria correlate sensor loads with probabilities of certain

injuries for specific body regions. Since the severity of an injury cannot always be correlated

with the maxima of the load, derived quantities, such as, for example, the head injury

criterion (HIC), described in [KleinbergerEtAl98], have been developed. The HIC is a

normalized integral of the resultant of the acceleration ares(t) = ‖a(t)‖2 measured at the

head’s center of gravity, see Figure 2.16. It rates the loading by its value and duration by

HIC(t2 − t1) = max
t1,t2

{

(t2 − t1)

[
1

t2 − t1

∫ t2

t1

ares(t)dt

]2.5
}

, (2.1)

where ares(t) is expressed in the standard gravitational acceleration g=9.81m/s2 and t

in s. Injury risk curves, such as those in [NHTSA95], shown in Figure 2.17, then correlate

injury probabilities P for AIS levels to the value of the criterion. Here, these estimate

that for a value of 350 for HIC(36) (which means that the maximum integral interval

is not longer than 36ms) the risk for an AIS3+ injury is 6.5%. Based on these injury

probabilities, threshold values as biomechanical limits are set so that for a certain load

case, a certain injury risk is not exceeded. Thus, according to FMVSS 208 [NHTSA11]
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HIC(36)= 350

limit= 1000 (Hyb III 50th)
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P(AIS 4+)=1.4%
P(AIS 5+)=0.1%
P(AIS 6+)=0.002%

Figure 2.17: AIS injury risk curves for Head Injury Criterio HIC(36) and exemplary AIS

probabilities for a HIC(36) of 350.

for a frontal impact of a passenger car against a rigid barrier with 30mph (≈ 48 km/h),

the HIC(36) shall not exceed 1000.

For a comprehensive overview and discussion of injury mechanisms and available injury cri-

teria for injury risk correlation, see e.g. [YoganandanNahumMelvin14] or [SchmittEtAl19].

For passenger vehicle occupant protection, there are national and international regulations,

such as the ECE regulations by (UN/ECE) or FMVSS for the US, that specify injury

criteria and respective maximal values for specific load cases. Also, consumer ratings such

as the New Car Assessment Programs for the United States (US NCAP) and the European

Union (Euro NCAP) provide constantly updated biomechanical criteria from the latest

scientific findings of occupant protection. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, for the

passive safety of motorcyclists, such governmental regulations or consumer ratings currently

do not exist. The most recent version of ISO 13232 recommends only a very limited set

of criteria. Motivated by the assessment of injury accidents in Section 2.4.1, the work

presented here aims to assess many potential injury mechanisms in the whole body. The

selection of injury criteria considered, here for a 50th percentile Hybrid III ATD, is summa-

rized in Table 2.5. It is based on a comprehensive set of injury criteria and corresponding

biomechanical limits for motorcyclists from an extensive literature review by [BergEtAl04].

In the course of working on the subject, this selection is extended to include the GAMBIT,

which is recommended in the international standard [ISO13232:2005], as well as the BrIC

and the Nij criterium. For femur criteria, stricter thresholds from ECE-R 94 are used. For

an exemplary determination of the injury criteria from the sensor history signals and the

applied filter classes, see Appendix A.1.
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Head Injuries

Head loading is measured via linear and angular accelerations at the head’s center of

gravity. In addition to the HIC described above, the resultant linear acceleration is

evaluated with the a3ms-criterion, which refers to the maximal acceleration lasting for 3ms

consecutively. The shown limits correspond, i.a., to ECE-R 94 [UNECE12] for a frontal

impact of passenger cars with 56 km/h against a deformable barrier with an 40% overlap,

where the HIC (here called HPC for head performance criterion) shall not exceed 1000

and the a3ms shall not exceed 80 g for 3ms. The head is no independent body part.

Since the head is connected to the neck and torso, it will eventually rotate. To also

rate injuries resulting from head rotation, the generalized acceleration model for brain

injury threshold (GAMBIT) from [Newman86] and the brain injury criterion (BrIC)

from [TakhountsEtAl13] are calculated. The GAMBIT accounts for both translational and

rotational acceleration by weighing the maximum linear and angular accelerations ares(t)

and ϕ̈res(t) against critical linear and angular accelerations aC and ϕ̈C. As the most

recent approach, the BrIC compares the x, y, and z-components of the maximal angular

velocity ω(t), integrated from the angular acceleration to respective critical angular

velocities ωxC, ωyC, and ωzC. The BrIC provides critical values for a cumulative strain

damage measure (CSDM) and maximum principal strain (MPS). Here, the CSDM is

used, where the critical value represents a 50% probability of AIS4+ brain injuries. As

illustrated in Figure A.2 ( Appendix A.1), for the determination of the BrIC the maximum

values of the components are used regardless of the instance of their occurrence.

Neck Injuries

Cervical spine injuries are evaluated individually by tensile force Fz,tens, compression

force Fz,compr, shear force Fxy as well as forward moment My,fwd from flexion bending and

rearward momentMy,rwd from extension bending. It is measured at the upper neck with the

convention from Figure 2.16. The moments are assessed by their maxima, the components

of the forces for durations of 1ms and 45ms with thresholds according to [Melvin85].

These originate from experiments with a volunteer [MertzPatrick71] and represent the

pain thresholds of an individual person. These limits are also used in part in ECE-R 94

and FMVSS 208. Additionally, the neck injury criterion (Nij) from [KleinbergerEtAl98,

EppingerEtAl99] considers load collectives. It is a linear combination of tensile and

compression forces Fz,C/T with moments from flexion and extension My,F/E against ATD-

specific tolerances Fint,C/T and Mint,C/T, shown in Figure 2.18. The Nijmax is the maximal

value of the four possible combinations, designated as NTE, NTF, NCE, and NCF.

The tolerances were originally developed to evaluate neck injuries in frontal impacts

with individual tolerances for the Hybrid III ATD family and have since become part

of FMVSS 208. The chosen set of neck injury criteria thus allows an individual evaluation
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Figure 2.18: Tolerances of the neck

injury criterion (Nij) according to

FMVSS 208 for a Hybrid III 50th.

extension
in Nm

flexion
in Nm

compression in N

tension in N

57 190

3300

4000
135

6806

310

6160

Nij

Fz,tens/compr,1ms

& My,fwd/rwd,max

(see Table 2.5)

of load types and directions for different load durations and for the evaluation of combined

loads’ collectives.

Thoracic Injuries

Corresponding to FMVSS 208, the resulting thorax acceleration for a duration of more

than 3ms should be less than 60 g. As defined in ECE-R 94, the thorax compression

criterium (ThCC), which is the compressive deflection of the sternum relative to the

spine, shall not exceed 50mm. In the physical ATD, it is measured via a potentiometer

as a rotary sensor of a lever connected to the sternum, see Figure 2.16. The deflection

results from the angular rotation multiplied with an ATD-specific linearizing factor. To

assess dynamic thorax deformation, the viscous criterion (VC) of [LauViano86] as defined

in ECE-R 94 is used. It is the product of the deformation velocity V (t) = d
dt
D(t) from

deformation D(t) and the instantaneous compression C(t) = D(t)
initial torso thickness

, which is

dimensionless. The critical value of VCmax = 1m/s corresponds experimentally to a 25%

probability of severe (AIS4+) thoracic injury [LauViano86].

Injuries of the Pelvis and the Lower Extremities

Regulations FMVSS 208 and ECE-R 94 do not provide injury criteria for the pelvis or

abdomen. The set from [BergEtAl04] suggests a maximal acceleration of a3ms = 60 g. It

is not stated where the criterion originated, but a discussion of this criterion and the

respective limit is found in [Kramer90]. For the thighs, FMVSS 208 defines a maximum

axial load of 10 kN for which ECE-R 94 in turn specifies only 9.07 kN. Therefore, the

lower limits from ECE-R 94 are used. For the tibiae, ECE-R 94 defines a tibia index (TI)

of less than 1.3. The tibia index, developed by [Mertz93], compares the axial force and

internal bending moment in the tibia against an ATD-specific critical axial force (FC)z
and moment (MC)res that represent structural tolerances.
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Table 2.5: Selected injury criteria with biomechanical limits for the Hybrid III 50th ATD.

body

region
injury criterion limit

head resultant acceleration atint = max
t1

(

min
t1≤t≤t1+tint

ares(t)

)

80 g
for tint = 3ms

head injury criterion

HIC(t2−t1) =

max
t1,t2

{

(t2 − t1)

[
1

t2 − t1

∫ t2

t1

ares(t)dt

]2.5
}

with ares(t) in g and t in s

1000
for t2−t1≤36ms

generalized accelera-

tion model for brain

injury threshold

GAMBIT=

[(
ares(t)

aC

)2.5

+

(
ϕ̈res(t)

ϕ̈C

)2.5
] 1

2.5

with aC = 250 g and ϕ̈C = 25 krad/s2

1

brain injury criterion

BrIC(CSDM) =
√
(
max |ωx(t)|

ωxC

)2

+

(
max |ωy(t)|

ωyC

)2

+

(
max |ωz(t)|

ωzC

)2

with ωxC = 66.2, ωyC = 59.1, ωzC = 44.25 rad/s

1

neck tensile force Fz,tens,tint = max
t1

(

min
t1≤t≤t1+tint

Fz(t)

) 3.3 kN
for tint = 1ms

1.1 kN
for tint = 45ms

compression force Fz,compr,tint = min
t1

(

min
t1≤t≤t1+tint

Fz(t)

) 4 kN
for tint = 1ms

1.1 kN
for tint = 45ms

shear force Fxy,tint =max
t1

(

min
t1≤t≤t1+tint

√

Fx(t)2+Fy(t)2
) 3.1 kN

for tint = 1ms

1.1 kN
for tint = 45ms

forward moment My,fwd,max = minMy(t) 190Nm

rearward moment My,rwd,max = maxMy(t) 57Nm

neck injury criterion
Nijmax = max

(∣
∣
∣
∣

Fz(t)

Fint

∣
∣
∣
∣
+

∣
∣
∣
∣

My(t)

Mint

∣
∣
∣
∣

)

with Fint,C/T=6160/6806N,Mint,F/E=310/135Nm

1

thorax resultant acceleration atint = max
t1

(

min
t1≤t≤t1+tint

ares(t)

)

60 g
for tint = 3ms

thorax compression ThCC = max s(t) 50mm

viscous criterion VCmax = max (V (t) · C (t)) 1m/s

pelvis resultant acceleration atint = max
t1

(

min
t1≤t≤t1+tint

ares(t)

)

60 g
for tint = 3ms

femur axial force |Fz|max = max |Fz(t)| 9.07 kN

tibia tibia index
TImax=max

(∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

√

Mx(t)2+My(t)2

(MC)res

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
+

∣
∣
∣
∣

Fz(t)

(FC)z

∣
∣
∣
∣

)

with (MC)res=225 Nm and (FC)z=35.9 kN

1.3
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Chapter 3

Computational Models for

Crashworthiness

The actual simulation is preceded by its modeling. Connecting experiment and theory, it

translates reality into a, to some extent, abstracted and therefore simplified mathematical

representation with varying degrees of fidelity desired and model complexity required. This

chapter provides the necessary background of computational modeling in crashworthiness,

identifying and substantiating the choice of the modeling and simulation strategy of this

thesis.

First, it is determined which modeling categories and methods are suitable to achieve the

set objectives. For the sake of an overview, a categorization attempts to capture existing

methods of modeling a vehicle structure’s ability to protect its occupants in an impact,

called crashworthiness [Du BoisEtAl04]. As part of that matter, appropriate methods are

discussed and selected. This leads to a brief overview of the two fundamental methods used

in this thesis – the multibody systems (MBS) method and the finite element method (FEM).

In the context of the presented work, it focuses on the most important aspects of modeling

with computerized procedures of today’s sophisticated and very capable software packages.

3.1 Models for Vehicle Crashworthiness

3.1.1 General Model Classification

Before diving directly into modeling, one should recognize the types of methods available.

There are many classifications of models, distinguished by multiple criteria, as overviewed

in [Velten09]. For this thesis, a classification as Figure 3.1 is proposed. It states mechanistic

vs. empirical and deterministic vs. stochastic approaches as the main complementary

categories, depicted as combinatory fields in a common plane. In mechanistic modeling,
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Figure 3.1: A model

classification.

low complexity

stochas
tic deterministicmechanistic empirical

high complexity
submodel

submodel

submodel

model/system

models are derived from fundamental laws of natural sciences, such as the laws of physics.

They provide some level of explanation and, thus, understanding of the modeled phenomena.

Empirical models are developed by emulating a behavior from observations and correlating

it with various purely mathematical, e.g., statistical methods, which is referred to as system

identification. The obtained parameters that describe the system response typically do not

correlate with physical process parameters, providing meaningful knowledge of its internal

workings. The denotation of mechanistic as white-box and empirical methods as black-box

modeling is an allegory for targeting or omitting causal relationships between quantities

and mechanisms of the system as their fundamental descriptive. Deterministic models

make definite quantitative predictions; stochastic models involve random effects so that the

prediction has a distribution. Moreover, models have different computational complexity,

here represented by a vertical axis. A more complex model is characterized by a higher

number of model parameters and degrees of freedom and often by more complicated,

mostly non-linear model equations, which in turn leads to an increased computational

effort for calculation and storage. An increase in complexity does not necessarily lead to

better results but perhaps mainly to an increase in the number of parameters, which are

increasingly challenging to assign appropriately. However, oversimplification can lead to

the suppression of essential properties, which in turn weakens the validity of the result. A

measure that represents this accuracy of the model results compared to the real world is

referred to as model fidelity. A combination of several submodels leads to further models

or model systems.

3.1.2 Model Categories for Investigating Crashworthiness

Current virtual design methods in automotive crashworthiness involve a vast range of

computer-based numerical models of occupants and vehicle structures. The techniques

used are manifold and difficult to overview. In literature, there are some reviews on

the methods and models used [Belytschko92, DuddeckWehrle15, NoorsumarEtAl21]. As

shown in Figure 3.2, most of the models can be classified into the three types of methods
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Figure 3.2: A categorisation of models for investigating crashworthiness.

leading to lumped mass models, multibody models, and finite element models, located

qualitatively according to their typical model complexity and associated expected fidelity.

Detailed FE models potentially have high model fidelity, but the associated high model

complexity hinders a large number of evaluations. To optimize a system design or to attest

its robustness, often many simulation runs are necessary. This motivates the combination

of methods in hybrid modeling approaches or the reduction through mathematical surrogate

models.

To discuss the model categories of Figure 3.2, examples in Figure 3.3 to 3.5 each shows a

passenger car model of a frontal impact.

Lumped mass models, also referred to as lumped

parameter models, replicate vehicle impacts with

discrete mass elements in interaction through simple

mechanical elements such as springs and dampers.

They aim to capture the fundamental impact kine-

matics, often for unidirectional response with very

few degrees of freedom. These slim and fast mod-

els are very well-suited for optimizations. However,

it might be difficult to find lumped parameters to

fit an actual structural design, or the few degrees

of freedom might not sufficiently represent complex

interactions.

m1

x2 x3 x1

m3

(body)

m2

(engine)

k1 k2

k3
k4

k8

k5

k7

k6d2

d1

Figure 3.3: Lumped mass-spring

vehicle model in [Kamal70] with

coordinates x, massesm, spring co-

efficients k, and initial distances d.
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Multibody models in crashworthiness are usually

more complex systems of rigid bodies, constrained

by idealized joints and loaded by internal and exter-

nal force elements. In addition, contact interactions

of the bodies are often implemented via nonlinear

contact characteristics, also representing the defor-

mation of the rigid bodies. A three-dimensional

system of p rigid bodies with r holonomic, rheo-

nomic constraints has a number of degrees of freedom

of f = 6p − r [SchiehlenEberhard14]. MB models

are particularly suitable for systems of large displace-

ments and rotations. In an impact evaluation, they

can be used for kinematic and kinetic analysis, in-

cluding injury criteria prediction of rider surrogates.

Figure 3.4: Simulation of the

generic MB vehicle model from

[SousaEtAl08] at a collision speed

of 56 km/h after 40ms.

Finite element models deal with geometry, mate-

rial, constraint, and contact nonlinearities, making

solving such models more difficult and computation-

ally costly. Depending on the element formulation,

each node has typically between three and six degrees

of freedom. The models are used to accurately rep-

resent complex geometries and incorporate diverse

material models in the detailed representation of

vehicles and human surrogates. Analysis of FE mod-

els focuses on deformations and stresses. In impact

analysis, they’re applied to capture a vehicle’s struc-

tural behavior and localized effects, such as, detailed

injury mechanisms in HBMs. Driven by increased

computational performance and high-performance

computing, FEM developed as the state-of-the-art

in the crashworthiness development process.

Figure 3.5: Simulation of the

detailed FE vehicle model from

[MarzouguiEtAl12, NHTSA12] at

a collision speed of 56 km/h af-

ter 40ms.

Models, referred to as hybrid model approaches, aim to gain an advantage by com-

bining several methods, e.g., to take advantage of the faster MB models and the more

detailed FE models. These are, substructure modeling approaches, hybrid FE-rigid body

approaches, hybrid FE-elastic FE approaches, hybrid fine-rough FE mesh approaches,

and space-mapping techniques as listed and described in [DuddeckWehrle15]. It also

includes subsystem model approaches such as MB and FE crash pulse models where a

vehicle impact response is substituted by a deterministic pulse, a simpler model, or from

experiments such as full-vehicle simulations as described in [ReichertEtAl14]. Equivalent

to laboratory sled tests, such deceleration pulses are then applied as prescribed motions to

subsystem models of a vehicle interior.
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Mathematical surrogate models are simplifications of complex models using mathe-

matical methods. These models aim to replace the more complex models with simpler ones

that still capture the essential behavior introducing an acceptable error but with minimized

computational effort. These methods are manifold and include linear and nonlinear model

order reduction [Fehr11, FehrEtAl18] (e.g., combined trough clustering [GrunertFehr16]),

machine learning approaches [HayFehrSchories20, KneiflGrunertFehr21, Hay22], and com-

binations or metamodels of the before mentioned [KneiflHayFehr22] to reference only a few

techniques. More additional techniques and examples are listed in [DuddeckWehrle15].

Although not remotely comparable to safety investigations of passenger car occupants, there

have been efforts to model motorcycle crashworthiness. A rare lumped mass model of a

motorcycle is in [Happian-SmithMacaulayChinn87]. There are several MB models of PTWs

to model car impacts [CanapleEtAl02, SudyoddeeEtAl19, LvHynč́ıkBońkowski19], solo

accidents [Lechner86], and road-side barrier impacts [IbitoyeEtAl09, MoradiLankarani11,

PtakEtAl19]. There are also published works on detailed FE models of various types

of PTWs, such as sports and sport touring motorcycles [SchulzDobrovolnyHurlebaus16,

MongiardiniEtAl17], a large touring motorcycle [NamikiNakamuraIijima05], or a tilting

three-wheeled scooter [BarbaniBaldanziniPierini14]. However, there is a lack of models

to efficiently investigate individual aspects of motorcycle crash behavior – such as the

structural collision interaction of motorcycle crash structures – or a motorcyclist’s accident

response – such as the isolated examination of the rider trajectory of different rider

surrogate models – in subsystem model approaches. Also, there is a lack of combinations

of two or more models, such as different levels of detailing and complexity, into a connected

workflow. This has long been state-of-the-art in the accident simulation of cars.

3.1.3 Methods and Models in This Work

The appropriate modeling technique is selected based on the objectives of the work in

Section 1.4. The requirement for a systematic and modular approach (O1), as shown in

the testing pyramid in Figure 1.9 requires a submodel approach. To achieve a meaningful

description of the operating principles (O3) with a quantified performance evaluation (O4),

which should allow future optimization based on the technical design and the associated

design parameters, deterministic mechanistic approaches are preferred. Balancing fast com-

putational models and simultaneously a realistic and reliable reproduction of the accident

behavior (O2) multiple models for different purposes from low to high fidelity are used.

As the overview above shows, there are several methods to choose from. With lumped mass

models, it is very difficult to model a complex accident behavior of a motorcycle and/or

a motorcycle passenger. It has also hardly been done so far. This narrows the choice to

the two fundamental methods of MBS and FEM. Because of its idealized modeling, MB

models are well suited to represent the macrostructure of the vehicle, to begin with. FEM
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requires more detailed information about the structure of a system. It requires geometry,

the connection of parts, and the materials used, which makes the method less generic. It is

therefore used at a more advanced stage of the investigations. As shown in the modeling

strategy in Chaper 4 a hybrid modeling approach is used to efficiently combine methods

to decrease the computational expense.

3.2 Multibody Systems

The term multibody system (MBS) refers to the constrained motion of rigid bodies loaded

by external, internal, and inertial forces. In a classical MB approach, an engineering

system is approximated with rigid bodies that have a fixed geometry with a fixed center of

gravity (COG) and moment of inertia. These bodies are connected to each other and to the

environment by ideal constraints and massless couplings and are loaded with discretized

force elements and force fields, as shown in Figure 3.6 for an exemplary generic MBS.

Typically, MBS, as well as their extension with elastic bodies, are used for systems that

perform large displacements and rotations and small deformations.

3.2.1 Fundamentals

The procedure usually starts with a kinematic description of the system. Systems differ in

terms of their typology. There are open trees or partially or entirely closed loop structures.

When described in absolute coordinates, an unconstrained rigid body has six degrees of

freedom, described by six differential equations. Each body constraint leads to additional

algebraic equations. When using relative coordinates, the bodies are described relative to

the previous body. In the case of an open MBS, the relative coordinates are minimal, and

also it remains a minimal number of equations. For loops, there are additional constraint

equations. A comprehensive overview of the mathematical and numerical principles of

MBS is given in [SchiehlenEberhard14], a compact summary in [EberhardSchiehlen06].

The kinetics can be derived using Newton-Euler equations and d’Alembert’s principle. For

a holonomic tree structure – such as the macrostructure of a human body – with degree of

freedom f , the equations of motion in minimal coordinates y ∈ Rfx1 to

M (y, t)ÿ + k(y, ẏ, t) = q(y, ẏ, t), (3.1)

where M ∈ Rfxf is the global mass matrix, k ∈ Rfx1 the vector of generalized Coriolis

and centrifugal and gyroscopic forces, and q ∈ Rfx1 the vector of generalized constraint

forces [SchiehlenEberhard14]. This relation is a second-order ordinary differential equation

that can be solved numerically with explicit schemes. For crash impacts as highly dynamic

events, they require a small time step for stability. However, compared to many applications

of MBS, the time domain in crash simulations is relatively short.
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To additionally represent elasticities in bodies, there is the approach of elastic multibody

systems (EMBS), described in detail in [Shabana97]. It consists of a continuum formulation,

a discretization of the geometry, and the choice of reference frame [FehrEberhard11]. There

are methods for small elastic deformations (RNCF: relative nodal coordinate formulation)

and larger deformations (ANCF: absolute nodal coordinate formulation). This approach

still allows the efficient approximation of large motions of the respective reference frame.

3.2.2 Procedure for Computational Multibody Systems

To investigate complex systems nowadays, system generation, the automatic formulation of

the equations of motion, and their numerical integration are performed with sophisticated

software packages targeted at specific engineering applications, as shown for multiple

examples in [EberhardSchiehlen06]. These include capable interactive and user-optimized

pre- and post-processors that interact with the actual solver to provide an integrated

workflow. Figure 3.6 illustrates the definition of a typical input structure of an EMBS and

exemplifies a simplified lower MBS structure of the MADYMO active HBM [SISS20a].

elastic multibody system

rigid bodies

flexible bodies

mass geometry properties

frames

inputs/system parameters

continuum formulation

geometry discretization

global defintions

acceleration fields/gravity

internal defintions

solver

interactions

joints/links/constraints

force elements

contact models

controls
sensors

controller

switches

outputs/sensors

inertial frame

reference frames

contact

rigid bodiesspring

damper

joint

gravity

controller

support

COG

inertial frame

frames

actuator

flexible body

Figure 3.6: Typical EMBS definition structure and an artistic active HBM kicking a ball

while standing on a balancing beam as an examplary system.
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In this work, the commercial software package MADYMO6 is used. It is a multiphysics

solver that combines flexible MB capabilities and FE techniques. It is specifically designed

to simulate the dynamic behavior of vehicle collision interaction and automotive occupant

restrain systems and perform human injury assessment [SISS20b]. It bundles various

modeling and analysis methodologies and provides a database of validated models of ATDs

and HBMs.

Contact Interaction

In a crash simulation, deformations are significant. In addition to the formulation of elastic

bodies, the deformation can also be modeled via extended contact algorithms between

rigid bodies with a variety of interaction models [FloresLankarani16]. Figure 3.7 shows the

determination of the force Fe(λ) as a function of the penetration depth λ of contact between

elliptic bodies in MADYMO [SISS20b] as one possible implementation. For the penetration

depth, the tangent planes l1 and l2 at points P1 (ellipsoid 1) and P2 (ellipsoid 2) are

iteratively determined. The distance between l1 and l2 is the penetration λ of the ellipsoids.

The force model is initially determined by the loading curve Fe,loading(λ). Above the elastic

limit λe, the energy dissipation is described by hysteresis along the hysteretic slope and

then along the unloading curve Fe,loading(λ). MADYMO offers several formulations that

differ, i.e., in the behavior when the load direction is reversed during unloading. The

so-called elastic force Fe is perpendicular to the tangential planes. In addition, functions

for damping and friction forces can be specified.

Figure 3.7: MADYMO ellipsoid

to ellipsoid contact interaction

with qualitative hysteretic force-

penetration characteristic.
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6Simcenter MADYMO (MAthematical DYnamic MOdel), version 2021.1 SMP, Siemens Industry Soft-

ware and Services BV., https://plm.sw.siemens.com/en-US/simcenter/mechanical-simulation/madymo/.

https://plm.sw.siemens.com/en-US/simcenter/mechanical-simulation/madymo/
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3.3 Finite Element Method

In MBS, the kinematics and kinetics of large displacements and large rotations are of

interest, while the deformations of the individual bodies are small in comparison. In

modeling with FEM, this is usually inverted. Here, the deformations and stresses of the

bodies are of great interest, but they usually do not perform large rigid-body motions.

3.3.1 Fundamentals

The FEM comprises techniques to solve partial differential equations numerically for

complex shapes. The basic idea is the spatial discretization of bodies by dividing them

into an equivalent system of a finite number of smaller bodies (elements) interconnected

at common points (nodes) to represent complex geometries. Various formulations exist

for the local approximation of the elements, such as the displacement or stiffness method,

where the displacements of the nodes are the unknowns of the problem. The method

approximates the partial differential equations locally for transient problems with a set of

ordinary differential equations with symmetric system matrices. These single functions are

assembled into a global system of equations. For nonlinear dynamic problems this results

in the governing equation for the nodal accelerations q̈ ∈ R
n×1

Mq̈el = f int + f ext (3.2)

where M ∈ R
n×n is the mass matrix, the internal forces f int ∈ R

n×1, representing element

stresses, and external forces f ext ∈ R
n×1 from boundary conditions, such as acceleration

fields, constraints, or contacts [BelytschkoLiuMoran00]. The main advantage of FEM over

other methods is its large generality [Bathe96]. An introduction to the proper use and

understanding FEM, which is a huge field, is given in [Bathe96, BelytschkoLiuMoran00],

a shorter summary focusing on its application in crashworthiness in [KhalilDu Bois04].

3.3.2 Procedure for Computational Finite Element Models

For FE modeling in this thesis, the commercial software package LS-DYNA7 with its

explicit solver is used. It is a general-purpose explicit and implicit solver extensively

used for simulating automotive crashworthiness and other nonlinear and highly dynamic

problems. Figure 3.8 gives a condensed overview of FE modeling. It shows a selection

of the most important definitions with their essential principles of FE modeling in LS-

DYNA [Hallquist06, LSTC18] and an example of a complex LS-DYNA model, the state-

of-the-art VIVA+ HBM [JohnEtAl22, OpenVT22] of the Virtual Consortium.

7LS-DYNA, version R9.3.1 MPP, ANSYS, Inc., https://www.ansys.com/products/structures/ansys-

ls-dyna.

https://www.ansys.com/products/structures/ansys-ls-dyna
https://www.ansys.com/products/structures/ansys-ls-dyna
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(a) discretization with finite elements with various shapes,

membranetruss

beam

shell solid

translational

translational +
rotational DOF

0D: 2D: 3D:

nodal degrees of freedom (DOF),

triangle

quadrilateral

DOF

tetrahedron

hexahedron
triangular prism

line

1D:

discrete

element
...

discrete

elements

and numbers and locations of integration points

(b) constraints

• nodal ridig bodies • kinematic joints • ...

(c) boundary conditions

• prescribed motion • symmetry • ...

(d) loads

node line segment volume

g

• single node constraints

• prescribed force

Integration points: Approximation functions interpolate the nodal results

onto the interior of an element, such as the stress distribution within a solid.

Depending on the integration scheme, the location of integration points varies.

Accuracy and calculation time increase with the number of integration points.

Figure 3.8: Some FE modeling aspects with the VIVA+ HBM [OpenVT22] as an example.
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(f) contact algorithms

master

slave

mesh contact
surfaces

surface to surface contact

(e) material models, e.g.,

• rigid (e.g., teeth)

• linear elastic (e.g., ligament)

• elastic-plastic (e.g., vertebrae)

• anisotropy • damage

• failure

with many material model-dependent options such as

ǫ

σ

ǫ

σ

• rate-dependent elastic-plastic (e.g., skull)

ǫ

σ

ǫ̇
• hyperelastic rubber (e.g. soft tissue)

• ...

...

E

E

Kinematic constraint method:

Eliminating the normal DOF

of the nodes at the contact

interface, so the nodes are con-

strained very stiffly to move

with the surface.

Penalty method: Nodes are checked for pene-

tration through the contact interface. Place-

ment of normal springs between the penetrat-

ing nodes and the contact interface, where the

magnitude of a resulting force on the node is

a function of the penetration.

...

One-way treatment: Only slaves nodes are checked for penetration

through the master surface.

Two way treatment: Both slave and master nodes are checked for pene-

tration through the respective opposite surface.

Single surface contact: Only a slave surface is defined. Slave nodes are

checked for penetrations through the slave surfaces, including self-contact.
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The essential steps in the computational FE modeling workflow consist of:

(1) If nessesary simplify and de-feature the actual geometry for

an idealized geometry.

(2) Disretize the geometry into finite elements.

(3) Choose an approximation for the variables within the ele-

ments to reduce the problem to a finite number of unknowns.

(4) Assign material models.

(5) Define the specific problem with constraints, boundary con-

ditions, contacts algorithms, initial conditions etc.

(6) Derive the system of equations for the unknowns.

(7) Solve the system of equations.

(8) Analyse the results and animations.

pre-processing

solving

post-processing

Many of these steps are highly automated, such as meshing algorithms for discretizing.

Other steps are no longer visible when using FE software. The choice of the approximation

functions happens by the selection of the element type (shape and nodal degrees of freedom)

and further specification (such as the number and location of integration points). The

choice of the appropriate integration method for a numerical approximation depends on

the type of partial differential equation, the smoothness of the data, and the response of

interest. For crash simulations, explicit methods are preferred since the impact contact

algorithms introduce noise [BelytschkoLiuMoran00]. Here the time step size is very small

and important, particularly for the numerical stability of the solution. It depends on the

highest natural frequency of the system and is largely determined automatically by the

software [HallquistEtAl06].
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Chapter 4

Modeling

After introducing the circumstance of this work, we now begin modeling the proposed

safety concept. The modeling establishes a physical relationship between the motorcyclist,

motorcycle, and environment, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. Although divided into individual

Chapters 4 and 5, modeling is not just a process that precedes simulation; instead, modeling,

simulation, and validation is an iterative process.

The conceived modeling strategy and its stages are based on the selected modeling methods

in Chapter 3. The following delineates the vehicle modeling of the motorcycle and an

accident opponent for the different stages. Subsequently, the modeling of the passive safety

systems and their activation is set out. Following the building block approach introduced

in Section 1.3, existing generic element models and simulation experience from occupant

passive safety are used to model the seat belt and airbag systems. For modeling the leg

impact protectors, an energy-absorbing foam is numerically characterized. It involves a

regression model developed to represent rate-dependent loading and unloading. Lastly, the

choice of rider surrogate models is discussed and substantiated, and the models ultimately

used – virtual models of mechanical ATDs and HBMs – are introduced.

Figure 4.1: Modeling dependencies.

motorcyclemotorcyclist

environment
(road, collision

partner)
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4.1 Modeling and Simulation Strategy

Standard methods and strategies used in the vehicle development process for occupant

protection break down the accident event into multiple problems. Thus, in experiments,

the performance of the components, the interaction of the vehicle structure with the

opposing structure, and the occupants’ behavior in the vehicle interior are often considered

separately. Components or subassemblies are subjected to multiple component tests to

assess the functionality of the various systems, the structural capacity of substructures,

and the vehicle body individually. The interaction of the restraint systems with ATDs

as vehicle occupants are optimized in sled tests. In these experiments, reinforced partial

vehicle bodies represent the relevant vehicle cabin with interior components to investigate

the effect of the passive safety systems without destroying an entire vehicle. Complex and

costly full-vehicle laboratory crash tests of new products are rarely carried out during the

design process but rather at the end of the development to prove the occupant protection for

vehicle approval or evaluate occupant safety for consumer ratings. Similarly, in the virtual

vehicle development process, multiple mathematical model representations are used for

individual design aspects; see Section 3.1.2. Corresponding to the experimental procedure,

the depth of reproduction in occupant safety studies is often reduced not to simulate

the entire system. Thus, only the vehicle structures are considered for reconstructing

the vehicle interaction and the dimensioning of the deformation and contact structures.

Occupant restraint interaction and biomechanical loading is simulated using crash pulses

and vehicle interior models.

Such a breakdown, both for experiments and simulations, is usually not possible when

investigating the accident behavior of conventional motorcycles, e.g., in collisions with

passenger cars. In this case, the rider interacts with the motorcycle, opposing vehicle

structures, the road surface, and roadside structures. A safety concept that restrains the

rider to the motorcycle and isolates it from the accident environment not only has the

advantage of potentially improving passive safety – which must be demonstrated – but

also allows to apply of similar modeling and simulation strategies for a more systematic

investigation. Such a design strategy is shown in Figure 4.2. It consists of three subsequent

development stages with a continuously increasing level of fidelity.

Stage I: The motorcycle and rider surrogate are approximated in a combined MB and FE

modeling approach in the MADYMO software environment. The opposing vehicles are MB

systems with joint restraint and contact characteristics based on simulation models of

full-scale crash tests of conventional motorcycles, fitted to the experience from the full FE

representations (see stage III). The airbags and the thigh belts are modeled using the 1D

and 2D FE elements using the FE capabilities of the MADYMO software environment.

Stage II: The rider interaction surfaces of the motorcycle cockpit are modeled further

detailed with FE elements in the LS-DYNA software environment. The modeling and
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parameterization of the airbag inflation and thigh belt pretensioning and load-limiting are

equivalent to the MB simulations. The FE rider interaction model represents deformable

cockpit surfaces that include foam impact protectors. To replicate crash kinematics and

vehicle intrusion, the motorcycle and car are (offline-)coupled to a crash pulse. Prescribed

motions represent the multiaxial rigid body motions from the MB simulations, where the

car geometry acts as reaction surfaces for the airbags.

Stage III: The motorcycle, the already before tuned passive safety systems equivalent

to stage I and II, the rider surrogate, and an accident opponent are modeled as full FE

representations in LS-DYNA. The structurally relevant components of the motorcycle that

determine the crash behavior are deformable. The front and rear suspension, rotating

wheels, and front fork steering are modeled with kinematic joints.

This procedure divides into modeling and simulation in between design iterations are

carried out. Linking design updates for the motorcycle structure and passive safety systems

back to the lower stages results in design loops through stages I and II. The sequence

stage II: coupled FE/MB model stage III: full FE model

modeling

stage I: combinedMB/FEmodel

LS-DYNAMADYMA

simulation

[MaierEtAl21a, MaierEtAl21b] [MaierFehr23a][MaierEtAl20]

development progress

& model fidelity

Figure 4.2: Modeling and simulation strategy.
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could just as well be modified. Thus, vehicle accident trajectories of stage III can also be

used in stage II.

The overall strategy was first described by the author in [MaierFehr21, MaierFehr23b].

The author first introduced the approach of stage I in [MaierEtAl20], the stage II approach

in [MaierEtAl21a, MaierEtAl21b], and the stage III approach in [MaierFehr23a]. As the

most laborious and time-consuming tasks, the positioning of the HBMs was initially

layed out in the supervised student thesis [Kronwitter21] and the stage III full FE model

was partially completed within the supervised student theses [Beckmann20, Liu20]. This

chapter summarizes the author’s works from [MaierEtAl20, MaierEtAl21a, MaierEtAl21b,

MaierEtAl22, MaierFehr23a, MaierFehr23b].

4.2 Motorcycle and Opposing Vehicles

4.2.1 Multibody Model

To replicate the impact dynamics, the significant parts of the motorcycle are modeled

as three rigid bodies: the body of the motorcycle, the front and rear wheel, specified by

their geometry with ellipsoid and facet surfaces, and their mass m and inertia I. These

bodies are connected with kinematic joints as schematically shown in Figure 4.3 with

restraint characteristics as in Figure 4.4. The main features are the couplings of (i) rotating

wheels, (ii) front and rear suspension, (iii) front fork steering, and (iv) front fork impact

deformation with kinematic joints constraining the relative motion of the parts. The

coupling of front and rear suspension involves nonlinear spring restraints cFW(s), cRW(θ),

planar joint

rotational joint

universal joint

COG of
motorcycle body

COG of car body

translational joint

Figure 4.3: Kinematic structure of the MB models of the motorcycle (left) and the accident

opponent (right).
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mbody,

cF(s) dF
cR(θ)

dR

θ

ϕ
Mdef(ϕ)

mRW, IRW mFW, IFW

cCar
cW,car dW,car dW,car

s

mW,car, IW,car

Ibody
mbody,car, Ibody,car

Figure 4.4: MB models of motorcycle and the accident opponent.

dependent on front suspension deflection s and rear suspension deflection angle θ, and

constant dampening restraints dFW and dRW.

The front fork impact deflection ϕ given in Figure 4.5 is approximated with a linear elastic

response up to the elastic limit ϕe ( a ). For higher impact deflection ϕ, the implemented

loading characteristics represent at first failure with plastic deformation of the front fork and

then collision of the front wheel with the motorcycle body along Mdef,loading(ϕ) ( b ) with

unloading characteristics parallel to the hysteresis slope ( c ) and along Mdef,loading(ϕ)( d ).

Reloading while unloading follows this path in reverse until Mdef,loading(ϕ) is reached.

The contact interaction characteristics between the opposing vehicle bodies are similar

hysteretic models, summarized in Figure 3.7.

A similar MBS of a motorcycle with an equivalent kinematic structure is given

in [CanapleEtAl02]. [PortalDias06] also describe a similar model without modeling front

fork deformation.

Figure 4.5: Loading and unload-

ing characteristics of the front

fork impact deformation Mdef(ϕ)

in Figure 4.4.
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The opposing vehicle, which MB structure is also given in Figures 4.3 and 4.4, is a 2001

Ford Taurus, a four-door saloon with a mass of 1477 kg, an overall height of 147 cm, and

vehicle parameters from a similar vehicle, a Ford Scorpio, from [Hiemer05]. The vehicle

model aims to match the used FE model of stage III, see Section 4.2.3.

Conventional Motorcycles in Full Scale Crash Tests

The shown front fork restraint characteristics and the parameters of the implemented

contact interaction characteristics are based on fitted simulations of full-scale crash

tests of conventional motorcycles shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. The impacts according

to [ISO13232:2005] with a helmeted Hybrid III 50th ATD are part of the investigations

of [BergEtAl04], to which data we have access. The laboratory tests are documented

with a test protocol and high-speed video footage, a 15-channel sensor data set of the

ATD, and accelerometers at multiple points on the motorcycle. To quantitatively eval-

150ms

100ms

50ms

0ms

400ms

300ms

250ms

200ms

Figure 4.6: Simulation of crash test SH01.01 [BergEtAl04] of a conventional motorcycle

Yamaha FZS 600 Fazer and a helmeted Hybrid III 50th against a VW Golf II in scenario 7 .
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Figure 4.7: Simulation of crash test SH99.27 [BergEtAl04] of conventional motorcycle

Yamaha GTS 1000 and helmeted Hybrid III 50th against a Fiat Tipo 1400 in scenario 3 .

uate the dynamics in the experiment with the simulation results, the objective CORA

evaluation (CORelation and Analysis, summarised in Addendum 4) is used. For this,

the resulting motorcycle accelerations are compared, shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.9, each

filtered with a CFC filter (CFC for channel frequency class, summarised in Addendum 5)

with filter class 60.

In test SH01.01, the Yamaha FZS 600 Fazer impacts at 48.5 km/h at a right angle into the

side of the stationary car. The motorcycle and car trajectories and accelerations conform

well. Merely initial immersion of the suspension of the impacted side and, as a result, a

similar helmet impact location at the car could not be achieved with the MBS approach.

In test SH99.27, the Yamaha GTS 1000 impacts at 47.8 km/h at a right angle into the

side of the car traveling at 23.9 km/h. The comparison shows similar motions for the

motorcycle and car and conforming peak accelerations. This results in CORA ratings for

the primary impact up to 300ms of overall at least fair ; for SH01.01 in the upper range

of fair, very near good. The manual fitting procedure involves scaling a generic contact

characteristic consisting of loading and unloading functions and a linear damping factor.

Considering the simple model, the match according to CORA is acceptable. However,

high-frequency components are not replicated.
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The difference in motorcycle motion illustrates that the pitching of the motorcycle around

its transverse axis depends on whether the motorcycle has sufficient deformation structure

in front of the stiff forkhead and, therefore, a high contact point. In test SH99.27, the

Yamaha GTS 1000 has a very unusual forkless front suspension with a single-sided swing

arm, which appears weak in a frontal collision.

The contact characteristics between the front wheel and the road or vehicle are taken from

the simulations shown above. For the deformation characteristics of the front fork and the

contact characteristics between the motorcycle body and the car, characteristics similar to

the Yamaha GTS 1000 from SH99.27 are used. This is to ensure that the motorcycle does

not roll over in the event of a frontal impact.

Addendum 4: CORA Rating of Simulation vs. Experimental Data with

ISO/TS 18671 Standardized Minimum Scores

The CORA (CORelation and Analysis) rating tool (version CORAplus Release 4.0.4)

[Thunert17, GehreGadesWernicke09] offers a widely used objective metric of the

correlation of two time history signals by combining two independent rating meth-

ods: a corridor rating and a cross-correlation rating. The tool determines how

closely a time history signal matches a reference signal by evaluating corridors

of the reference signal and by finding similarities in their phase, magnitude, and

slope. The individual ratings are weighed by the rating factors W , as shown in

Figure 4.10. The resulting total rating scores the conformance with a value between 0

for no correlation and 1 for a perfect match into four graded sections according to

ISO/TS 18671:2014 [ISO/TS18571:2014] ≤ 0.58), fair (> 0.58), good (> 0.8) and

excellent (> 0.94). Within this thesis the default CORA metric weights WZ/P/M/S,

corridor widths a0/b0, and rating exponents KZ/P/M/S for the ISO/TS 18671 method

are used.
total rating

cross correlation ratingcorridor rating

phase magnitude slopecorridor

KP=1 KM=1 KS=1
a0=0.05, b0=0.5

KZ = 2

WP=0.2 WM=0.2 WS=0.2WZ=0.4

Figure 4.10: CORAplus rating scheme for the ISO/TS 18671 method with used

parameters, summarized from [Thunert17].
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Figure 4.8: Resultant conventional motorcycle accelerations in MB simulations of full-scale

crash test SH01.01, shown in Figure 4.6, compared to experimental sensor data.
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Figure 4.9: Resultant conventional motorcycle accelerations in MB simulations of full-scale

crash test SH99.27, shown in Figure 4.7, compared to experimental sensor data.
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Addendum 5: CFC Filtering According to SAE J211

The technical standard [SAEJ211-1:1995] provides guidelines and recommendations

for acquiring and processing techniques of measurements of vehicle impacts tests,

including subassemblies and occupant surrogates. It specifies four Channel Frequency

Classes (CFC) of low-pass filters: CFC60, CFC180, CFC600, and CFC1000. It defines

accuracy corridors dependent on the characteristic frequencies FL, FN , and FH for

each individual class as shown in Figure 4.11 for CFC600.

Figure 4.11: Corridor

of required dynamic

accuracy of CFC600

filter class according

to [SAEJ211-1:1995].
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The recommended filtering procedure to achieve these requirements is a second-order

Butterworth digital filter of an input signal x(t) for an output y(t) by the difference

equation

y(t) = a0x(t) + a1x(t− 1) + a2x(t− 2) + b1x(t− 1) + b2x(t− 2)

with coefficients a0 =
ω2
a

1 +
√
2ωa + ω2

a

, a1 = 2a0, a2 = a0, b1 =
−2(ω2

a − 1)

1 +
√
2ωa + ω2

a

,

and b2 =
−1 +

√
2ωa − ω2

a

1 +
√
2ωa + ω2

a

, where ωd = 1.25 · 2πCFC
0.6

and ωa = tan

(
ωdT

2

)

.

For phaseless filtering, the data is passed through this identical filter twice by

reversing the time direction of the second filtering to compensate for the phase shift.

The minimum sampling frequency for CFC filters is ten times the CFC number in

Hertz. The individual choice of filter class must be made with technical expertise,

but SAE J211-1 provides standard guidelines for vehicle and crash test dummy

instrumentations as summarized in Tab. 4.1, which are applied accordingly in this

thesis.
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Table 4.1: CFC filter class

recommendations for vehicle

safety testing applications

by [SAEJ211-1:1995].

dummy instrumentation CFC

head lin. & ang. accelerations 1000

neck forces 1000

moments 600

thorax sternum accelerations 600

deflections 180

pelvis accelerations 1000

femur& tibia forces 600

structural instrumentation CFC

accelerations total vehicle comparison 60

sled tests 60

component analysis 600

for vel. & disp. integration 180

load cells barrier forces 60

belt restraint loads 60

4.2.2 Coupled Finite Element Rider Interaction Model

In the simplified FE approach, the motorcycle is reduced to the rider contact interaction

surfaces, similar to a vehicle interior model in occupant protection investigations. It

consists of a prescribed rigid body and deformable inner cockpit surfaces that include

the proposed leg impact protectors. To prescribe the motion, the 3D multiaxial rigid-

body trajectories from the linear and angular motion of the MB simulations are used,

see Figure 4.12. For translational motion, the initial linear velocities and the time histories

of the linear acceleration are used; for angular motion, the rotational velocities. The safety

concept envisages that when deployed, the side airbags interact with the opposing vehicle

structures or the ground. Therefore, the prescribed outer surface of the accident opponent

act as the reaction surface for the airbags.

Figure 4.12: FE rider

interaction model cou-

pled to MB rigid body

trajectories.
z z

xx
yx

zz
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4.2.3 Full Finite Element Model

A full FE representation of the motorcycle provides in this work the highest degree of

detail. From the ideator and inventor of the safety system, a CAD model is provided

that represent the main structural features of the motorcycle geometrically. It comprises

standard – ”off the shelf” – components for motorcycles from various model libraries and

many custom parts. So far, the geometry model has been used to illustrate the concept for

renderings and animations. Figure 4.13 sketches the steps from initial geometry from CAD

to coupled discretized mesh for FE analysis (Figure 4.14) using the telescopic front fork as

an example. These consist of simplifying and de-featuring the CAD geometry due to the

initially relatively low model quality, discretization, and connection of the components, as

shown for revolute and translational joint couplings in the section cuts below.

To investigate crashworthiness, the model aims to represent the interaction with the crash

opponent, structural loading and deformation, and energy absorption of the motorcycle. As

a result, the focus of the model is on representing the crash-relevant structural components,

relevant details

penetrations

faceted surfaces

non crash iii

ii

i

closed surfaces
volumes as

i ii iii

rotational coupling translational coupling
node set
constrained

beam

initial geometry idealization discretization coupling/interfacing

Figure 4.13: Finite element modeling/pre-processing workflow.
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81 parts

323K nodes

60 beam elements

243K shell elements

135K solid elements

12 joint connections

25 extra node set connections

67 nodal rigid body connections

Figure 4.14: Discretization of the FE motorcycle model, shown as wireframe elements,

with model characteristics.

which are the front wheel and tire, and the front suspension assembly. Components such

as the drivetrain components are modeled as rigid parts because they are assumed not to

deform as they are very stiff or outside of the significant crash deformation. As a unique

feature of the proposed motorcycle structure, the foam crash box in the cockpit nose aims

to control the energy transfer. It is intended to prevent pitching of the motorcycle or

even rolling over in a frontal impact. The elevated side impact structures protect the

lower extremities laterally. In total the model consists of 81 parts from 378,000 elements

with 323,000 nodes. The suspension is modeled with eight kinematic joints; front wheel

rotation (2), telescopic front fork suspension (2), rear-wheel rotation (2), front fork steering,

and rear swing arm rotation. The other kinematic joints are for the hinged lids of the

compartments behind which the airbags are located. To model tire pressure, airbag models

are used. The modeling is recorded in the student theses [Beckmann20, Liu20].

Other detailed FE models of PTWs for crashworthiness are [NamikiNakamuraIijima05] (a

large tourer), [MongiardiniEtAl17] (a sport tourer) [SchulzDobrovolnyHurlebaus16] (a

sport bike), and [BarbaniBaldanziniPierini14] (a three-wheeled scooter).

As the accident opponent, a LS-DYNA model of a 2001 Ford Taurus8 is used. With an

overall height of 147 cm and a mass of 1477 kg the unoccupied four-door passenger sedan

complies with [ISO13232:2005] requirements for height (137-147 cm) but slightly exceeds

vehicle mass specifications (1238-1450 kg) for the opposing vehicle.

82001 Ford Taurus model [MarzouguiEtAl12], version 4d (retrieved from [NHTSA12]), National Crash

Analysis Center (NCAC).
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4.3 Passive Safety Systems

The occupant protection in an automobile crash is determined by the vehicle crashwor-

thiness and the occupants’ restraint system [KentForman14]. Crashworthiness is the

structural ability of a vehicle cell to deform by design and dissipate the kinetic energy of

the impact while maintaining a sufficient survival space. The occupant restraint system

controls and dissipates the remaining kinetic energy through the application of forces.

Anything that applies these forces, such as the airbags, safety belts, and interior surfaces,

can be considered to be a part of the restraint system. The combination a lap and shoulder

belt as a three-point belt and multiple airbags surrounding the occupant has proven to be

the most important passive safety systems for car occupants to this day.

The Safe Motorcycle follows a comparable concept using similar safety components.

Therefore, existing models of these components as well as methods and expertise for

simulating them can be used and benefitted from. This section deals with the modeling of

the passive safety systems of the proposed safety concept while describing their function

and operation principle from the system response.

4.3.1 Collision Detection

Some of these restraint systems require activation or firing at an appropriate time after

the initial contact. For cars, these are usually acceleration sensors at the vehicle front

and rear and pressure sensors in the doors connected to a decision logic [Leschke20]. For

motorcycles, an accident detection is very rarely used.

Basic considerations on sensor concepts for accident detection and airbag deployment of a

PTW and a range of possible sensors are proposed in [Engel92]. Such possible sensors mea-

sure deceleration, deformation, wheel, suspension motion, steering angle, tire pressure, and

approximation to an obstacle. Currently, the Honda Gold Wing (introduced in Section 2.3.2)

is the only produced motorcycle that detects an impact to activate passive safety systems.

Here, front fork deceleration detected by multiple sensors is used [KobayashiMakabe13].

It has a decision time of ≈ 12ms for a frontal impact [KuroeNamikiIijima05]. However,

detection of side or rear impacts is not possible. The supervised student thesis [Daub21]

examines the virtual realization of the proposed sensors of [Engel92] in simulations of the

motorcycle model for the ISO 13232 scenarios in the MB approach. It demonstrates the

viability of detection for complete airbag inflation but also that many different sensors

are needed to detect accidents in many impact configurations without unwanted false

decisions, even under bumpy operational driving conditions. This, in turn, requires a

complex decision logic. Therefore, in supervised student thesis [Rodegast22], machine

learning algorithms are used for decision-making based on the MB simulation model for

even more impact configurations. As a simplification this thesis here assumes an inerrant

crash detection with an ideal time period of 12ms for all accident scenarios after an initial

contact to activate the passive safety systems.
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4.3.2 Thigh Belts

Modern seat belts in cars are sophisticated technical solutions. Besides the actual belt

and buckle, they consist of a retractor, combining pretensioning and load limiting capabili-

ties [H̊aland06]. After activation, the belt is tightened firmly against the occupant. When

applying force on the body, the force is limited to avoid injuries caused by an otherwise

too rigid restraint. This operating principle is also pursued here.

The structure of the model of the proposed belt system is schematically illustrated in

Figure 4.15. It consists of two hybrid belt sections modeled with four-node 2D shells and

two-node 1D truss elements. The shell nodes have translational and rotational degrees

of freedom, transmitting forces and moments. The truss nodes have translational nodal

degrees of freedom, carrying only in-line loads. In this abstracted form, belt buckles are

not incorporated. The belt ends are connected to attachment points at the motorcycle

body (anchors). At the outer anchors, retractors with nonlinear pretensioning and load

limiting are implemented. For the MB simulations, the belts are routed with a dedicated

belt fitting tool using the MADYMO pre-processor. In the coupled FE/MB and full FE

models in LS-DYNA the belts are routed in a simulation-based approach, described in the

positioning procedure in Section 4.4 below.

Pretensioning and Load Limiting

Pretensioning and load limiting aim to control the belt force f(t) by manipulating the

belt length l(t) through belt pay-in and pay-out. Before activation, the retractor removes

inner anchor

outer

retractors with pretensioner and load limiting

2D shell

rigid nodal connections

anchor
outer
anchor

1D truss

elements

all nodes within the
truss elements

during retraction

12345

123
4

5
retractor coincide

elements
nodal degrees
freedom

translational

translational
+ rotational

Figure 4.15: Structure of 1D truss and 2D membrane hybrid mesh belt model with

retractors.
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any pretension or slack in the belt by supplying or retracting belt length, applying a very

small pay-in force. After firing, a pretensioning regime is determined by a function of belt

pay-in vs. time

Lpay−in(t) =







0, if t < tfire

−100
15

mm
ms

(t− tfire), if tfire ≤ t ≤ tfire + 15 ms

−100 mm, if t > tfire + 15 ms

(4.1)

This states that after firing at tfire each of the two outer belt ends are drawn by 100 mm

within 15 ms into the respective retrator. Simultaneously, the force level at the outer belt

ends is limited by the load limiter to Fload−limit = 2 kN in the particularly adjacent truss

element by giving out belt material.

Figure 4.16 shows the resulting forces at each of the four belt ends of the two thigh belts

for a frontal impact (scenario 7 ). At the outer ends, the force increases earlier due to

the pretensioning and is then restricted to a constant load level by the load limiting. The

force limit is not transferred very effectively to the inner ends due to the friction between

the belt and the rider. Figure 4.17 gives the belt end force and length for one outer

belt end. It illustrates the initial belt shortening and the accompanying quick increase

in force and subsequent slackening of the belt for a controlled constant belt force. The

regime can be divided into three consecutive phases: (i) pretensioning, (ii) load limiting,

and (iii) a rigid restraint without any belt in or output. Here, pretensioning reduces

the frontal displacement of the rider through early intervention of the belt restraint and

provides a constant force level, thus reducing peak forces and peak deceleration of the

rider. Apart from initial belt routing, the design variables are the belts’ geometry, such as

the width and the positions of the attachment points, the activation time, the belt pay-in

function Lpay−in(t), and the belt load limit Fload−limit.

Figure 4.16: Forces at the

thigh belt ends (inner and

outer belt end each) in a

frontal impact. All curves

are filtered with a CFC 1000

filter.
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Figure 4.17: Belt pretensioning and force limiting in a frontal impact at an outer belt end.

4.3.3 Airbags

Airbags in automobiles are inflatable fabric bags concealed in the steering wheel, dashboard,

and behind other interior panels. These are designed to tear open when the propellant gas

rapidly fills the expanding bag. Small vent holes let the gas escape in a controlled manner

when the passenger hits the airbag to influence the deceleration for minimal occupant

loading. This operating principle is also pursued here with five airbags surrounding the

rider frontal and laterally, as shown in Figure 4.18.

30ms20ms10ms0ms

left side
airbag

front airbag

leftmirror
airbag

Figure 4.18: Airbag deployment of left and center airbags in full FE model.
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The three types of airbags of the safety concept are single chamber 2D and 3D designs

with and without internal structure and with and without exhaust openings, isolated in

Figure 4.19. The front airbag is a 3D design, meaning that its geometry in its undistorted

reference or design configuration encloses a volume, compared to the flat 2D design of the

mirror airbag and the side airbag. The frontal airbag has a wedge shape with ≈ 38 liter,

no internal structures, and two vents to regulate the airbag pressure and, consequentially,

front airbag: 3D design from three fabric pieces

side airbags: 2D design from two outside fabric pieces and nine internal tethers

exhaust openings

no internal
structure

openings

mirror airbags: 2D design from two fabric pieces

(a) initial mesh (b) reference/design mesh (c) expanded mesh

supported
nodes

exhaust

no internal
structure

openings
no exhaust

internal
tethers

Figure 4.19: Airbag mesh discretizations and support constraints.
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the rider’s deceleration when impacting into the bag. The windshield is designed to

fail under contact pressure from the expanding front airbag structurally. The mirror

airbags (≈ 23 liter) have no internal structure and one vent each. They are placed inside

the rear-view mirror housing behind hinged lids, which serve as a support surface when

opened. The side airbags (≈ 78 liter) are closed bags with internal tethers to obtain a flat

shape when inflated and sustain inflation.

• Uniform pressure method (UPM): The volume within the airbag chamber is not dis-

cretized. The states are scalar values from a thermodynamic model and uniform for

the control volume. An equal resulting force is assumed to act normally onto the seg-

ments of the fabric FE mesh to compute the shape in the next step [WangNefske88].

• Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) approach/corpuscular method: The gas flow

in the airbag chamber and surrounding the airbag is three-dimensionally discretized.

The ALE approach is a moving mesh-based method [FokinLokhandeFredriksson03].

The denomination stems from a combined description with an Eulerian formula-

tion (observer focuses on specific locations in space; commonly used in pure flow

problems) with a Lagrangian formulation (observer moves along with the moving

body; widely used in structural problems). The corpuscular method constitutes

techniques where the gas is modeled as a set of individual particles, where a particle

represents many molecules [LinCheng18].

Methods to generate an initial tightly packed mesh geometry can be divided into:

• Flattening or folding: Flattened or folded bag meshes are constructed from CAD ge-

ometries or by using simulation-based techniques to move and deform the airbag mesh

through a series of folding steps in a transient analysis [ChawlaBhosaleMukherjee05,

RuffJostEichberger07]. The difficulty is to attain a well-behaved geometric mesh of

a tightly packed folded airbag without penetrating elements. Here, user-friendliness

depends on sophisticated preprocessors.

• Scaling: The above-described task is time-consuming. To avoid it, an undeformed

reference or design mesh is mapped to a highly distorted scaled-down initial mesh.

A special material model and algorithms allow the bag to relax into its original

undeformed shape [TanavdeEtAl95].

By considering the gas flow and modelling a folded airbag, the beginning of the ex-

pansion of the airbag can be reproduced more accurately. These are therefore par-

ticularly important for more fundamental investigations of out-of-position postures of

occupants [HirthHaufeOlovsson07, ChristBüttner12]. For this work, UPM and scaling are

well suited and used, not least because both MADYMO and LS-DYNA offer a very similar

implementation.
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Uniform Pressure Method

As schematically illustrated in Figure 4.20, the airbags are discretized with triangle and

quadrilateral elements in membrane formulation since bending stiffness is often assumed

negligible for simulating thin airbag fabrics. The expansion is determined by gas mass

flow ṁ entering through the gas generator (inflator) and exiting through exhausts (vents),

and leakage through airbag seams and through the fabric due to porosity. The mass

balance complies for each time step i, such as

ṁi,tot = ṁi,in + ṁi,out

= ṁi,12 + ṁi,23,exhaust + ṁi,23,leakage. (4.2)

The internal airbag chamber variables are calculated from scalar thermodynamic equations.

At each time step, the volume of the expanding chamber V is determined. Assuming an

adiabatic airbag chamber and an ideal gas at an uniform pressure p and a temperature T ,

the pressure is expressed as

pi = (γ − 1) ρi ei. (4.3)

γ is the isentropic coefficient cp/cv, ρ is the density, and e is the specific internal energy.

The dependency for two neighboring time steps is

ei
ei−1

=

(
Vi−1

Vi

)γ

+

(
ρi
ρi−1

)γ

. (4.4)

From the volumes Vi−1, Vi, and the specific internal energy ei−1 of the previous and

current steps, the current specific internal energy ei is computed. From Eq. (4.3), this

leads to the pressure and ultimately to the normal force acting on the airbag fabric

nodes [HirthHaufeOlovsson07].

2D membrane elements

exhausts/vents:

leakage:

gas generator/inflator:

environment:

chamber:
(control volume)

airbag

seams

ṁi,23,leakage

pi,1, Ti,1, ṁi,12

pi,3, Ti,3

pi,2, Ti,2
Vi,2,mi,2

ṁi,23,exhaust

Figure 4.20: Structure of the airbag model with the uniform pressure method.
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Figure 4.21: Scaling of

initial mesh of frontal

airbag.

(a) reference/design mesh (b) scaled initial mesh

directional scaling planes

Initial Metric Method

The IMM uses two meshes, an initial mesh and an undeformed reference or design mesh,

for the individual airbag chambers, overviewed in Figure 4.19. The reference meshes are

shrunk normally to multiple directional scaling planes, illustrated in Figure 4.21. Due to

scaling, the initial mesh has highly distorted elements. An algorithm maps the strains and

stresses with respect to the undeformed reference mesh based on the geometric differences.

to the initial scaled mesh. During inflation it allows the elements to relax to their reference

shape [SISS20b]. It circumvents considerably more complex folding procedures, which

is usually laborious and time-consuming, especially for complex geometries and/or tight

packaging. For constitutive models of the bag, woven and coated fabric material models

from the automotive industry are adopted.

Using these methods, the design variables, apart from the implemented fabric material

model, include the external and internal geometry of the airbag, the mass inflow function

with constant inflow temperature, and the exhaust hole area. Exemplary time histories of

the resulting states of the frontal airbag are given in Figure 4.22. It consists of multiple

consecutive phases: after firing (i) rapid inflation through the gas generator, followed

by (ii) retention of chamber pressure and volume until (iii) deflation for a controlled rider

deceleration, where the gas exits through the exhausts.

Figure 4.23 shows the relative position of the occupant to the three types of airbags.

A frequently discussed problem of airbags on motorcycles is the threat of an out-of-

position deployment [RametEtAl94, ChawlaMukherjee07]. In this case, the rider would

be hit by the airbag while expanding. This impact can be serious as the airbag inflates

within 30 to 40ms and the speed of the airbag material coming out of the airbag module

reaches 125 km/h. In the relative position shown here, the rider still has some available

space to lean forward without risk of being hit, as the airbag is very small compared to,
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say, the Honda Gold Wing’s bag (38 vs. 150 liters). The volume here can be chosen much

smaller, as the restraint task is shared with the belt.

4.3.4 Leg Impact Protectors

One of the ideas of the safety concept is to transfer protective elements of the motorcyclist’s

clothing, such body armor, onto the vehicle. The properties and features are – at best

– large but very lightweight impact protection surfaces with excellent impact energy

absorption and tight packaging with a minimal cross-section. These requirements result in

a design of soft areas of a relatively thin layer of energy-absorbing foam around the rider’s

knees and thighs.

The chosen material, a polyurethane foam, is supplied by SAS-TEC. It can be produced

in various densities (200 to 425 g/l) and has an impact-rate-dependent material behavior

aimed at good energy absorption. The foam has a mixed open and closed cell structure,

which gives it its rate-dependent mechanical properties. Under loading, the air in open

foam bubbles is forced out through small openings. When the load is removed, the air

flows back in. These material properties cause it to act very firmly during fast impacts

while remaining soft during slower loading, similar to a non-Newtonian fluid. Currently,

it is commercially available in shoulder, knee, elbow, and back protectors that are worn

by riders of PTWs, bicycles, or horses, where it can achieve the highest protection levels

of EN1621-1 and 2 (explained in Section 2.3.3). By using vegetable oils for the polyol

portion, the foam is about 60% made from renewable resources.

The protectors are 15mm thick and flush with the adjacent cockpit surfaces. They’re mod-

eled using eight-node (hexahedron) and six-node (prism) 3D solid elements (ELFORM=-2;

fully integrated elective reduced solids), shown in Figure 4.24. To model the material

behavior in LS-DYNA dynamic pendulum impact, drop tower, and quasi-statics tests were

conducted together with industrial partners. LS-DYNA provides a variety of material

models (see Figure 3.8). To capture rate-dependent loading and hysteretic unloading of

foams, the LS-DYNA material model *MAT_FU_CHANG_FOAM [LSTC18] is well suited. It is

frequently used for a wide variety of foam materials (see e.g. [CroopLobo09]) and can be

mapped with near-test data. The material characterization consists of three steps, shown

in detail below: (i) the loading behavior of the material is derived from fitting pendulum

impactor test data, (ii) the unloading behavior is approximated by a parameterized damage

formulation, and (iii) the quality of the models is tested in a drop tower test setup that

also quantifies protection levels according to EN1621-1. The novelty of the demonstrated

procedure is the formulation of an optimization problem for the polynomial representation

of experimental test data incorporating material map requirements and material behavior

knowledge to characterize the *MAT_FU_CHANG_FOAM material input cards. The procedure

was first introduced as part of [MaierEtAl21a, MaierEtAl21b].
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Figure 4.22: Airbag chamber variables for front airbag in a frontal impact.

Figure 4.23: Rider position in respect to deployed airbags.
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Characterisation of the Loading Behavior

The definition of the *MAT_FU_CHANG_FOAM material card requires engineering stress vs.

engineering strain as a function of multiple constant strain rates. Figure 4.25 shows the

dynamic test setup of the tests conducted by DYNAmore where a pendulum impactor

drops from an initial height h0 with force measurement via the impactor’s mass and its

acceleration and the displacement via the rotary angle ψ of the impactor arm. DYNAmore

also conducted quasi-static tests with a universal testing machine. The foam specimens

are conditioned at 23°C and 50% relative humidity for at least 24 hours. Figure 4.26

gives the stress vs. strain vs. strain rate derived from the three dynamic strain rates

with impact velocities of v1 =0.5, 1.5, and 4m/s and one very slow constant loading

and unloading velocity of vconst. = 1mm/s, each measured five times. The quasi-static

measurements (vconst.) do not form a closed loop but cut off during unloading because

15mm

3D solid elements

raw foam sheets

of varying thickness

Figure 4.24: Raw foam sheets from SAS-TEC and leg impact protector mesh discretization.

g

h0

foam specimen

20mm×20mm×10mm

anvil

impactor with

m = 2021 g
ψ

Figure 4.25: Experimental setup of dynamic pendulum impactor test at DYNAmore.
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Figure 4.26: Dynamic and quasi-

static experimental test data for

the 425 g/l foam provided by DY-

NAmore.

v1 = 0.5m/s

v1 = 1.5m/s

v1 = 4m/s

vconst. = 0.1mm/s

the impactor detaches from the foam samples due to the very slow unloading of the foam

samples.

To derive stress vs. strain curves for the required constant strain rates, the dynamic

and quasi-static measurement data is fitted using bipolynomial and polynomial surface

and curve fits. For the 3D surface fit of the dynamic measurement data, the stress data

points z are fitted on a non-uniformly spaced rectilinear 2D grid for strain (x) and strain

rate (y). With polynomial coefficients a and b and with degrees n in x-direction and m

in y- direction, it results in

z = F (x, y) =

(
n∑

k=0

akx
k

)

·
(

m∑

l=0

bly
l

)

with m,n ≥ 0. (4.5)

Depending on the order of these polynomials, this leads e.g., for n = 2 and m = 3 to

z = (a0 + a1x+ a2x
2) · (b0 + b1y + b2y

2 + b3y
3). (4.6)

By computing, reordering, and renaming the coefficients this corresponds to

z = c0 + c1x+ c2y + c3xy + c4y
2 + c5xy

2. (4.7)
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where the polynomial coefficients c approximate the k stress measurement data points.
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The coefficients c are determined through the minimization of a quadratic objective

function. Linear equality and inequality constraints incorporate LS-DYNA material card

requirements and knowledge about surface topology to sustain a physically valid shape in

surface regions with sparse or no data, see Equation (4.9).

min
c

‖z −A · c‖2 s.t.







F (0, y) = 0 (4.9a)

∂

∂x
F (x) > 0 (4.9b)

∂

∂y
F (y) > 0 (4.9c)

∂

∂y
F (0, y) ≤ p1 (4.9d)

∂2

∂x2
F (x) > for x > p2 · xmax with p2 ∈ [0, 1] (4.9e)

The constraints consider *MAT_FU_CHANG_FOAM and *DEFINE_TABLE input card require-

ments such that

(4.9a) the surface intersects the strain rate axis,

(4.9b) the strain vs. strain rate curves do not intersect each other,

(4.9c) and each of the strain vs. strain rate curves is monotonically increasing.

Furthermore, the constraints incorporate knowledge about surface topology to get a valid

surface fit, also in areas with sparse or no data by introducing additional parameters p1
and p2 such that

(4.9d) the slope is limited to p1 in strain direction,

(4.9e) and a positive curvature is obtained in an upper portion p2 up to the maximal

strain xmax in strain direction.

One more paramter p3 describes the logarithmic order of the grid in strain direction.

The parameter reduces the required polynomial order for an adequate fit by shifting the

discretization to where the matched surface curvature is higher; see the optimization

results for the chosen 425 g/l foam in Figure 4.27a and 4.27b. The quasi-static loading

data in Figure 4.27b is fitted with the same procedure but with m = 0.
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Figure 4.27: Material card curves (blue) fitted to dynamic and quasi-static experimental

loading data with respective parameter choice of surface and curve fit for the 425 g/l foam.

Characterisation of the Unloading Behavior

For unloading *MAT_FU_CHANG_FOAM provides multiple methods, such as a method where

the unloading response is given by a parameterized damage formulation d for the principal

stresses σi. The damage formulation is based on the current and maximal values of the

hyperelastic energy W with

σi = (1− d) σi with d = (1− HU)

[

1−
(
Wcurrent

Wmaximal

)SHAPE
]EXPON

. (4.10)

he parameter HU ∈ [0,1] is a hysteretic unloading factor, and the parameters SHAPE

and EXPON are a shape factor and an exponent for unloading. Figure 4.28 gives the

fit for variations of these parameters in simulation runs to the experimental data. The

simulation model approximates the anvil, the foam sample, and the pendulum impactor

by two rigid plates and a 3D-element foam rectangle, shown at the very top. The plate

on the left (anvil) is constrained, the plate on the right (pendulum head) impacts at v1.

For loading, the simulation agrees reasonably well except for initial loading, where the

measurements show some oscillation, and for peak stress, where the measurement peaks are

less sharp than the simulation stress response. For unloading, the parameters HU = 0.01,

SHAPE = 7.5, and EXPON = 0.5 allow a good approximation of the measurement with

the highest load spectrum. At the same time, it is not possible to match the unloading

paths of all pendulum impact velocities simultaneously.
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Figure 4.28: Simulation of unloading response with baseline parameters HU = 0.01,

SHAPE = 7.5, and EXPON = 0.65 against experiments with the 425 g/l foam. The

arrows indicate the trend of the series of the curves for increasing parameter values.
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Figure 4.29: Experimental setup of drop tower impactor test at SAS-TEC.

Conformity with Drop Tower Tests

To evaluate the quality of the derived material models, experiments with drop tower setup

shown in Figure 4.29 were conducted at SAS-TEC. The setup is typically used to quantify

the protective performance of limb joint impact protectors worn at shoulders, elbows,

forearms, knees, shins, and hips according to EN 1621-1 and back protectors according

to EN 1621-2. The tests were conducted with two different steel impactors ( a :ma =5031 g,

width=80mm, depth=40mm, long edge corner radius = 3.5 mm; b : mb =2404 g,

radius= 12.5mm), dropped from an initial height h0 with force sensing in the heavy steel

anvil and displacement measurement with a motion capture camera system. The foam

specimens were non-conditioned, and the test was repeated three times each.

For a , the force response of the simulation conforms very well to the experiment, both in

magnitude and in shape (Figure 4.30; top). The height of the first rebound fits very well,

while the subsequent rebounds are overestimated by the simulation significantly. Video

recordings of the experiments and the unloading behavior in the quasi-static tests show

that the material does not immediately adopt the initial geometry after an initial impact

but remains temporally compressed. The viscoelastic foam needs some time to recover

its original shape. This behavior is not reproduced in the simulations and could explain

the difference as the impactor in the experiments hits the still-compressed foam in the

following impacts.

For b , the force agrees qualitatively reasonably well to the experiment (Figure 4.30;

bottom). While the initial rebound height of the experiment with a drop height of 0.5m is

quite similar and the subsequent rebounds are as expected overestimated, all the rebound

heights at a drop height of 1m deviate significantly. Here, the maximum achieved strain

is xmax = 90% is outside the generated material card data. To conclude: the comparison

indicates that within the strain range of the material card (xmax < 62), the foam force

response, as well as rebound behavior, can be accurately predicted for the initial impacts.
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Figure 4.30: Simulated impactor height, anvil force, and maximal strain responses compared

to drop tower impactor experiments for the 425 g/l foam.

4.4 Rider Surrogates

At best, multiple surrogates represent a diverse society biofidelic, i.e., they accurately

predict the real biological system of a broad range of human individuals. In passive vehicle

safety, primarily ATDs are used, as already briefly introduced in Section 2.4.2. However,

they are only a relatively coarse discrete sampling of the population and, as mechanical

systems, are limited in their biofidelity. Therefore, a whole range of digital-only HBMs,

representing humans in low-dynamic driving operations to high-load in-crash accident

scenarios, are getting increasingly integrated into the development of new vehicles, as we

comprehensively overviewed in [FahseEtAl23].

Starting from the introduction to the different seating positions on a motorcycle given

in Section 2.2, the definition of the Safe Motorcycle seating position is discussed on the

modeling level. Suitable rider surrogate models are discussed and selected. First, these

are computational models of ATDs, where the application on a two-wheeler combined

with a rider restraint through seat belts imposes some compromise. Second, these are

state-of-the-art FE HBMs, several of which, including sex variants, are used.
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4.4.1 Riding Posture

The overall posture of a motorcyclist depends on its anthropometric dimension and the

geometry of the motorcycle. As shown in Figure 4.31, in principle, the posture must fulfill

four boundary conditions:

(i) The pelvis sits on the seat, while its absolute position can vary to a limited ex-

tent (surface contact).

(ii) The hands grip the handles of the handlebar (revolute joint).

(iii) The feet rest on the footrests (revolute joint).

(iv) The head complies with a visual condition, typically resulting in a slightly downward

head orientation (orientational constraint).

This posture is unstable and must be maintained by static muscle power.

In ergonomic surveys, such target postures are determined experimentally with human

subjects. Here, posture data from [Kolling97] is used. The study examines multiple

subjects in tests conducted with different types of motorcycles in a wind tunnel at a frontal

velocity of 120 km/h. Based on the classification of vehicle type and rider posture given in

Section 2.2 the Safe Motorcycle corresponds to a typical posture of a motorcyclist on a

sports bike. The corresponding angles according to the angle definitions in Figure 4.32

from [Kolling97] are given in Table 4.2.

seat

footrests

handlebar

visual
linehead

upper arm

torso
elbow

hand
hip

knee

foot

z

x

Figure 4.31: Principle framework to de-

scribe the posture of a rider on a motorcycle

according to [Kolling97].

Figure 4.32: Angle definitions of a motor-

cycle rider’s posture from [Kolling97].
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Table 4.2: Posture angles of the seated rider on the Safe Motorcycle according to the

convention from Figure 4.32.

visual line head torso hip upper arm elbow hand knee foot

10° 165° 70° 150° 150° 40° 75° 65° 115°

4.4.2 Standardized Anthropometric Test Devices

The standard ATD in vehicle safety to date is the Hybrid III 50th percentile, designed as

the average male car occupant in an upright sitting position for a frontal impact. The

Hybrid III adult family consists of the 5th percentile (small female), the 50th percentile

(male), and the 95th percentile (large male) dummy variant with more child dummies

representing different ages [MertzIrwin15]. Although rarely used, there are specific ATDs

to represent motorcyclists.

• The standard ISO 13232 defines to use the Motorcyclist Anthropometric Test

Device (MATD). This ATD is a modified Hybrid III 50th, designed to represent

a motorcyclist, available only in a 50th percentile variant. These modifications

include (i) a modified neck and head compatible with motorcycle helmets and for

motorcyclist-specific head positioning, (ii) the sit/stand pelvis of the Hybrid III 50th

pedestrian in standing configuration, (iii) hands that can be wrapped around han-

dlebars and (iv) frangible components in the abdomen, upper and lower legs, and

knees, as elaborated in [ZellnerEtAl96, Van AukenEtAl05].

• Just very recently the Powered Two-Wheeler Dummy, a modification of the Hy-

brid III pretty similar to the MATD, was introduced. It is the Hybrid III 50th

pedestrian in standing configuration with a modified head and neck assembly and

some modifications at multiple points of the spine, according to a work-in-progress

status in [CarrollEtAl22].

Both of the above ATDs have the Hybrid III sit/stand pelvis. They are – apart from the

fact that the Powered Two-Wheeler Dummy is introduced just now and thus too late

anyway – not suitable for the application at hand. This pelvis type has significant clefts at

the hip attachment points into which the belts would slip and is, therefore, not suitable for

fastening thigh belts. Since a helmet is not worn, helmet compatibility is no requirement,

and the Hybrid III 50th is also used in the simulation models of full-scale crash tests of

Dekra (see Section 4.2.1), which in turn allows a direct comparison. Therefore it is decided

to use the Hybrid III family instead. The Hybrid III model family has the advantage

that sex variants and many virtual models for the used platforms are available. In this

work, the MADYMO ellipsoid MB model and the small female and male variants of the

LS-DYNA FE model, shown in Figure 4.33b and 4.33c, are used.
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105 joints

93 rigid bodies

(a) MADYMO MATD facet

MB model9

221 joints

211 rigid bodies

(b) MADYMO Hybrid III 50th

ellipsoid MB model10

367 parts

279K nodes

465K elements

(c) LS-DYNA Hybrid III 50th

FE model11

Figure 4.33: ATD models (partially blanked) in a motorcyclist’s riding posture with model

characteristics.

Positioning of Multibody and Finite Element Models of ATDs

The position and posture of an MB ATD are defined by the angles of the ideal joints. In

principle, a posture manipulation of FE ATDs is based similarly on transforming node

coordinates by constraints of the kinematic joints of the model. This procedure works

well for arranging the upper and lower extremities, as it is intended for a Hybrid III

and the nominal position of a car occupant. However, for greater variations in the

posture, overlapping parts and elements can occur. Here, overlapping parts occur at the

thighs-to-pelvis connections of the molded hip flexion angle, the knee bends, where the

shanks touch the thighs, and the ATD wrists. To avoid overlapping, a transient simulation

incorporates compliance between deformable parts. In the first step, an initial posture close

to the desired posture is pre-processed by using the above-mentioned nodal displacements

constrained by the kinematic joints. Subsequently, the joints are partially locked and

constrained by elastic elements to prescribed motion nodes, as schematically shown in

Figure 4.34a. Initially scaled and distorted geometries of the contact partners morph into

the final motorcycle geometry. This rotates the wrists, spreads the legs, bends the knees,

raises the head, and initializes contacts with the handles, footrests, seat, belts and cockpit

surface to the final postures depicted in Figure 4.34b. To allow riders with different heights

on the motorcycle, an adjustable handlebar and adjustable footrests are considered, which

are available for motorcycles.

9MATD 50th percentile model, facet version 1.8, Siemens Industry Software and Services BV.
10Hybrid III 50th percentile model, ellipsoid version 2.0, Siemens Industry Software and Services BV.
11Detailed Hybrid III 50th percentile model, version 190217 BETA, Livermore Software Technology

Corporation (LSTC).
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Figure 4.34: Seating and contact initialization procedure for FE ATDs.

4.4.3 Human Body Models

ATDs are designed and validated for specific – mostly only uni-axial – loading conditions,

and are therefore not omnidirectional applicable. Their design targets rigidity for repeated

tests which in turn sacrifices some degrees of freedom and therefore anatomical detail

and associated biofidelic response. As listed above, there are ongoing efforts to enhance

the biofidelity of ATDs for PTW applicability, but the choice of ATD here involves some

compromise. Given the challenges of physical surrogates in this application, HBMs can

compensate for these shortcomings and provide further insight. They model the human

muscoskeletal system, the nervous system, and internal organs of the body as realistically

as possible to capture the kinematics and injury mechanics human being. The geometry

originates from whole-body MRI or CT scans of individual human subjects; the parameters

for the materials and muscle activity from in-vivo and post-mortem animal and human

subject tests. Ultimately, these models are designed for detailed injury assesment on bone

and tissue level such as e.g., rib fracture risk based on element strain [FormanEtAl12] and

brain damage based on element stress and strain [DeckWillinger08]. Facilitating morphing

and scaling [HwangEtAl16, LarssonEtAl19], they aim to represent diverse humans.

There are many models available with an ever-increasing level of geometric detail, number of

elements, and biofidelic features, see, e.g., [YangEtAl06]. In this work here, several passive

HBMs are used that currently represent the state-of-the-art. Using passive HBMs means

that currently muscle activity isn’t considered in these high-load impacts. These models
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are, the open-source academic female and male VIVA+, the open-acess THUMS, and the

commercially available GHBMC, all in a mid-sized adult configuration, see Figure 4.35.

However, the very detailed and finely discretized modeling of HBMs also means that

computation times can be many times higher than for models of ATDs, and they are

more complex to position initially in or, as in this case, onto a vehicle. Compared to

ATDs, which can be positioned by adjusting joint angles and applying nodal displacements

based on these kinematic constraints, HBMs have complex joints and motion patterns

with non-idealized degrees of freedom surrounded by deformable tissue. Positioning them

can therefore be a laborious and time-consuming task. There are some efforts in the

literature that describe the use of FE HBMs to represent PTW riders. In [KoflerEtAl20],

a helmeted 50th percentile male THUMS is used to simulate the influence of the helmet

design in primary and ground impacts of moped to car crashes. In [HuangEtAl18], a 50th

percentile THUMS represents riders of an electric scooter and a bicycle in collisions with

cars. In [CarmaiKoetniyomHossian19, CarmaiKoetniyomHossian20] the impact behavior

of a 5th percentile THUMS as the rider of a small motorcycle and a six-year-old THUMS

variant as a pillion passenger against a passenger car and a pickup truck is investigated.

However, a systematic description of the rider position, a description of a positioning

procedure, or a discussion of the resulting postures of the models are not presented in this

work. Instead, the following procedure as part of [MaierEtAl22] is conceived.

♀
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162 cm

62 kg

866 parts

739K nodes

490K elements

♂

50 years

175 cm

77 kg

866 parts

739K nodes

490K elements

♂

26 years

176 cm

76.8 kg

1195 parts

1.9M nodes

1.36M elements

♂

39 years

179 cm

77.6 kg

1195 parts

1.9M nodes

1.36M elements

(a) VIVA+ 50F12 (b) VIVA+ 50M12 (c) THUMS AM5013 (d) GHMBC M5014

Figure 4.35: Female and male LS-DYNA HBMs (partially blanked) in their default

positions with human body metrics (top right) and model characteristics (bottom left).

12VIVA+ Human Body Models [SchubertEtAl21, JohnEtAl22], 50F and 50M seated versions 0.2.5 (re-

trieved from [OpenVT21]), VIRTUAL project.
13Total HUman Model for Safety (THUMS) [IwamotoNakahiraKimpara15], AM50 occupant version 4.1,

Toyota Motor Corporation.
14GHBMC model [GayzikEtAl12], M50-O occupant version 5.0, Global Human Body Model Consor-

tium (GHBMC).
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Positioning of Human Body Models

The developed simulation based positioning workflow, illustrated in Figure 4.36, consists

of three steps:

(a) Posture pre-positioning: From its default position, each HBM is pre-positioned using

the positioning and personalization capabilities of the pre-processing tool Piper15.

It is an academically open-source software tool based on HBM-specific metadata.

For positioning, it provides functions for interactive manipulation of FE structures

within the software through lightweight and, therefore, fast physics models and the

definition of simulations for transient manipulation. Here, Piper is used to defining

a transient simulation by prescribing the motion of the skeletal structure via elastic

elements. The target position determines the joint angles of the lower and upper

extremity joints with fixed landmarks for the spine and head.

(b) Seating and contact initialization: The rider-to-motorcycle contact surfaces, the seat,

the handles, the footrests, and the other cockpit surfaces are initially scaled and

distorted. Then, these geometries are morphed into the actual geometry of the

motorcycle. This rotates the wrists and pushes the motorcycle against the human

body. Prescribed spring elements are also used to push the head back, press the

pelvis into the seat, and hold the feet to the footrests. Gravity is not applied yet.

(c) Crash: The actual crash simulation starts immediately before the impact from an

initial velocity.

z

g

x

Piper

update & transform nodes update nodes

prescribed motion nodes
elastically

coupled nodes

fixed bones

global damping global damping

initial
velocity

0 ms 250 ms 0 ms 250 ms 0 ms

(a) posture pre-positioning (b) seating & contact initialization (c) crash

Figure 4.36: Multi-step positioning procedure for HBMs.

15PIPER software framework, version 1.0.1 [PIPER21], PIPER project, http://www.piper-project.org.

http://www.piper-project.org
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THUMS AM50

GHBMC M50

VIVA+ 50M

Figure 4.37: Overlay of the

resulting postures of the male

HBMs.

For quick positioning and achieving short simulation durations, global damping of the

model is applied during steps (a) and (b), where a mass weighted nodal damping force f

applies to each node with f = −D(t)mv. D is initially set to 0.02 to prevent evident

oscillations in the soft tissue and then ramps down to 0 towards the very end of the

simulation to allow for proper settling within the simulation runtime. Steps (a), (b),

and (c) are separate simulations in between which the nodal coordinates of the FE mesh

are exchanged via custom MATLAB procedures. All other information from the respective

previous simulations is not considered in the crash simulation. This means that stresses

and strains in the elements or geometry-dependent model parameters at the end of the

simulation are not considered as initial conditions in the respective subsequent simulation

steps. The effects of this restriction on the accident response have not yet been investigated.

The colored overlay in Figure 4.37 reveals some anthropometric differences of the male

HBMs, although the resulting postures are similar overall. The elbow position and angles

visibly differ significantly from each other. Another difference between the models is the

result of the modeling of the hands. The VIVA+ and GHBMC hands are modeled as

rigid parts, which means that the fingers pierce the handles (as with the VIVA+ hand), or

thinner handles must be specially formed (as with the GHBMC hand). Only the THUMS

allows for a realistic gripping of the handles with deformable modeling of the hands. For

an overlay of the skeletal structure, see Figure 5.21.

4.5 Simulation Workflow and Model Overview

The chapter above summarizes the modeling of the many subcomponents involved. An

overview of the overall modeling to conclude this extensive chapter may be in order.
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On a simulation level, Figure 4.38 outlines the principle workflow, which is mainly controlled

by MATLAB commands. These manipulate and manage the Maydmo and LS-DYNA

input files (.xml/.key-files) and read and evaluate the respective simulation output data

files (.h5/.binout-files). For visualisation of the animation output files (.kn3/.d3plot)

Altair HyperView is used. The schematic does not show the entire workflow but draws

the software chain and attempts to illustrate the main components and highlights some

additional links between the layers that have not yet been covered. It explains that design

iterations route through the stages I to III, where most of the design updates such as

the design parameters are propagated automatically. Custom .xml-to-.key-file converters,

e.g., for the airbag discretization, maintain an identical design in all the simulation stages

automatically and fast.

On the model level, Table 4.3 gives an overview of the developed model variants. It shows

the configurations in the three modeling stages with the required computing time. The last

column shows the respective investigation, which also represents the structure of Chapter 5.

Stage I features relatively few degrees of freedom and associated low numerical costs while

capturing the essential physics of the impact. Stage II allows for an efficient way to use

state-of-the-art FE HBMs as rider surrogates while reducing numerical costs by using

prescribed vehicle motions from stage I. Stage III approximates the vehicle response with a

high degree of detail to investigate the deformation characteristics of the motorcycle itself

and the structural interaction with opposing vehicles. It is used to predict the performance

of the finalized design accurately. The following chapter not only shows the performance

results of the novel safety concept but also illustrates the merits of a simulation strategy

that provides such diverse modeling variants.

pre-processing solving post-processing

• design parameter

• accident scenario

• file

• ...

... management

MATLAB
.xml

.key

MADYMO

(stage I)

LS-DYNA

(stage II/III)

• airbag translator

• scenario configuration

• design parameter

.h5

.kn3

.binout

.d3plot

• kinematic & kinetic

• injury criteria

• energy balance

• system design

• ...

... evaluation

MATLAB

• motion

• trajectory

• strain & stress

• ...

... visualization

HyperView

Figure 4.38: Principal simulation workflow.
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Table 4.3: Model configuration overview with Chapter 5 outline.

model configurations with simulation run times* investigation

∼36mina

vehicle interaction restraint Hyb III 50th

Hyb III 50thconventional vehicle

stage I:

combined

MB/FE

M
A
D
Y
M

O

impact behavior
(Sec. 5.1.1)

biomechanical
loading

(Sec. 5.1.2)

frontal impact
kinematics and
chronology

(Sec. 5.1.3)

restraint

Hyb III 5th&50th

VIVA+ 50F/M, GHBMC, THUMBS

∼23 hb

∼10 hb

stage II:

coupled

FE/MB

L
S
-D

Y
N
A

rider energy
balance

(Sec. 5.2.1)

ATD vs. HBM
impact response

(Sec. 5.2.2)

impact response
of HBM variants

(Sec. 5.2.3)

vehicle interaction restraint Hyb III 50th

rigidwall interaction

∼59 hb

stage III:

full FE

L
S
-D

Y
N
A

motorcycle frontal
deformation

(Sec. 5.3.1)

structural inter-
action & vehicle
intrusion

(Sec. 5.3.2)

impact behavior
& loading

(Sec. 5.3.3)

*for a problem time of 300 ms with an AMD Ryzen 9 5950X 16-Core CPU@3.4GHz for the

Hyb III 50th ATD and the VIVA+50M HBM

a16 CPUs/SMP (shared memory processing)

b16 CPUs/MPP (massively parallel processing)
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Chapter 5

Simulation Results

After summarizing the fundamental aspects and current status of PTW rider safety

and explaining the modeling and simulation strategy, the results are presented. This

chapter determines the kinematic, kinetic, and energy-based relationships for a meaningful

description of the functional principles of the safety concept. It exploits the individual

advantages of the different simulation models and aims for a quantified performance

evaluation for recommended representative accident scenarios, also in comparison to a

conventional motorcycle accident.

The chapter is sectioned into the stages I-III, outlined in Figure 4.3. The investigations

are limited to the primary impact phase, the immediate period after the first contact

between the opposing vehicle (here 300 ms). The study summarises published assessment

methods from the author’s work from [MaierEtAl20] (stage I), [MaierEtAl21a] (stage II),

[MaierFehr23a] (stage III), and from a workflow overview in [MaierFehr23b]. The simula-

tion results are a continuous iteration of the developed workflow with coinciding system

parameters. The stage III results for the Hybrid III 50th percentile have already been

published in [MaierFehr23a].

5.1 Stage I – Combined Multibody and Finite Ele-

ment Simulations

The standard ISO 13232 provides diverse impact scenarios (Section 2.2.2). In the following,

the impact behavior of the motorcycle with rider restraint and a rider surrogate, a 50th

percentile Hybrid III (average male) ATD, are shown in detail for five of the seven impact

configurations. The two scenarios not shown are 5 , which is redundant to 4 , and 6 – a

grazing collision – which has no significant loading in the primary accident phase. The

corresponding quantitative overview of a comprehensive set of injury criteria relative to the

respective biomechanical limits (see Table 2.5) for all configurations is given in Figure 5.1.

For comparison with a conventional motorcycle accident, the results of scenario 7 are

compared with the full-scale crash test SH01.01 of Section 4.2.1.
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5.1.1 Impact Behavior in Representative Accident Scenarios

Impact Scenario 7

The motorcycle impacts at 13.4m/s (≈ 48 km/h) at a right angle into the side of the

stationary car at its center line, see Figure 5.1. The voluminous cockpit and overhanging

nose result in a high impact point. It prevents the motorcycle from pitching around its

transverse axis and rolling over, as observed in the full-scale crash tests of conventional

motorcycles in Figure 4.6 vs. Figure 4.7. Pretensioning the belts around the thighs results

in early force transmission. Restrained by the belts, the pelvis excursion (displacement in

the forward direction) is continuously decelerated, resulting in an upper body rotation.

This motion is decelerated by the front airbag, which is fully deployed to this point. It

supports the head and the uppermost part of the chest. The rebound of the head is small.

The highest body loads are safety-concept-related the head, thorax, and pelvis accelerations,

neck tensile forces, and forward neck moments, see Table 5.1. The biomechanical loads

are mainly dependent on the implemented belt load limit, which is a trade-off between

tolerable body loads and a feasible forward body excursion. More excursion enhances the

risk of the rider’s head hitting the car, and the elongated belts reduce the potential to

restrain the rider in a subsequent secondary impact phase. The highest head acceleration

loads (and hence also neck tensile forces) are due to the belt restraint at about 70ms, not

the later airbag impact from about 80 to 130ms.

0ms 40ms 80ms

120ms 160ms 200ms

head linear acce-
leration (CFC600)

head

pelvis

amax=40 g (69ms)

Figure 5.1: Accident response in the combined MB/FE simulations with a Hybrid III 50th

ATD for scenario 7 in the primary impact phase. Trajectories for the head and

pelvis (black) and the head linear acceleration (red) depict the resulting acceleration

magnitude and direction. Note: The right airbags are not displayed.
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Impact Scenario 3

The motorcycle impacts at 48 km/h at a right angle into the side of the moving car

traveling at 6.7m/s (≈ 24 km/h), see Figure 5.2. The safety concept acts similarly to 7 .

The rider’s forward motion is continuously decelerated, resulting in a rotating upper body

motion, now decelerated by the smaller mirror airbag, preventing the head from hitting

the car. In the current mode, the belt pay-out during belt force limitation is not reversible.

It leads, as seen at 200ms, to the restraint being very loose after the first impact.

The highest body loads are, again, the head, thorax, and pelvis accelerations and neck

tensile forces and forward moments, as well as neck shear forces. Additionally, the BrIC,

rating head rotation, is near the recommended biomechanical limit.

Impact Scenario 4

The motorcycle impacts the car traveling at 24 km/h at its center line at a speed of 48 km/h

and a relative angle of 45 ◦ (Figure 5.3). The side airbag quickly deploys in between the

rider and the car, acting as a reaction surface. It prevents the rider’s head and torso

from impacting the car side. For such scenarios, where the relative angle between the

opposing vehicles is comparatively small, the motorcycle retains a large portion of the

initial impact speed. This retained velocity extends the overall length of the accident, with

the motorcycle eventually falling over to one side. Therefore, the side airbag must protect

0ms 40ms 80ms

120ms 160ms 200ms

Figure 5.2: Accident trajectories in the combined MB/FE simulations with a Hybrid III 50th

ATD for scenario 3 in the primary impact phase.
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0ms 40ms 80ms

120ms 160ms 200ms

Figure 5.3: Accident trajectories in the combined MB/FE simulations with a Hybrid III 50th

ATD for scenario 4 in the primary impact phase.

the rider in the following, presumably long, secondary accident phase. It motivates the

airbag design without exhaust holes to keep it inflated for a potentially long accident.

The highest loads result from the impact into the relatively hard side airbag since it has

no exhaust hole that would lead to a softer contact. The substantial loads are head, pelvis,

and neck loading. The very high axial femoral forces are compression forces on the left leg

when impacting the motorcycle body, as the intended leg protectors are not modeled in

this stage.

Impact Scenario 1

The stationary motorcycle is hit laterally by the car traveling at 9.8m/s (≈ 35 km/h) at a

relative angle of 90 ◦ (Figure 5.4). The side airbag quickly deploys to the side of the rider,

is pushed down by the rider’s upper body lateral rotational motion, and is supported by

the car’s bonnet protecting the rider by cushioning the impact. As in 4 , the belts support

the pelvis and ensure that the rider stays within reach of the side airbag. The side fairing

of the motorcycle body, aimed to protect them specifically in these accident scenarios,

encloses the rider’s lower extremities.

The highest body loads are the head translational (HIC) and rotational (BrIC) loads and

neck tensile forces. The highest head acceleration occurs at about 110ms after the accident

contact and results from the airbag deceleration. In this MB approach, the undeformed

rigid car geometry pierces through the motorcycle geometry, resulting in high femur forces.
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0ms 40ms 80ms

120ms 160ms 200ms

amax=37 g (111ms)

Figure 5.4: Accident trajectories in the combined MB/FE simulations with a Hybrid III 50th

ATD for scenario 1 in the primary impact phase.

Impact Scenario 2

The motorcycle impacts at 48 km/h into the car front traveling at 24 km/h at a relative

angle of 135 ◦ (Figure 5.4). Just like in 1 the motorcycle rolls around its longitudinal axis,

and the side airbag absorbs the rotational motion of the rider’s upper body using the bonnet

of the car as a reaction structure. The belts establish a pivot point for a guided upper-body

trajectory, limiting the head’s displacement within reach of the airbag. Additionally to 1 ,

the motorcycle also yaws around its vertical axis, resulting in a multiaxial motion of the

motorcycle with a partial counter-rotational motion of the rider. The multiaxial trajectory,

the payed-out belt length due to the heavy first impact, and a potentially long secondary

accident phase (the shallow impact angle results in a high retained motorcycle velocity)

will cause significant challenges in guiding the motion of the rider in the secondary accident

phase. At 200ms, the ATD already slips out of the elongated belts.

Similar to 3 , the highest criteria are the HIC, BrIC, and My,fwd,max-criterium as well as

the thorax and resultant pelvis accelerations.

Impact Scenarios 5 and 6

Scenario 5 corresponds to 4 , except that the motorcycle approaches the car at a relative

angle of 135 ◦ opposing its traveling direction. In the MB/FE simulation, it leads to a

similar trajectory as in 4 with similar ATD loads. Due to the shallow impact angle, a high

proportion of the impact velocity is retained. In 6 , the motorcycle grazes a stationary

car at 48 km/h. It does not result in any significant ATD loading in the primary impact.
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0ms 40ms 80ms

120ms 160ms 200ms

Figure 5.5: Accident trajectories in the combined MB/FE simulations with a Hybrid III 50th

ATD for scenario 2 in the primary impact phase.

The ISO 13232 scenario set 1 – 7 does not include rear contact collisions at the motorcycle.

As the behavior in 2 indicates, the occupant may slip out of the belt when the load is

applied in a rearward direction.

5.1.2 Biomechanical Impact Loading

The biomechanical limits of the chosen set of injury criteria are met for the primary

impact phase except for femoral (|Fz|max) and tibial (TI) loading. These high loadings

are partially related to this MB approach because the leg protectors are not modeled and

the undeformed rigid car geometry pierces through the motorcycle geometry, hitting the

lower extremities. This will be further deducted in Section 5.3 with the full FE approach.

The BrIC is right on its recommended limit in the lateral impact scenarios 1 and 2 .

A value of 1 corresponds to a 50% probability of AIS4+ brain injuries [SchmittEtAl19].

Similar to the GAMBIT, which has only low values here, it rates head rotations. While

according to [SchmittEtAl19] the HIC and a3ms are often used, the GAMBIT still lacks

validation and is rarely used, and experience using the BrIC is still limited. A recent

comparison of brain injury criteria [SahooEtAl20] found that BrIC mostly overpredicted

the reconstructed and simulated real-world brain trauma injury cases.

Otherwise, the loading on the body regions is mostly low since, for all the examined

accidents, a direct impact of the ATD on the opposing vehicle is avoided. Instead, the belt

and airbag restraint results in a more evenly distributed loading over a more extended

period. The highest loads are due to head, thorax, and pelvis accelerations as well as neck

tensile forces, mainly dependent on the implemented belt load limit, a trade-off between

tolerable resulting body loads, and feasible body displacements within reach of the airbags.
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Table 5.1: Injury criteria normalized to their respective biomechanical limits for the primary

impact phase up to 300ms of the Hybrid III 50th ATD in the combined MB/FE simulations.

The criteria are color-coded, indicating the severity of the body loads.
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scenario
limitsHyb III 50th
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0 0.5 1

*see Appendix A.1 for exemplary determination of injury criteria for scenario 7

Scenario 1 can be compared to a pedestrian frontal car impact where the pedestrian head

impacts the bonnet. Examinations in standardised tests often lead to high head impact

loads [AvalleBelingardiScattina13]. The best rating of the Euro NCAP test protocotol to

rate head impact [EuroNCAP21] for an adult headform at a head impact speed of 40 km/h

is a HIC(15)< 650. For an approximate comparison, in scenario 1 the relative head

impact speed is about 38 km/h and the resulting HIC(15) well below at 116.

Injury Risks

Injury risk curves correlate the biomechanical tolerance of the population to the associated

criterion value. Here, the head and neck are among the most loaded body regions. Available
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injury risk curves and their evaluation for the HIC(36) in Figure 5.6 and for the Nijmax in

Figure 5.7 show the risks for all the simulated scenarios. Based on the injury risk curves

for HIC(36) [NHTSA95], the risks of AIS3+ injuries are not higher than 4.3%. According

to the injury risk curves for Nijmax [EppingerEtAl99] the risks for AIS3+ and for AIS4+

are for all the scenarios below 10.2%.
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Figure 5.6: AIS injury risk curves for the head injury criterion from [NHTSA95] and the

resulting AIS probabilities for scenarios 1 to 7 from Tab. 5.1.
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Figure 5.7: AIS injury risk curves for the neck injury criterion from [EppingerEtAl99]

and the resulting AIS probabilities for scenarios 1 to 7 from Tab. 5.1.
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5.1.3 Frontal Impact Kinematics and Chronology

According to the evaluation of in-depth accident data in Section 2.2.1, an impact at the

motorcycle front is a very frequent accident type. In the following, the results of the

novel safety concept in the frontal impact scenario 7 are compared to the full-scale crash

test SH01.01 [BergEtAl04] with a conventional motorcycle and a helmeted ATD, shown in

Figure 4.6.

Conventional Motorcycle

In the conventional accident, the non-restrained rider’s trajectory is not controlled, and

short-duration impacts decelerate the rider rapidly, see Figure 5.8. The motorcycle

decelerates continuously, resulting in a forward rotation, i.e., pitching about the transverse

axis. The pelvis hits the motorcycle tank, and the helmeted head impacts the roof rail of the

car. According to the collision type classification in Figure 2.7, this collision corresponds

to a typical direct impact with a high energy transfer. An abstraction of the vehicle and

main body part velocities to an accident chronology summarises the fundamental accident

history; see Figure 5.9. Long dead times for the pelvis, torso, and head, followed by short

and violent impacts, characterize the accident behavior.
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Figure 5.8: Velocities of the conventional motorcycle and the motorcyclist’s main body

parts in a frontal collision according to scenario 7 in the MB simulation with a helmeted

Hybrid III 50th ATD, shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 5.9: Schematic chronology of the conventional motorcycle and rider in Figure 5.8.

Motorcycle with Restraint Safety Concept

In comparison, the restrained rider’s trajectory on the motorcycle with the novel restraint

safety concept is guided and controlled. The rider is continuously decelerated over a more

extended time period. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 illustrate the benefits of the restrained safety

concept. The crash structure of the motorcycle reacts much stiffer – a forward rotation

does not occur. The belts interact early, reducing the dead times of the rider’s main body

parts and leading to a uniform deceleration by restraining the pelvis. After 83ms, the front

airbag decelerates the upper body rotation. Overall the main body parts are decelerated

more continuously over an increased period, compared to the short-term impacts of the

conventional motorcycle. The detailed time history of the thigh belt force control and

frontal airbag variables are already given in Figures 4.22 and 4.17. From these time

histories, the subdivision of the seat belt and airbag functional regimes into several phases

is derived.

The comparison of the ATD loads in the line-up against the conventional motorcycle

impact in Figure 5.12 shows that overall the loads are reduced. It compares experimental

sensor data of full-scale crash test SH01.01 with a non-restrained rider to simulation

results from the combined MB/FE simulation of the restrained rider. Limits that exceed

the recommended limits are obviated, and the values above 0.75 are reduced to just

one. Safety-concept-related higher loads occur for neck axial tension criteria and thorax

acceleration criterion; the pelvis acceleration criterion is not reduced. Criteria that cannot

be calculated due to missing sensor data are marked as not applicable (n/a).
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Figure 5.10: Velocities of the motorcycle with restraint safety systems and the motorcy-

clist’s main body parts in a frontal collision according to scenario 7 , shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.11: Schematic chronology of the motorcycle with restrained rider in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.12: Injury criteria of the conventional motorcycle (top; experimental data

of SH01.01) vs. the motorcycle with rider restraint (bottom; MB/FE simulation) in

scenario 7 . Change for the better or the worse is highlighted by green and red arrows.

5.2 Stage II – Coupled Finite Element and Multibody

Simulations

To ensure the robustness of the study, the stage II approach investigates diverse rider

surrogate models while focusing on the interaction behavior with the safety systems,

using the accident trajectories from stage I as prescribed vehicle motions, see Figure 5.13.

It isolates the vehicle trajectories from the response of different riders and reduces the

computational effort. In the following, this is done for ATD variants and multiple HBM

models, including sex variants. They are evaluated by energy-based balancing, motion

analyses, and biomechanical injury criteria.

1 143-9.8/0

2 114-6.7/13.4

150ms

140ms

Hybrid III 5th Hybrid III 50th
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3 413-6.7/13.4

4 412-6.7/13.4
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Figure 5.13: Impact response of the small female (left: Hybrid III 5th) and the average

male (right: Hybrid III 50th) ATD in the coupled FE/MB simulations using vehicle

trajectories from Section 5.1. Head and pelvis trajectories are in black.
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5.2.1 Rider Energy Balance

To decelerate the motorcyclist, its kinetic energy must be dissipated through the application

of forces. Anything that applies these forces, in this case, the airbags, the belts, the leg

impact protectors, and the remaining cockpit surfaces, can be considered part of the

restraint system. To evaluate the energy transfer of the individual restraint contribution,

the energy balance of the rider is investigated. In LS-DYNA, the energy balance is

Etotal,LS−DYNA(t) = Ekinetic(t) + Einternal(t) + Epotential(t)

+ Econtact(t) + Esliding interface(t) + Ehourglass(t). (5.1)

The kinetic, internal, and potential energies represent the current energy level of a system.

The contact energy describes the energy transfer of the contacts with external contact

partners outside of the system. The sliding interface energy is the stored energy of

the internal contacts. The hourglass energy is a LS-DYNA-specific numerical quantity

occurring in single integration point solids and should be comparably low.

Both the energy transfer time history and the final balance of energy levels at the end

of the primary impact are meaningful. Exemplarily, the rider energy balances of the

Hybrid III 50th ATD in scenarios 7 and 1 are shown in Figures 5.14, where the energies

are stacked on top of each other. In 7 , the rider’s initial velocity is represented as kinetic

energy. In 1 , the initial velocity, and therefore kinetic energy, is zero. The sign of the

accumulated contact energies thus indicates whether energies are absorbed or emitted via

the contacts of the rider. In 7 , basically all the kinetic energy is transferred, either via

external contact partners or dissipated as internal energy. In 1 , the proportion of kinetic
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Figure 5.14: Rider energy balance of the Hybrid III 50th ATD in the coupled FE/MB

simulations in scenario 7 (left) and scenario 1 (right).
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energy is still significant at the end of the primary impact at 300ms. It indicates that this

accident scenario will have a significant secondary accident phase.

The contact energies quantify the share of the individual system in restraining the rider.

Figure 5.15 gives the remaining energy portions of the simulations’ final state at 300ms.

The contact energy Econtact is split for its contributing contact partners. Examining

the contributors to the contact energies for the Hybrid III 50th, the cumulative belt

contact energy transfer in the final state has the largest share (52 - 83%). Depending

on the configuration, the airbags and leg protectors have varying shares. There are still

some significant energy portions that got transferred into the seat and other motorcycle

cockpit surfaces. In 7 and 3 , the airbags decelerate the rider’s significant upper-body

rotation. In 4 and 5 , with shallow impact angle and a more lateral motion of the rider,

the airbags absorb less energy, but the leg protectors absorb more energy. The distribution

in 6 shows that the final state of energy transfers through belt vs. cockpit surfaces and

seat almost completely counteract each other, with very low resultant contact energy

transfer. Confirming the robustness for rider variants, the results 50th and 5th percentile

ATDs show qualitatively very similar results.
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Figure 5.15: Rider energy balance in the simulations’ final state at 300ms of the Hy-

brid III 50th (top) and the 5th (bottom) ATD from Figure 5.13.
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5.2.2 Anthropometric Test Devices vs. Human Body Models

ATDs are not applicable omnidirectional. Instead, they are specific for different loading

conditions and postures and are most often designed to depict the occupants of automobiles.

The current development of HBMs provide increasingly valuable tools for assessing accident

response and injury mechanisms. Scenarios 7 and 1 are particularly suitable for the

isolated observation of frontal and lateral loading of the rider, with most of the movement

occurring in the sagittal and the coronal plane, respectively. Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of an ATD (left: Hybrid III 50th) and a HBM (right: VIVA+50M)

impact response in the coupled FE/MB simulations of scenario 7 .
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distinct differences in the kinematic impact responses. In 7 , the upper-body motions

are very similar, while the molded flesh in the pelvic region of the ATD keeps the thighs

perpendicular to the upper body, unlike for the HBM. As a result, in the HBM simulation,

the belt slips down after the impact, see snapshots at 150 and 225ms. Contrary to its

design, the abdominal foam insert of the ATD is pulled out of the abdomen cavity. The

insert is actually designed to measure the depth and rate of a steering wheel penetration

into the abdomen [MooneyCollins86]. In 1 , the motion sequence of the upper bodies shows
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of an ATD (left: Hybrid III 50th) and a HBM (right: VIVA+50M)

kinematic impact response in the coupled FE/MB simulations of scenario 1 .
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distinct differences. The spine of the HBM is laterally more flexible than the mechanical

replication of the ATD. At 75ms by a delayed motion of the head and at 150ms by a

more consistently deflected spine, including the neck.

Figures 5.18 and 5.19 show a comparison of the sex variants of the VIVA+ HBM, an

average female and male. The skeletal structure of the head COG (red), the cervical (blue),

thoracic (green), and lumbar spine (orange), as well as upper (brown) and lower (grey)
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Figure 5.18: VIVA+ 50F (left) and 50M (right) impact response with skeletal trajectories

relative to the motorcycle’s center of gravity in the coupled FE/MB simulations of

scenario 7 . Note: For 7 only the right arm and leg skeletal trajectories are displayed.
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extremities, are displayed on top of the FE result visualization. The trajectories detail the

spatial and temporal sequence of the head COG, C7, T12, and L5, tracked relative to the

motorcycle COG. Both in 7 and 1 , the overall model kinematics are very similar. Only

when rebounding from the front airbag in 7 , the female variant receives more recoil as

indicated by the L12, C7, and HC trajectories. It shows that the frontal airbag design,

which is determined by the geometry of the airbag, the mass inflow parameters, and the

exhaust area, is sensitive to the mass of the rider, which admittedly was to be expected.
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Figure 5.19: VIVA+ 50F (left) and 50M (right) impact response with skeletal trajectories

relative to the motorcycle’s center of gravity in the coupled FE/MB simulations of

scenario 1 .
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ATD vs. HBM head loading and respective injury criteria show significant quantitative

differences. The VIVA+ models provide a default output for head COG node history based

on an interpolated node set constraint. Figure 5.20 gives the head COG linear accelerations

head and injury criteria that are also based on angular velocity and acceleration for the

rider surrogate simulations. The derived HIC(36) and a3ms injury criteria in 7 are of the

same magnitude. For 1 they occur later (≈ 0.150 s vs. ≈ 0.09 s) and are considerably

higher for the HBMs. The later response of the head, due to a less stiff spine and neck,

results in significantly greater acceleration values. The upper body and neck of the HBM

are laterally more flexible than the mechanical replication of the ATD and accelerate the

head like a whip. The injury criteria that also rate head rotation, the GAMBIT and BrIC

criterion, are for the HBMs also higher compared to those of the ATDs, even above the

recommended limit.
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Figure 5.20: Resulting head COG linear accelerations and head injury criteria for the

Hybrid III ATDs and VIVA+ HBMs in scenario 7 and 1 (Figures 5.16-5.19).
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5.2.3 Accident Response of Human Body Model Variants

The results from the different HBMs, including sex variants, exhibit some kinematic

variations in accident response but do not fundamentally contradict each other. To analyse

the kinematic response, Figure 5.21 shows the impact time history of the skeletal structure

of the selected male HBMs. For each of the temporal snapshots, the main skeleton structure

is overlayed, and the trajectories of head COG, C7, T12, and L5 are spatially traced.

The positions of the skeletal markers are selected to be equivalent. The initial positions

show minor variations in the skeletal structures, which is a result of the anthropometric

differences discussed in Section 4.4.3 and also, to a minor extent, slight variances of the

positions of the markers at the individual bones. Note that the THUMS simulation of

configuration 7 aborted at 135ms, because of failing brain elements. It was not possible

to fix this, although the troubleshooting guidelines [Toyota21] were applied. The individual

animations showing each of the individual simulations are provided in Appendix A.1.

Comparing multiple male HBM variants show some diverging results for frontal (scenario 7 )

and lateral ( 1 ) loading. In 7 , the accident trajectory and the HC, C7, T12 and L5

trajectories after 135ms initially agree quite well. When rebounding from the airbag, the

two variants that terminated normally show different rebound heights for the head. In

contrast to the VIVA+ variant, where the legs are stretched at the end of the impact, the

legs of the GHMBC remain bent, as shown in the ATD model (Figure 5.16). In 1 the

initial response at 75ms is very similar, at 150ms they already diverged. In comparison,

the VIVA+ slips furthest out of the thigh belts. The slipping does not cause it to leave the

effective range of the side airbag and miss it, but it could be detrimental in the subsequent

accident phase. The THUMS simulation features a phenomenon not yet observed. After

the impact, the left arm pulls the side airbag slightly downwards, which causes the head

to miss the airbag. The head missing the airbag results in a large lateral bending of the

neck (from C1 to the head, visible in Figure A.16). Contrary to the VIVA+ results, both

the THUMS and the GHBMC exhibit a rearward motion of the head after 150ms with a

rearward extended neck.

Figure 5.22 gives the resultant linear acceleration of the head COG and derived injury

criteria. The VIVA+ 50M and GHBMC models provide default outputs for head COG

based on interpolated node set constraints of the deformable brain. The THUMS does not

provide such a default output. The linear accelerations show a similar qualitative course

for the two HBMs, with the time histories of the HIC(36) and the a3ms of the GHBMC

quantitatively between VIVA+ 50M and 50th percentile Hybrid III ATD. The same applies

to the angular accelerations and the BrIC criterion from angular velocities. Here the values

of the GHBMC are lower than those of VIVA+. In summary: As expected, the HBMs

exhibit some significant deviations from the ATD results and among themselves. The first

is somewhat as expected since the Hybrid III ATD has been developed to be biofidelic

only in particular load cases, here frontal loading of an upright occupant.
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Figure 5.22: Resulting head COG linear accelerations and head injury criteria for the male

ATD and HBM variants in scenario 7 and 1 .

5.3 Stage III – Full Finite Element Simulations

The stage III full FE approach aims to replicate every impact-relevant structural component

of the motorcycle and an opposing vehicle, a passenger car. The goal is to accurately

predict the performance of the finalized design of the motorcycle and passive safety

systems. In the following, the deformation behavior of the motorcycle is first examined

independently from a specific impact opponent. Force and energy curves of a rigid wall

collision interpret the deformation characteristics. The structural interaction and intrusion

behavior of a passenger car impact are then investigated, and finally, simulations of all

ISO 13232 scenarios are shown.
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5.3.1 Motorcycle Frontal Deformation

In passenger car design, the structural vehicle components are designed and dimensioned

to manage the impact energy from a collision. This transfer is a conversion of kinetic

energy into deformation work. The passenger compartment structure is designed to be

very stiff to create a survival space for the occupants and to provide seat and seat belt

attachment points with sufficient strength. The structural components around the safety

cell are designed to undergo large amounts of deformation, thereby dissipating impact

energy as much as possible and reducing peak impact forces that would otherwise be

transmitted to the safety cell and onto the occupants. The design objective for the safety

concept of the motorcycle with the restraint system is similar.

The seat belt anchoring needs solid attachment points, and the rider’s space on the

motorcycle should be strong enough to remain geometrically intact so that the airbags can

be deployed and supported by the motorcycle cockpit surfaces. In a frontal impact, the

cockpit should allow for sufficient space for a forward excursion of the rider; in a lateral

impact, the fairing with side impact structure should geometrically isolate the pelvis

and lower extremities. The deformable energy-absorbing structures of the motorcycle,

the front fork and tire, the main frame, the crash box, and the side fairing (the unique

features of the proposed motorcycle structure), as well as the deformation of the accident

opponent, determine the vehicle deceleration, which in turn significantly influences the

design of the restraint safety systems. The deformation structures should distribute the

force or acceleration over an increased period and reduce peak loads on the motorcycle

main structure. This behavior is first determined for a frontal impact with a rigid wall

impact without a rider, see Figure 5.23.

The evaluation of the rigid wall impact shows a characteristic deformation response and

quantifies the contribution of specific motorcycle components. The impact has an initial

velocity of vMoto =13.4m/s (≈ 48.4 km/h). The structure deforms so that the vehicle

length in front of the COG reduces by about 30 cm with a peak force of 200 kN and a

maximal deformation of 30 cm. The plot of the COG displacement distance d against

the resulting rigid wall force shows several phases of impact deformation. It is initially

a progressive force response that can be divided into the compression of the front tire,

followed by the collapse of the front wheel rim, and then the collapse of the front fork.

Afterward, the force decreases and then increases again to the overall peak force. The

area within the graph corresponds to the dissipated energy. Below, the stacked bar graph

evaluates the internal energy absorption of the involved main structural components (see

colored motorcycle parts). It shows that after the second increase in the force level, the

energy is mainly absorbed by the crash box (purple), the main frame (yellow), and the

fairing (green). Since these parts all act at a high contact point, it counteracts pitching of

the motorcycle. As the results show, the frontal impact response can certainly be further
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Figure 5.23: Frontal deformation characteristics of the full FE motorcycle model in a rigid

wall impact. Force and deformation response (top) and stacked internal energy absorption

of the main structural motorcycle components (bottom).

optimized. It would be better if the force level increases progressively throughout on a high

force level, as [FranzEtAl13] outlined it for passenger car frontal deformation structures.

Of course, such a small vehicle is limited in its overall capacity to absorb deformation

work.

5.3.2 Structural Interaction and Vehicle Intrusion

The structural interaction and intrusion behavior between the motorcycle and an opposing

vehicle shows that deceleration occurs without excessive pitching. It is illustrated by a

section cut through the opposing car, shown in Figure 5.24. The motorcycle impacts into

the passenger side of the car according to ISO 13232 7 with 13.4m/s (≈ 48.4 km/h). The

motorcycle front wheel collides with the robust front door sill. The motorcycle cockpit
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Figure 5.24: Structural

vehicle interaction and

intrusion behavior in

the full FE simulations

in scenario 7 .
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with the crash box in the nose deforms the car door inwards, while the motorcycle cockpit

itself is little deformed. The motorcycle main frame and powertrain assembly ensure that

the rider area remains intact. The deformation of the car door provides sufficient room

for the rider’s forward excursion, induced by the belt load-limiter-dependent belt pay-out.

This analysis shows that the very firm door sill structure promotes motorcycle pitching.

Nevertheless, the proposed motorcycle does not roll over about its transverse axis during

a frontal impact. The maximum pitching angle in this simulation is βmax = 12.2 ◦.

The experience from the results shown here is used to refine the definition of the vehicle

interaction in the stage I MB approach. This means that the initially stiffer assumed

vehicle contact interaction and front fork deformation (published in [MaierEtAl20]) is now

scaled for a softer interaction with, i.a., greater contact penetration. The MB vehicle

interaction, i.e., the magnitude of deceleration and penetration depth, is now similar to

the FE vehicle interaction of scenario 7 shown here. The MB motorcycle still rotates

slightly more (compare Figure 5.1). An automated procedure that correlates the MB

vehicle interaction to the results of (all) the full FE simulation results would certainly be

very useful but is currently not realized.

5.3.3 Impact Behavior and Biomechanical Loading in Represen-

tative Accident Scenarios

At last, the modeling efforts are merged into one aggregated model and simulated for the

ISO 13232 impact configurations. At this point, modifications or further iterations of the

design or on the set of parameters of the passive safety systems are minimal (with the

exception of the stowage of the airbags – these are now behind hinged lids and inside

flexible enclosures), and one can concentrate on the numerical robustness of the simulations.

Due to the many involved subsystems and sheer model size – about 1.56 million nodes

and 1.85 million elements when surrogating the rider with a model of an ATD – with

now very long simulation times – about 100 h for a problem time of 500ms – this task is
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challenging enough. All seven ISO 13232 scenarios are simulated for the primary impact;

see the visualization of the accident behavior up to 500ms in Figure 5.25 for the 50th

percentile Hybrid III ATD. The visualization for the 5th percentile Hybrid III ATD is

given in Figure A.17 of Appendix A.4. The respective injury criteria resulting from

biomechanical loading of both ATD variants are summarized and color-coded for injury

severity in Table 5.2.

The accident kinematics of the vehicles and the ATD confirm the previous results. The rider

is effectively restrained to the motorcycle in all cases as a contact of the rider against the

opposing vehicle is mitigated. Some differences can be observed in the visual comparison

with the motorcycle accident trajectories in the MB simulations. In 4 and 5 , instead of

sliding along the car and retaining a large portion of the initial velocity while bouncing off

in a shallow angle, the FE motorcycle gets caught in the car side and is decelerated much

more fiercely. As a result, in 4 the ATD head does not hit the side airbag but the mirror

airbag. In 5 , the motorcycle intrudes into the rear door and collides with the inner sill of

the rear wheel arch and is decelerated so rapidly (similar to 7 ) that the ATD torso and

head are pushed into the frontal airbag. The accident trajectories of the other scenarios

are largely consistent with the stage I results. Assessing the biomechanical loads shows:

• The values of the biomechanical injury criteria for the vital body parts are almost

all below their respective biomechanical limit. Exceptions are the BRIC(CSDM)

for both ATD variants and the thorax acceleration in 3 for the 50th percentile

Hybrid III.

• Many of the criteria that show high values in the stage I results (Table 5.1) are

even higher in the stage III results. These are the values of head acceleration (a3ms

and HIC), neck tension (Fz,tens,1ms and Fz,tens,45ms), and thorax and pelvis accelera-

tions (a3ms). An exemplary comparison of the linear head acceleration of scenario 7

in Figure 5.26 shows that the FE ATD predicts a higher head acceleration. In

stage II, using identical MB vehicle trajectories as in stage I, the FE ATD results

show higher head accelerations.

• This model eliminates the shortcomings of the previous modeling approaches. While

in stage I and II, the rigid car pierces through the motorcycle geometry, vehicle

interaction and side protection are now fully considered. This significantly lowered

femoral and tibial loading. Compared to the recommended biomechanical limits, the

femoral loading is well within the limits; the tibial load is except for 2 for the 50th

percentile Hybrid III below the recommended limits.

• The neck tensile forces result from the deceleration of the head. The fact that no

safety helmet is worn has a positive effect on this loading since a helmet would

increase the mass pulling on the neck. An increase in neck forces when wearing a

helmet with a certain weight has yet to be investigated.
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Figure 5.25: Full FE simulations of Hyb III 50th with head and pelvis trajectories (black).
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Table 5.2: Injury criteria normalized to their respective biomechanical limit for the primary

impact up to 500ms in the full FE simulations with the Hybrid III 50th and 5th ATDs.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

HIC(36) 0.38 0.21 0.26 0.13 0.12 0 0.33

HIC(15) 0.66 0.15 0.25 0.03 0.44 0.01 0.26

0.59 0.49 0.73 0.39 0.52 0.13 0.69

0.7 0.36 0.46 0.19 0.55 0.08 0.43

0.21 0.23 0.43 0.19 0.26 0.08 0.28

0.38 0.26 0.26 0.16 0.31 0.11 0.28

1.06 1.08 1.14 0.66 0.64 0.21 0.87

1.24 1.08 0.49 0.53 0.92 0.25 0.57

0.63 0.45 0.43 0.25 0.57 0.14 0.65

0.67 0.54 0.4 0.2 0.38 0.18 0.48

0.97 0.35 0.06 0.24 0.23 0.01 0.54

0.55 0.07 0.1 0.24 0.39 0.04 0.4

0.06 0.03 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.03 0.02

0.08 0.09 0.2 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.03

0 0 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.01 0

0 0 0 0 0.03 0 0

0.15 0.15 0.33 0.12 0.23 0.08 0.3

0.26 0.17 0.13 0.07 0.13 0.05 0.15

0.24 0.17 0.12 0.13 0.08 0.14 0.09

0.24 0.13 0.1 0.11 0.06 0.07 0.04

0 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.01 0 0

0.06 0.1 0.03 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01

0 0.4 0.12 0.19 0.06 0.11 0

0.47 0.3 0.09 0.09 0.17 0.01 0

0.32 0.24 0.24 0.13 0.31 0.08 0.37

0.49 0.43 0.31 0.16 0.29 0.15 0.35

0.36 0.74 1.24 0.44 0.74 0.12 0.72

0.46 0.61 0.52 0.3 0.5 0.17 0.54

0.07 0.39 0.5 0.19 0.29 0.06 0.34

0.04 0.22 0.1 0.07 0.08 0.03 0.11

0.01 0.14 0.35 0.04 0.11 0.01 0.09

0.01 0.04 0.01 0 0.19 0 0.16

0.49 0.93 0.7 0.36 0.43 0.29 0.62

0.43 0.71 0.4 0.41 0.46 0.4 0.55

0.24 0.23 0.25 0.16 0.19 0.13 0.23

0.11 0.31 0.23 0.17 0.23 0.12 0.24

0.69 1.02 0.79 0.68 0.47 0.53 0.49

0.34 0.87 0.72 0.52 0.7 0.43 0.65
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Chapter 6

Discussion

This chapter revisits the incipiently set objectives (O1-O4). They are discussed individually

in terms of their degree of fulfillment and regarding the limitations of this study.

(O1) Simulation Strategy and Modeling Approach

With suitable computational models, a passive safety solution can be investigated with

very little time and financial effort. Target-oriented variations of design variables allow

a structure or system to be analyzed and improved relatively quickly. Based on a

review and the selection of suitable methods and models to investigate the accident

behavior of the safety concept, models with varying levels of detail and complexity have

been developed: an MB model (stage I), an FE model (stage III), and a hybrid model

approach in between (stage II). The models have modular input decks for restraint

systems, rider surrogate models, and opposing vehicle structures. Pre- and post-processing

routines and custom translators are used for automized exchange between the software

environments, which transfer, e.g., scenario configuration parameters and FE meshes

from design iterations. Each simulation environment has different simulation runtimes

and model fidelity, qualifying them for specific investigations, suitable for systematically

assessing and optimizing various aspects of accident behavior.

The first stage MB approach features low complexity and low numerical costs while

capturing the essential physics of the collision. It is particularly suitable for obtaining initial

results at an early stage. If it also computes quickly, all the better. This computational

method represents a numerically efficient way to tinker with the safety systems and tune

and improve them, i.e., adapting their geometry, location, and system parameters. The

third stage full FE approach aims to fully represent the interaction of the collision to

accurately predict the performance of the finalized design by replicating every significant

structural component of the vehicles in great detail. However, the higher fidelity is bought

by a challenging model generation and significantly increased computational costs. The
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concept design detailed design validation

virtual simulations

physical experiments

stage I

stage II

stage III

development time

Figure 6.1: Use of the presented stages in the development process.

advantages of the stage II partial FE approach using MB vehicle interaction are the

successive and methodological model generation with a gradually increased level of detail

and expected fidelity from stage I while significantly reducing computation time compared

to a full FE model representation. The hybrid model is comparable to already realized

approaches for occupants in cars, see e.g. [ReichertEtAl14]. It offers the possibility to

consider a larger variance of accident scenarios or occupant diversity or to enable very

complex and numerically expensive investigations with state-of-the-art HBMs at reduced

computational effort. Revisiting the use of the tools in the development process of passive

safety from Section 1.3, the stages are particularly suitable as a sequential progression, as

shown in Figure 6.1.

(O2) Reproduction of Accident Behavior

Crash simulations represent highly complex physical processes with many degrees of

freedom. Although realistic visualizations of detailed simulations suggest an exact repro-

duction of an accident, one should be aware that approximations are made. Therefore,

even though the numerical results are checked carefully by consistency and plausibility, i.a.,

by energy balances, such computational models require a high level of physical validation

to assure accurate results. After all, actual human inviolacy depends on the technical

design. Therefore, sufficient final verification of the results for proof of functionality in a

standardized and legislative framework should take place in full-scale laboratory tests of

the entire system.

The study’s simulation strategy stems from the necessity to build models of the given

complex problem piece by piece. This stepwise modeling approach coincides with Rouchon’s

testing pyramid (Figure 1.9), allowing for a structured model verification at multiple levels

in increasingly more elaborate experiments. At coupon and element level, a model verifi-
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cation has been done for the foam leg protectors within the scope of this work; for

generic materials and components from occupant safety such as belts and airbags, existing

knowledge and experience in modeling has been used. Driven by automotive vehicle

safety development, the modeling of occupant interaction with passive safety systems

such as belts and airbags is well advanced. On the full system level of a conventional

motorcycle, a comparison of the simulated vehicle interaction with full-scale crash tests

shows that the MB approach can reproduce the main accident kinematics of a conventional

two-wheeler, an opposing vehicle, and a rider surrogate. What has not yet been done is

a verification of the simulation results at the level of the subsystems and the full-scale

level of the entire system of the safety concept. The hybrid approach is well suited for the

subsystem level in an intermediate step. Decoupled from a real-world vehicle interaction,

physical sled tests can reproduce the rider interaction with the airbags, belts, protectors,

and other motorcycle components with rider interaction. For this purpose, a uniaxial

impulse could be approximated in a linear sled crash test and compared to a corresponding

stage II simulation. Ultimately, only a full-scale test of the entire system with an ATD

and an accident opponent can verify the capability of a realistic and reliable prediction of

the accident outcome. This step requires a high level of detail in the development and

large financial resources to build a suitable prototype and conduct crash experiments. The

developed modeling and simulation strategy provides a suitable framework that already

accounts for such a testing strategy.

Physical crash tests can lack biofidelity because they are typically limited to using mechani-

cal surrogates for the rider, and they only cover a few load cases due to financial limitations.

Therefore, it is currently pursued to intensify the use of complementary virtual tests for

passive safety [EuroNCAP17, EuroNCAP22], which already started with consumer rating

assessment of active pedestrian protection systems [KlugEtAl19, KlugEllway21]. It con-

cerns the use of HBMs in additional load cases where the biofidelity of ATDs is considered

insufficient and aims to increase robustness through greater variance in scenarios and

human diversity. Despite many challenges, such as ensuring integrity and authenticity

and concerns about the protection of intellectual property when exchanging sensitive

simulation data [GalijatovicEtAl22], it can be expected that this approach will extend

to certification and regulatory approval of future vehicles. The developed computational

approach in this thesis, incorporating further improving and increasingly valid virtual

HBMs, should be well suited to holistically investigate the safety concept realistically.

(O3) Safety Principle

The thesis aims to model and investigate a novel safety concept of a motorcycle. To under-

stand whether the new idea operates and performs well, the state-of-the-art and existing

solutions and how these operate and perform are examined. A detailed summary shows

that the accident behavior of motorcycles and motorcyclists is intrinsically unpredictable:
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PTW crash configurations and the resulting accident behavior are manifold; the rider’s

accident kinematics are not guided and are rather chaotic when the rider dismounts

from the PTW; and, therefore, the protection principle is decisively based on coincidence.

The consequences are injuries to all body parts. There is considerable and fundamental

potential for improvement that goes beyond the improved protection of single-body regions,

but that considers a whole-body protection strategy. As summarized, attempts have been

made in the past to improve the passive safety of PTW riders, and solutions have been

developed that go beyond the existing protective effect of personally worn protective

equipment. However, these have not caught on or are still niche products.

The restraint safety concept is investigated by the kinematic, kinetic, and energy-based

relationships. Restraining a single, non-helmeted rider with belts and leg impact protectors

and decelerating the resulting upper body motion relative to the motorcycle with multiple

surrounding airbags leads to a guided and controlled rider trajectory for the primary

accident phase. The cockpit, the lateral impact structures, and the side airbags create a

protective shell around the rider, mitigating hard surface contacts. The combination of

multiple passive safety systems – the novelty of the safety concept – crucially minimizes

the intrinsic incalculability of a motorcycle rider’s motion when dismounting uncontrolled

during an accident. For a controlled and guided trajectory, the safety systems are designed

and dimensioned to distribute the loads on the human body spatially and temporally.

This involves load-limiting of the belt restraints, airbag chamber pressure regulation,

and material characteristics of the energy-absorbing foam of the leg impact protectors.

Interestingly, the proposed novel safety concept is a combination of the already individually

conceived safety considerations for PTWs. It consists of airbags (like the Honda Goldwing

touring motorcycle), a seat belt system and frontal crumple structure (like the BMW C1

scooter), and leg impact protectors for leg restraint (like the UKDS motorcycle leg protector

device), all discussed in detail in Section 2.3.2. Their cooperation shows a promising effect.

The impact velocities and schematic chronology of a frontal impact with the restraint safety

concept illustrates the advantages for a primary impact compared to the same impact

with a conventional motorcycle. The schematic chronology methodically detail multiple

regimes of the operation of the safety systems and their effect on the deceleration behavior

of the rider’s body parts. It provides a meaningful description of the operation, delineating

the safety principle. Figure 6.2 summarises the functional approach further and arranges

it hierarchically. On a macro-functional level, the safety principle can be divided into

guiding and controlling the rider’s motion to reduce body loads during deceleration and

providing a sufficient survival space to prevent injuries from crushing. Individual functions

of the passive safety systems can be assigned to these two main functions at a further

meso-functional level. These, in turn, can then be broken down into further subfunctions

at a micro-functional level. These here-called micro functions are the elements of the

schematic chronology that describe the functional regime of the passive systems.
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The secondary accident phases of the investigated accident scenarios are not part of the

evaluations in this thesis. Rear-end collisions and solo accidents or scenarios where a

rollover of the PTW is inevitable are not part of the seven recommended ISO 13232 accident

scenarios and are also not considered. In the current design, the belt is elongated due to

belt pay-out from load-limiting in scenarios where the belt system transfers significant

contact energy. After primary impact loading, the belt is no longer tight but restrains the

legs very loosely. Suppose the rider or the vehicle still has a lot of kinetic energy. In that

case, inadequate belt restraint can have serious negative consequences in the subsequent

accident phases, especially for a safety concept for which personal protective equipment is

abandoned. The same applies to rear-end impacts where the rider is prone to slipping out

of the thigh belts, and any resulting rearward upper body displacement and/or rotation

will not be supported. Here, further ideas for a rider restraint have to be developed,

e.g., by extending the belt pay-out regime by recollecting belt material or changing the

belt attachment points and layout or harness variants. A rear airbag or another support

structure may be able to provide rearward support and survival space. Furthermore, it

must be clarified what the consequences of a topside collision load are, e.g., as a result of

a rollover or a collision with roadside objects. Can the airbags provide a survival space,

or will the rider be crushed? How does the safety concept perform in these situations

compared to a non-restrained motorcyclist?
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(O4) Performance Evaluation

The academic work presented here is in no way intended to attest or prove a guaranteed

safety effect. It cannot fulfill this. A convincing holistic verification is already refuted by

the discussion in the immediately preceding paragraph. Instead, the focus is primarily on

the systematic description of the safety principle. A quantified performance evaluation

predicts and evaluates the safety effect and injury risks on the basis of a comprehensive

set of injury criteria and corresponding biomechanical limits concerning all body parts.

For the evaluation, a suitable and widely-used set of representative impact scenarios is

selected. Within this work, the evaluation is limited to the primary accident phase.

The evaluation of the accident performance in a frontal impact (scenario 7 ) shows a

promising effect. In simulations of the restraint safety concept with ATD surrogates in this

load case, all injury criteria are below their recommended biomechanical limits. The direct

comparison to a laboratory test with a conventional motorcycle with a non-restrained

rider shows that although individual body parts and evaluated criteria are increased

safety-concept-related, high loadings near the limit value are overall, often dramatically,

reduced. The evaluation of all the recommended representative ISO 13232 scenarios shows

that, with the exception of the BrIC, the vital body regions are below the recommended

biomechanical limits. However, the BrIC is associated with overpredicting brain injury

risk [SahooEtAl20]. These results from the ATDs must be treated with caution. The

Hybrid III design is not intended for this use case and loading condition, evidenced, i.a.

by the abdominal insert slipping out of the abdomen cavity. Therefore, HBMs are used as

an interesting addition and omnidirectional tool.

The multiple HBMs exhibit specific differences in predicting the impact response of real-

world human behavior that could not be observed with ATDs. These differences result in

increased head injury criteria that rate head rotation in the frontal scenario 7 and overall

higher head loading in the lateral scenario 1 . Although the HBMs are anthropometrically

very similar, they also show differences in accident kinematics and loading. In 7 and 1 ,

the belts slip from the VIVA+ thighs; in 1 , the THUMS head misses the side airbag.

To better understand and evaluate the consequences of the impacts on the whole body,

many more available injury criteria (recently summarized [GermanettiEtAl22]) must be

considered, such as injury mechanisms that are strain or stress-based. Additional scenario-

specific validations of HBMs are needed to solidify the biofidelity of the HBMs, i.e., their

lateral spine flexibility, in this type of impact loading. Validations of HBMs, currently

based mainly on standard lateral car crashes with a 3-point seat-belt, should be extended

because the motorcycle rider shows larger head, torso, and thus spine displacements in 1

due to a less restrained posture.

Using simulations, the evaluation is not limited to physically reproducible sensors; instead,

the observer can extract practically omnisciently any system variables. The energy
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absorption describes the deformation characteristic of the motorcycle. The energy balances

of the rider quantify the contribution of the involved safety components, identifying the

belts as the main restraint. The energy balances simulations’ final states also show that

there are scenarios based on the chosen set of representative accident configurations, for

which consideration of a subsequent secondary accident phase will be necessary. Combined

with the potentially very complex nature of motorcycle accidents, especially after the first

impact, and the variety of possible accident opponents, the potentially complex accident

behavior presents major challenges for future studies to verify a sufficient performance of

the protective measures in the subsequent accident phases. The safety concept proposes

not to wear a safety helmet. The legal helmet requirement in many European countries

was waived before for the BMW C1 scooter. However, this makes it all the more difficult

to prevent adverse effects in beyond-design-basis scenarios of the proposed safety idea.

Wearing a helmet, on the other hand, could increase the tensile forces in the neck too

much, which would also be harmful.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Outlook

PTWs have already a significant share in global mobility. Considering societal, economic,

and environmental aspects, they have a promising future. However, their passive safety

is far from the level of protection of passenger cars. Although an indispensable tool for

designing and optimizing safety systems, virtual investigation methods of PTW passive

safety are likewise not on par with those used for occupant protection. This study aims

for a ”proof of concept” through a virtual realization of the novel idea of PTW passive

safety and predicting its performance to demonstrate if the idea has practical potential.

(RQ1) Is it safer to be restrained to a motorcycle?

The safety principle positively influences the intrinsic chaotic behavior of a motorcyclist

in an accident impact, thereby drastically reducing impact loading. Compared to a

chaotic and uncontrolled dismount, where the rider is exposed to the unpredictability of

a motorcycle accident, in recommended representative accident configurations the rider

shows predictable behavior and overall less critical biomechanical loads. It is an innovative

passive safety idea for motorcycles in very different load cases without compromising

a motorcycle’s specific advantages as a compact means of transport, such as the great

all-around visibility, and without losing its unique driving behavior. Similar to passive

safety systems for automobile occupants, several safety systems effectively control and

guide the motorcyclist’s accident trajectory. Building on a robust accident response, the

vehicle and rider behavior in other accident configurations can be continuously improved

by refining system parameters, trying new system layouts and variants, or incorporating

additional other safety systems.

So far, investigations of the restraint safety principle are limited to primary impacts in

collisions with a passenger car according to a recognized standard. Thus, the performance is

not designed and investigated in secondary impacts, rear-end scenarios, and solo accidents.

Maintaining sufficient belt restraint and granting a protective cover for all possible load
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directions will be challenging. In particular, the investigation with HBMs show that much

needs to be examined in detail. Not wearing a helmet is an additional hurdle for an

appropriate strategy and sufficient evidence to exclude detrimental effects in off-design

scenarios holistically. However, wearing a helmet could increase neck tensile forces, which

also needs to be investigated first.

(RQ2) What virtual models and numerical methods allow us to answer this?

This study presents computational models and methods to design a robust safety concept

for a motorcycle in a systematic simulation workflow. The numerical research strategy

is a multi-stage development process featuring models of successively increasing levels of

model complexity and computational effort. The modeling features:

• An efficient multi-model approach that couples the full vehicle interaction of a PTW

and an accident opponent from MB simulations with a detailed FE model of rider

interaction surfaces of the PTW.

• An effective characterization of a computational material model of a foam material

through a polynomial representation of experimental test data incorporating material

card requirements and knowledge of material properties.

• A simulation-based method for positioning complex FE HBMs, including sex variants,

in the characteristic posture of a motorcyclist.

It allows for a detailed representation of diverse motorcyclists and their interaction with a

motorcycle and its passive safety systems. The strategy enables the virtual design and

dimensioning of the novel restrain safety concept with minimal time and resources. With

this variety of models, a large number of variants was covered by efficient low-fidelity

models, thus enabling a fast and robust design of the safety systems. Equivalent high-

fidelity models represent complex vehicle interactions, and up-to-date rider surrogate

models allowed for investigating questions of great detail.

This methodology demonstrates a meaningful combination of current state-of-the-art MB

and FE simulation software environments to model the same problem with method-specific

advantages and disadvantages, outlining a novel procedure in virtual motorcycle accident

research and passive safety equipment development. Although the procedure was applied

for a motorcycle with a novel restraint safety concept, applying similar procedures in

virtual research for conventional (powered) two-wheelers is highly desirable.

Outlook

In addition to investigating more accident scenarios, laboratory tests of the entire system

will ultimately be necessary for the approval of the safety concept. With these experiments,
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the modeling of the motorcycle and the passive safety system must be further verified. In

addition, there will be many detailed questions on packaging and ergonomics that need to

be investigated. Reviewing ergonomics and usability while being stationary and during

driving is important since for example the concept does not allow the motorcyclist to

”hang off” when cornering due to the body fairing with side impact structure.

The development and application of HBMs is an interesting field of research that is

making great progress. This work shows in their special application as riders of PTWs

that processes such as the positioning need to be further systematized, automated, and

improved, e.g., through stress initialization. In the future, active HBMs may enable

modeling a rider that holds on to the vehicle, whether while driving in the pre-crash phase

or in low-dynamic accident phases, which could be a significant factor in an accident

outcome. Scalable HBMs can model a diverse society.

The given simulation workflow and models offer many possibilities for additional links.

An online-coupling between MB vehicle interaction in MADYMO and the detailed FE

rider interaction modeling in Ls-Dyna may be useful. The vehicle interaction could also be

extracted from the full FE simulations. These could then be used in an offline-coupling for

the stage II simulations or be used as starting conditions for the stage I simulation, which

after a prescribed primary impact, computationally efficiently predicts a long subsequent

accident phase followed by a ground impact. To exploit the full range of modeling categories

presented in Section 3.1.2, mathematical surrogate models can be developed. These could

represent essential relationships for optimizations with significantly less computational

effort.
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Appendix

A.1 Exemplary Determination of Injury Criteria

Time History Data and Injury Criteria for Scenario 7 in Table 5.1
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Figure A.3: Head angular velocity.
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A.2 Causes of Deaths

Leading Causes of Worldwide Deaths by Age Group, Compiled from the Data

Set and Classification According to [WHO20] for 2019.

Ranking of the 116 different causes of death. The widths of the profiles at the tick marks

represent the number of deaths.
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A.3 Human Body Model Accident Response

Impact Response of Male HBM variants in Figur 5.21
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Figure A.16: Impact response in scenario 1 .

A.4 Full FE Response of a Small Female ATD

Full FE Simulations of the ISO 13232 Scenarios with the Hybrid III 5th
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Figure A.17: Full FE simulations of Hyb III 5th with head and pelvis trajectories (black).
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